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nrmooücriow 

Ths purpose of this report is to provide a comprehensive 

of the situation in the main branches of industry in Latin America, M It 

émarges from the studies carried out by BCLÁ in the last few years.   The 

sectoral approach to the analysis of industrial development has been used 

by EOA from th« outset.   Th« first industrist studied were iron and steel, 

pulp and paper and textiles« and problems relating to the steel and pulp 

and paper industries were brought to the attention of meetings of expert« 

from the public and private sectors»   Mors recently, in addition to 

continuing work on those three Industries researoh was begun on the aetal- 

transforming and chemical industries and further meetings and seminars 

were convened to consider the results obtained«   Detailed research has 

been done on aspects such as the structure and problems of existing industry, 

productivity and the factors determining its low level, fixed capital 

investment and the extent to which it is being efficiently utilised, th« 

quantification of economies of scale, projections of demand and probable 

trends of supply and trends of the« balance of   supply and demand* 

The work carried out in the last fsw years, which served as a basis 

for the main conclusions summarised in the chapters of this report, was in 

relation to th« steel, aluminium, pulp and paper, chemical, metal-transforming 

andtemtils industries^   Th« study of these industries, which constitute 

most of t;*« manufacturing sector, has for the first time provided a 

oomprehensive view of ths prevailing situation« operating conditions ani 

prospects for futur« development of industry throughout Latin America, 

both lü terso of individual countries ant the ragion «s a wholtA 

y      The report« on each Industry ars normally publi shed separately 
and are referr«d to In th« relevant chapters of this study. 

¿y      Other work on th« copper and other non-f«rreu« metal industries 
1« still in progress and has not boon dealt with in this report. 

/Ä should 
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i 

It should be made clear from the outset that the six major branches 

of industry are not di oc us sod from the same point of view or in the same 

detail»   The aspects dealt with In the studies used as a basis for this 

comprehensive review and the geographical coverage were determined by the 

specific features of each branch and its degree of complexity.   In the 

case of the steel industry, for example, particular attention was given 

to a detailed analysis of potential production costs in relation to different 

technologies, plant sises and alternative locations, since this seamed to 

be particularly Important for the future îegional integration of the industry« 

In such industries ao textiles, on the other hand, the situation is quita 

different, since the main problems, from the standpoint of both labour and 

capital, are problems of internal organisation and operational efficiency. 

Research on the textile industry was therefore mainly concerned with a 

diagnosis of the present situation in terms of productivity, the utilisation 

and degree of obsolescence of machinery and equipment, etc«   Finally, in 

incipient industriss, such as the aluminium industry, particular euphasis 

was laid on the analysis of factors such as the effect of plant sise on 

investment and production costs and the influence of alternative locations 
on the economy of the industry« 

Moreover, in detensining the geographical coverage, account had to 

be taken of the requireaents of the various branches of industry.    In some 

oases - the steel, aluminium, pulp and paper industries, etc* - an attempt 

was made to cover the whole region in preparation for regional reports«    In 

others, because of the greater geographical dispsrsion of the industry or 

the diversity of its products, it was considered advisable to study the 

industry separmtsly in each country or in a number of specific countries, 

with a view to preparing a regional report when all the countries where the 

particular industry was of interest had been covered.   This basic approach 

was adopted in the study of the textile industry, which began by dealing 

with the industry in each country and then considered the region as a whole 

on a comparative basis, and the study of the metal-transforaiing industry, 

which by ne meara provides m complets picture, or even a rough outline, 
of the «iltiplieity of activities included under that held« 

/Indeed, the 
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Indeed, the metal-transfcraiing industry is ths pria« example of an 

industry which demandad a particularly individual approach) it ia made up 
of a conglomeration of many industrie* with very diverse production 
techniques, equipment, plant characteristics and requirement• of technically 
qualified personnel, which are influenced to a greater or lesser degree by 
economies of seals«   the resulting difficulties were described in LCLA'B 

most recent analysis of industrial activitiee,*  and led to the adoption 
of a procedure based on a combination of studiee by sub-branches of industry 
in the most industrialised Latin American oountries and ncudies of the 
whole metal-transforming sector in the remaining oountries* 

2«   Future wort of the Jo^tfc Pro^rejm 

As a insult of the many ECLà studies on industrial questions in the 
last few years and, in particular, the recent intensification of work ia 
this field following the establishment of   the Joint Prograsas on ths 
Integration of Industrial Development by BCLA, the Latin American Institute 
for Beonomic and Social Planning and the Inter-American Development Beak (H»), 
a large store of data and an&lyaes of various industriee has been built up 
and should prove of great value in i-aproving regional co-ordination ia tat 
development of those industries« 

The main papóse of the Programme, which was established in «16496* 
and financed by the three organs referred to above, is to prepara the 
studies and other technical and economic material needed to promota tèe 
prooes« of Latin American Integration la the field of manufacturas*   It 
is also intended to supply ths neoeaaary data for the gradual «upantttn 
of planning in the industrial sector ia each country in line with ragionai 
requirements, so that national planning will be more closely co-ordinated 
with raglenal. integration« 

The Joint BCLA/lnetituts/IDB Ifrograamo en the Integration at Industrial 
Development is a programas of study and research en industrial development, 
aimed at analysing prospects and procedures for ragionai integration ia 

%m,s^wúwmrLj*»t 

/eaefc of 
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•aoh of the nain branch «s of industry and thus expediting the task of 

th« inter-governmental bodies reaponsible for integration.   The atudiaf 
not only represent a rital preliminary «tag« In tha préparât ion of 

apaoific integration programma« for tha larga industries, but will alao 

help to identify investment pro jacta in "intagration industries", 

i.e* industrial projects linked with ragionai intagration but not contingent 

upon any ganara! sgrssnent in tha particular industry»   These projects 

would be baaed on sectoral studies aa they ara completed and submitted 

to th« Latin American Free Trad« Association (AULC) and D3 for their 

oonsidaration and possible support and financing.   Tha sectoral studies 

for th« ragion aa a whols would also be of great value in establishing 

criteria for specialisation and oomplsnsntarity in th« over-all industrial 

development programmi being undertakan separately in each country.   This 

co-ordination of ragionai intagration with national planning is vary 

important in tha metal-transforming industry, aa stated earlier, particularly 

if rational intagration is tc benefit all tha participating countriss equally. 

This approach applies not only to tha netal-tranaforming industryj 

it haa been supported by tha experience gained in recent studies.   No 

progreas «an be mmds in preparing practical intagration program««» 

unless each country prepares its own industrial progressas defining ita 

objectives and target« for tha future development of each industry*   Ragionai 

speciali tat ion scheue for dynamic growth through an optimum distribution 

of resources oust taies into account not only economies of scale and 

transport costs, but alao such factors «a tha creation of external savings, 

tha contribution to balanced national development, etc, which can only 

be fairly gauged within tha context of a national development programme« 

Thms, eesistance in formulating national programmes la another efficient 

meene of promoting ragionai integration» and tha factual and t«ohnolagloal 

information and frame of reference provided by th« sectoral «tudiee «ill 

also be very helpful in national planning« 

/3.   Al 
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3.   Thf ssctor»! approach in the industry étudiée 

The BCLA secretariat has for some time now been devoting considerable 

attention and a large proportion of its resources to the industry studies, 

beoause it is convinced that those studies can provide a combination of 

aacro-econoaic criteria and technological data at the enterprise level 

which is extremely useful for planning purposes.   The technological data 

relates, for example, to current production techniques, capital and 

labour unit inputs, the influence of scales of production on investment 

and production costs, etc*   The sectoral approach thus makes it possible 

to deal with the specific technological problems of the industry and to 

analyse it« operational machinery in greater detail than would otherwise 

be possible, bearing in Bind that its development mist be subordinated to 

and compatible with certain basic macro-economic criteria (growth rate of 

the over-all product, general policy on lnport substitution, key inter- 
relationships, etc«)« 

This compatibility between the aggregate level and the level of the 

Individual enterprise is of great importance at this juncture because the 

new approaches to economic policy in Latin America, such as pi tiring and 

integration, can only be worked out on the basis of vast documentation 

and experience«   The documentation must be sufficiently detailed to take 

account of the widely different conditions in each industry throughout 

Latin America, and at the same time sufficiently general to indicate 

whether they arc compatible with the main macro economic variables« 

*•   «flu aspects covered. 

The chapters of this study analyse) the problems and moat important 

features of each industry, in accordance with the particular rlrmmistannee 
in each of the six industries studied« 

The chapter on the stee1 industry highlights a number of Important 
factsi 

(a) Demand is growing steadily and la expected to ell** to almi 
28 million tons by 1975; 
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(b) To maintain the present ratio of national production to 

apparent consumption in 1975 , production capacity will have to be increased 

to 23 million tons« or one and a half times present capacity (9 million tons)) 

(c) The heavy investment required to create this additional capacity 

is estimated at more than 4*000 million dollartj 

(d) Despite the foregoing considerations, there is an unduly high 

margin of idle capacity - in 1964 only 52 per cent of total rolling 

capacity «ma used - because of the lack of co-ordination between the 

different departments of many plants and imbalance in the relationship 

between final rolling facilities and the composition of uarket demand} 

(e) The pressure OB the industry to expand and enlarge its plant 

has forced it to neglect the introduction of technological improvements 

which would raise output and get a better return on capital invested« 

These conclusiones, based on research in depth on existing production 

and a detailed estimate of potential and hypothetical production costs« 

demonstrate the need for a sustained attempt to reorganise and streamline 

the industry, in which the stimulus provided by competition - through 

appropriate integration schemes - could play a key role« 

The situation described in the regional report revealed that there 

was need for a more detailed analysis of the aspects connected with 

technological advances and economies of scale, and two additional report« 
were prepared« 

The chapter dealing with the llJftMll industry includes projection« 

of demand in 1975» an analysis of existing mineral resource« In the region* 

a detailed description of the technology of bauxite mining and the 

production of alumina and primary aluminium and estimates of the physical 

input« required«   It further includes an analysis of the effect« of economie« 

of scale on investment and production costs«   Finally, it outlines a number 

of prova    inai scheme« for market groupings and the location in future of 

primary aluminium production centres, and present« estimate« of the 

savings in Investment and production cost« that might be effected« 

/The bealo 
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The buio probi«* of the aluninium industry in Latin Ameri oa it tus 

rapidly growing import deficit, which is expected to amount to more than 

440,000 tons by 1975*   To meet this deficit, the industry would hare to 
invest as much as 530 million dollars, for the production of primary 

aluminium alone,, in the six or seven countries whose domestic markets 

are expected to exceed 10,000 tons per year by 1975« 

If the annual manufacturing capacity is increased from 10,000 to 

150,000 tons, which is the usual sise in the more developed countries, 

the investment required per ton of output would fall from 1,500 to 

800 dollars«   This fact alone illustrates the netd to plan the future 

development of the industry on the basis of regional integration of markets« 

However, the procedures for achieving this regional integration of the 

industry will first have to be studied in detail*   The unequal distribution 

throughout Latin America of the basic resources required (mainly bauxite 

and electric power) and the possibility of developing the industry with 

different degress of vertical integration« in terms of its successive 

processing stages (bauxite, alumina, primary aluminium and processed 

aluminium), offer the prospect of several forms of complementarity between 

the countries of the region«    In order to analyse each of these forms, 

detailed data must be assembled on the influence of economies of scale 

on each stage of the manufacturing process, in order to determine the 

probable cost levels for the different combinations (from bauxite to 

processed aluminium, or the processing of aluminium alone using imported 

primary aluminium, or some intermediate combination) in accordance with 

different scales of production and alternative locations« 

It is possible that an AIALC »forking Group on th« aluminium industry 

will be established, to which these data and other material now being 

prepared will be submitted*    HB, through its Pre-Investment Fand fer 

Latin American Integration, will probably participate in the addiUonal 

studies required, 

Th« analysis given in the chapter on the SÈHÊÏÊÊLÀSÊÊÈtBL *• 
on the criteria established by th« United Nations Seminar on the 

of toe Chemical Industry in Latin America (Careoee, Deosmber I960« 

ii 
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In view of the lack of sufficiently detailed and regularly published 

reliable statistical information, and the importance   of having such data» 

the Seminar strongly reoosuended that SOU should take over the responsibility 

of gathering and periodically publishing statistics on the chemical industry. 

For that purpose, an analysis Mas mads of the foreign trade figures 

for all the Latin Antri can countries (except Cuba)« of the production 

and apparent consumption data for argentina, Brasil, Colombia, Chile, 

Nexloo, Peru and V»nesuela in the period 1962-64 and of partial data for 

other countries«   This information was used to analyse the evolution of the 

ohemical sector in terms of the relative share of the different items in 

production and apparent consumption, import trend« and the degree of import 
substitution achieved.     Of particular interest from the standpoint of 

regional integration is the comparison of the growth rates of production, 

apparent consumption and import substitution trends throughout the 

The Caracas Seminar also reooamcnded that, in its future work on the 

chemical industry, BCLA should concentrate on three sub-branches: petrochemicals, 

fertilisers and sodium alkalis* 

An analysis was mad« of the past trends and present situation of 

"•fr^flMTftflaf *» Latin America, and its future development prospects ware 
weighed in the light of the problems and limitations arising from the 

availability of basic raw materials (natural gas and refinery products)« 

Emphasis was also placed on various institutional aspect« which, to a certain 

extent, detemine planning in the sector, e.g. delimitation of the field 

of action of public and private enterprises through governmental decisions 
controlling access to this industry« 

The basic problem, from the standpoint of regional integration, is 

that ««eli country regard«   it« national petroohemical industry as an 

essential «lament in it« •balanced industrial derelopment" and therefore 

•noourages the industry without das  regard for production coots*   Tais 
attitude, which is particularly strong la the larga and medium sis ed 

oountrie« of Latin Amerio*, drastically limits the poseibility of a division 
of labour la a region-wide oommon market« 

A 
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A ocuntry-by-oountry analysis is made of the present production 

of nitrogenous« phosphate and potassium fertilisers and of the projects 

for installing new plants«   The supply prospects of existing industry and 

of the projects under way in the «¿in producer countries of the region 

are compared with the demand for fertilizers estimated in studies by the 

Joint ECLA/FAO Agriculture Division as a basis for calculating the balanoe 

which amy be achicad by 1970 and 1975« 

The Fertilizer Group of the Inter-American Gcanittee on the Alliance 

for Progress (ICAP) established some Important criteria and recommendations 

concerning the fertiliser industry's future development. 

Latin America1 s fertiliser industry should al« for technical 

structure», plant sise and location which will achieve its essential 

objective» namely to supply these products to agriculture and the world 

market at the lowest possible price whenever the region has exportable 

surpluses«   This objective will be furthered by market expansion at the 

regional level through gradual and substantial tariff reductions and the 

removal of other trade barriers«   Moreover» with the industry organised 

on a regional basis and the necessary steps taken to harmonise external 

policies and tariffa, a system of trade could be developed in the 

foreseeable future, which would channel public and private investment 

In the interest of maximum efficieny and productivity« 

It was recognised that the establishment of a common market for 

fertilisers should be accompanied by parallel action regarding other major 

agricultural inputs«   For similar reasons» a policy should also be worked 

out for the manufacture of equipment needed to expand the fertiliser 

industry, always within the context of regional integration« 

Prom the Joint rrogramme's studies it seems certain that thé regi«, 

nul have an adequate supply of nitrogen m purely quantitativ« terms, over 

the medium tena) In fact, installed capacity and the capacity of projects 

at different stage« of execution are even expected to exceed demand.   The 

situation is not as bright with regard to the supply of Hhnmjüitt and 

poUeeiui fertilisers.   Reserves of the former arm apparently smffleiemt 

and recent projects have beam started to fkse «ami eccnomloal^ri bo* Wm 

resources of potassium are extremely low«. Ih been eases» the prospecting 

/of 
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of natural rceourcci will have to be Intensified, and ih« InUr latrila 
Development Bank (SS) i« devoting particular attention io thia qpsetioa 
through it« Pro-Investment Fund for the Integration of Latin Aaarioa« 

JädAMJt^kaUA1 »arket studi«« on «odi« oerboneU, oaustio sodi and 
chlorine have shod aome light on th« anticipated growth of emanad ovar ta« 
next ion jeera.   Th« amia production oentree and now project» being 
planned havo alao boon evaluated with «peci«! aitanti« io oonditione 
ai poeaibl« locations* i.«.# iho availability and ooot of raw material« 
for the production of «adii» alkali«« 

Th« poeeibility was ooa«idor«d of submitting tao studies on ihit 
industry io a working group appoint«! by ALALC in oo oporation with tho 
HB Pro-Inrostaont Pond, which could MHM th« rogion-wido iapaot of ««a« 
of tho aolution« to tho problem of supplying thee« baaic product•• 

Hi« ohepter on MÛÊJtfLSÊÊËÊ «Piara«« iho proa ont situation of 
th««« industri«« ¿ i.t#, tho balano« of «apply «ad demand, apparent 
consumption trends, «oala of regional plani« ooaaared with tho optimum 
•oonomic «orni« and othor questione related both to operational efficiency 
aid now investment for mpanalon of capacity« 

QM of ih« amia conclusione of ini« «naljrai« 1« thai th«r« la a bag« 
deficit in tho supply of noMspriat, Maiali i« likoly io incroaao booauoo 
of tho various obstacle« io a rapid «npsiMton of production capacity* 
A major problem in iho aanufeoture of writing and «rapping papa? i» th« 
«áatcnoe of a groat «any plant« operating «a a vary ««mil aoal« and using 
peor technlquee, which are protected by th» lank of competition ana oboiruct 
th« regional integration of ini« aaetor of industry. 

In view of tho nid« ranea and diversity of product« in tho 
Uanmmmämanef iaanetry the Programme eieerly tnHtimttr too atad to 
the aar« hna^gaiwni Vu amias of aottrlaj «alan asa elanttfiad 
•aparatas to tèa aaiwfaeturing tupatuai aaat» taa organisait am «f 
production and ih« tcchniOng^oal lata}, of tap istshltshmants hat al 
nooeoaariay ay the economie aaa af iho podMsts.   taup far, 
group» a* f**aMt«- have baao astiasti (a) «qaiaaaat for tao 
(«tati asking, electric pumr snasraUsn, »amortê palp and paper, ata») 
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produced by the heavy metal-transforming industry; (b) machine-tools 

(or metsl-woricing machines); (c) textile machinery and equipment; ana 

(d) motor vehicle« (passenger oars« lorries, «to»)«    As the étudie« on 

these sectors progreae and additional staff be canee available, other 

"homogenous" groups, such as shipbuilding and agricultural machinery, will 
be identified and studied« 

To supplement this sub-sectoral approach, studies have been under- 

taken oit the metal-transforming industry aa a whole in the relatively 

lass developed countries and those with Insufficient markets.   Important 

lines such aa capital goods and transport equipment will only find 

favourable conditions for rapid development in the major countries of the 

region, becauae their manufactura is «ore complex, economies of seal« have 

a greater impact and in partie lar, becauae they are looated in manufacturing 

centres «here intensive use can be mads of sub-contracting*   The other 

countries should be actively and deliberately encouraged to participate 

in regional specialisation schemes by establishing a group of metal- 

transforming industries that «all form tha teohnologioal infrastructure for the 

future development of more complex production linee« Adequate progranming 

is essential for the modernisation, technological improvement and development 

of tiie whole aetal-transforming industry, as a pre-condition for participation 

on a bolder regional integration scheme.   The Programme accordingly carried 

out étudies on the whole teetal-trensforming sector in Colombia, Ecuador« 

Uruguay and Vene*u*la, and its findings ara reportée in tha relevant ommftar 

of this report« 

Information conceming the %&âHdLÈÊÊÊÊÈM *** •**• ¿* rmWIit te 
oompare the situation 1A Latin ajearlos with that preraillnj la ether pmrts 

of the world.  An analyeis hie been made af the existing and future tesatila 

market ani total future ootmrnptim on th« testi of veriamj peetalateel 

price trenas and the degree ef otem>etltian the» is likely ta atiawUU 

demand for tattilee«   & view of the relatively adreBiageeu« aaterml 

oonditiona, eonsideration was alee gave« %• the eras» s at ef mmiilimf te 

oountriee outside the region«   Laetly, with «me retard fer 
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wer« made of the invest ment required to satisfy anticipated demand»   Thii 

investment would be used not only to expand production capacity, but to 

modernize the production process« a need demonstrated in the country studies« 

5.   Industria^ infrefira^lgn, 

ifôiile this study has highlighted the key issues for integration, it 

has made no attempt to draw up specific sectoral integration programmes« 

The Joint Programme has confined its activities to preparing the ground 

for action by the integration agencies by clarifying certain questions 

and pinpointing the problems which will have to be dealt with in due course» 

However, as regional integration is the underlying issue throughout this 

report, it may be useful to stress some basic points with respect to 

methods and procedures for promoting the regional integration of industry* 

The SGLA secretariat's regional integration studies have shown that 

tha paper industry should be the mainspring of ths integration movement 

and that is should proceed by means of special agreements, tailored to 

suit the particular conditions in each sector of industry-   The report 

on Latin American integration submitted to the eleventh session of the 

Commission analyses in detail the characteristics and jpfluf ogyandj, of 

•uch agreements«^   The sectoral agreements described in that report are 

juridical instruments designed to adapt the general formulas and machinery 

of economic integration to the conditions obtaining in particular branches 

Of manufacturing industry with the object of accelerating co-ordination 

of the markets for their products*   The agreements represent a means of 

obtaining the advantages of integration and overcoming the difficulties 

inherent in the prooess - which are specified and analysed in the same 

report - by entering into oommlUentp over and abort those generally 

applicable to be negotiated empirically as the particular conditions of 
each sector dictate*   Fnr instance, the levels established {or thf rfduetion 

of internal tariffs go further than the targets generally applied,   the 

objectivée arc ectebUabcd in acoordanoe with regional cost conditions for 

/tno 
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the product« of the sector ooncerned, especially the disparities between 

countries, and, in some cases, between entarprises.    They tdce into 

account the possibilities of e?lv<\gj?t; the inefficient segment of the 

industry and th« chs.nss3 that rlonlj be wrought through regional competition 
in its struct uro ami inojo of operation« 

Perhaps the aalien'. featura of the sectoral approach to the . 

integration of manufacturing industry is that measures of trade policy 

and development promotion are taken simultaneously.   Actually trade 

liberalisation is made conditional upon certain criteria and commitments 

connected with the development and structure of the sector concerned, 

with a view not only to activating its growth and ensuring that new 

production units have an economic scale of operation and are looated 

where thoy can draw the greatest benefit from regional specialisation, but 

also to developing it on a geographically balanced basis with due regard 
for each country»s needs and possibilities. 

In other words, a sectoral integration agreement would be a regional 

programme for the modernisation and development of the sector concerned, 

in whieh market integration would have a twofold purposei   to promote 

economies of scale In branches of Industry where market sise determines 

the econemdeity of the end product, and to create the necessary climate 

of competition for oontinuing technological improvement in the industrie« 

that offer least scope for economies of scale and whose main problem is 
their low lev«! of operational efficiency. 

Sectoral agreements which are tantamount to development programme« 

based on the regional integration of major branches of industry require 

oereful preparation, time and a large store of technical and economic data 

on the situation of those industries in the individual countries, their 

prospecte of growth and the po««ibUity of developing similar industrie« 

im each of th« participating countries.   Since the agreements must leave 

a wide margin for reconciling th« interest« of the various countries, a 

/special 1 «ed body 
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specialised body with specific ocúpetenos OR matters of integration should 
be made responsible for the compilation of the nseeesary background 
information.   The promotion and development agency advocated in the BCLA 

secretariat paper on integration policy * might be entrusted with the 
task*   The data compiled on the principal Latin American industries by 
the Joint Programe and summarised in this study« are therefore in the 
nature of a preliminary contribution only* 

op« cit 

/Chapter I 
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Chapter I 

THE BON AND STEEL INDUSTRI 

The Economic Coraniesion for Utln America (ECU) began its study of 

the iron and steel industry in Latin America in 1951.   In 1952 it convened 

an Export Working Group on the Latin American Iron and Steel Industry 

(Bogota), whose attention was focused mainly on problems relating to raw 

materials and to the reduction and refining óyeles in the steel-making 

In October 1956, again under the sponsorship of SCLA, another expert 

working group met at 8io Paulo to discuss the technical and economic 

factors involved in the manufacture of rolled steel products, and spirerai 

questions connected with the metal-working and metal-tranaforming 
2/ industries.2" 

Under the influence of these groups of experts, the Latin American 

Iron and Steel Institute (Instituto LatinoameriejOT ill î\mrro * dal àM3PO 

- HATA) was set up in Santiago (Chile) in 1959, »e an association of the 

steel making enterprises and allied activities operating 4a mat of the 

Latin Aisarican countries.   Almost simultaneously with the establishment of 

ILAFA, national iron and steel institutes were organised in several 

countries (Argentina, Chile and Maxico) while in Brasil, in addition to 
the Brasilien Metals Association <A««iciaeao flrajil«i*a da listala), which 

was founded in 1944 and whose scientific and technical work is of very 

broad scope, a Brasilien Iron and Steel Institute   (ÙËÊaSûÊÊJkÊÈààÊÊM 

df 3AHtr^rft*i\ *» "M-60 •il ,t##1 "*au**öto*'*p» •*• represented, mm« 

established not long ago« 

ïivkn 

vol. il. 
United Hâtions publication, 

JÉ&JIfifJ! 
H vol. I. 

?*• X. 

J7.U.0,o. 
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In the meantime, ECLA has continued, its sectoral research, and at 

every International mating its studies have helped to suggest fresh 

fields of action, to explore new lines of approach and, in short, to 

augment the available stock of information on the iron and steel industry. 

FOP instance, at the United Mations Inter-regional Symposium on the 

Application of Modern Technical Practices in the Iron and Steel Industry 

to Developing Countries held at Prague in November 1963» ECU presented 

two documents, one concerned with raw »raterial supply questions, and the 

other discussing the industry's structure and problems with special 

reference to locational advantages and the impact of economies of scala. 

Beginning in 1963, BCLA and ILkFk have preparad a series of 

aonographs on the status and economy of the iron and steal industry in 

«leren Latin American countries.    In addition, KU, with the co-operation 

of the Inter-American Development Bank, has begun a study which 

gives an overall picture of the economic and technical aspects of the 

industry and    considers       whether existing condition« are favourable 
for a beginning of ragionai integration in this sector.* 

This analysis, which, in view of the complexity of conditions in 

torn iron and steel industry in Latin America, is of a purely exploratory 

nature, is baaed mainly on estimates of production coats in hypothetical 

plants, in alternative locations. 

The valuable background material incorporated In the study represents 

the technical and economic information contributed by many members of 

UM KU secretariat staff and a numb«- of foreign and Latin American 

«parts at the) various conferences hold ovar a period of several years, 

together with the data collected and transmitted by steel-making 

enterprise a and by HAPA, without whose collaboration and co-operation 
the work could never have been carried out. 

More recently, two studies have been completed on cost variations 

M a function of plant aia« and economies of scale.   The fire* relates 

to small integrated steelworks, with annual production oanadtlae ranging 

twm 12,000 to 170,000 tona of final rolled producta.^ Ih« seoond la 

GsV^aam)*/ 
<VaiaV?64). 

/ oonoemed with 
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concerned with economice of scale in planta whose capacity ranfaa between 

100,000 and 2,500,000 ton», and also analyses the af fact s on coat« and 

investment producad by the introduction of technological Improvements.'* 

This last topic - tha improvement of tha stccl-maktng techniquee 

appliad - haa increasingly engaged ECU'a attention.   Firstlj, an 

attempt has baan mads to astiaste tha technological lavai of industry in 

Latin America in comparison with that of its counterparts in mors 

developed ragions, and to analyse tha obatadaa to tha steady incorporation 

of more advanced tachniquaa frasi abroad*'    Secondly, tha need for 

incraaaingly indépendant research on steel-waking techniques has also 

been borne in «irei by BCU.   After completing a study on this subjaet, 

it has been seeking to promote the eatabliehment of an iron and steel 

re search centre in Latin America. 

à. COISUaFTIÛ« Of BOU» 
AID PfeQJECTIO« OP D£y*JD 

1. 

In 1965, total apparent consumption of rolled steel producta la 

Lati» Ematica, expressed in terms of steel ingots,* amounted to 

12.2 million tone, of which 9.1 million tons were covered by domestic 

production and 3.7 million by imports.   Imports, which reached a volume 

of 534,000 tons, were almost entirely confined to inti^-regional sales« 

il 
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Table I-l show» tht growth pattarn of apparant conmwption fro» 

1952 to 1965.   In that interval, it incraaaad by 7.35 willion tona, t.«., 

at an amaga annual rata of 7.4 par cant.   Bat*a«i 1952 and 1957 it 

•xpandad at an avaraga annual rata of 12 par cant, which droppad to 

4,5 pw cant in 1957-65. 

Tabla I-l 

IATI« alCRlCàt   PíaDíXíCTIOii, StOKS, VJQKtS AH) klHSZM 
CONSUMPTION OP ROLLED 3TKEL PRODUCTS, 1952 to 1965 

Xaar Production IlfWltt 
V 

2 722 

Bxporta 
y 
73 

Àpparast 

1952 2 171 4 tao 

1953 2 270 2 542 106 4706 

1954 2 793 3 695 77 6 411 

1955 3 32O 3 94 n 6 756 

1956 3 t7© J Ho 111 7 319 

W? 4 326 4394 173 i 547 

19ft 4 732 3 61« 02 • 25t 

1999 5 172 3 325 149 t 34t 

I960 5995 3 561 179 t 977 

1961 6146 3 423 137 9 432 

1912 6 211 3 209 100 9320 

1163 7 703 3 270 609 10 370 

1944 • 793 3 476 44* 11 ESO 

1965 9 013 3 6m 04 12 170 

|i    BAH, tha Braalllan Iron ani Staal Im*iWU aad foraig* trada 

%l XnalwtLMj «ftp* of rallad 1 ̂ M \¿im-* ti bUlat. 

y •NtatiM inatta «ad« Mat MUM. . .. 

•NU 
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although apparint consumption of rolled steel products hat increased 

subetentially In recent yuro, in £f£^aHt&ft faceta it la still low in 
comparison with the world average.   Fron its 1952 level of 29.3 kilograms«, 

it had risen to 51.3 kilograms« by 1965, whereas the world average in that 

year stood aa high as 138 kilogiaiiiiaw. 
a study of the growth and structure of apparent consumption show« 

that it has developed considerably faster in countries where integrated 

steelworks have been installed than in those not yet benefiting fron 

doajsstic production of steel.   While in the first group the cumulative rate 

of increase of aggregate consumption between 1952 and 1965 reached 7«5 par 

cent, in the second the corresponding annual rats was 5 par cent, 

(a)     ssKBE&i 
Latin America's total iaports of rolled stssl products expanded by 

929,000 tona in 1952-65, i.e., at a cumulative annual rata of 2.3 par cent, 

as againat that of 116 per cent attained by steel production« 

¿sporta began to play a «ore decidedly secondary role aa fro« 1957, 

with the development of the substitution process.   Between that date and 

1962, they decreased frosj 4.5 million tona to 3.2 million, and although 

they have sdnoe followed an upward trend, they have not regained their 

1957 level.   Thus, in 1965 domestic production aatiafied 74.4 par cent of 

consusisr da—nd and net iaports 25.6 per cent - proportions which differed 

a good deal fron thoae registered in 1952 (45 and 55 par cent, respectively). 

This suggests the possibility that smaller countries, where the installation 

of integrated steelworks is not at present Justifiable, night obtain 

supplies of steel by means of a procedure (such aa, for example, ths 

eetabliahnrr.i of semi-integrated plants) that would be independent of their 

capacity to import, or would have leas unfavourable affecta on their 

trade balance. 

In order to fora a couplets picture of the ccAsunption stituation, 

indirect ijsports mat be added, i.e., external purchaeee of equipment, 

machinery and other manufactures and capital goods whoa« chisf 

is steel.   Their annual vol naie is not very larga in tense of steal 

- 1.3 million tona - and therefore makea no diffsrence to the 

figures quoted above.   But the malt value of mah lañarla i« oensideraale, 

and 4hejr ara aleo significant by reeeon of their effeot aa ths soonoay aa 
a whols. /w 
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(b)     Ejffflflrf 
External sales of rolled «teal products have fluctuated in recent 

jears, ranging from 137,000 tone in 1961 to 534,000 tons in 1965, and 

have been almost entirely confined to intra-regional exports.   They have 

been of a sporadic and circumstantial nature, and only since last year has 

definite interest been shewn, particularly by Brazil and Mexico, in the 

possibility of developing a regular intra-regional export trade in rolled 

steel products. 
In the main, exports have become available as a result of temporary 

contractions cf the domestic market in certain countries, which have given 

rie« to occasional production surpluses.   This was the case in Argentina 

in 1962 and 1963; in Venezuela in 1963, when petroleum activities 

slackened; and even in Mexico, when the expansion of the Monclova and 

Monterrey plants was completed and their output exceeded internal demand 

for flat products.   A temporary flow of exports has also been generated by 

the completion of some plant whose projected capacity is in excess of local 

demand for the tiae being.   This happened in Chile, which for several 

years after the entry into operation of the Huachipato plant was a regular 

exporter, and may shortly occur in Brazil, when the new production of 

USDflNAS and C0SIPA is added to Volta Redonda1 s output of flat products« 

In such cases, however, as in Chile and Mexico, consumption has absorbed 

supply again, with the result that exports have been reduced or suspended. 

Thus, at the present time Latin America has no real exportable 

surpluses of any size, and exports are restricted to the regular trade 

flows between neighbouring countries or to sales of occasional surpluses. 

But, as will be seen later, there is a trend towards the development of 

exports which is likely to become more pronounced in the next few years. 

(«)     Breakdown of cor^^ticn by flats and non-flats. 
Consumption should be broken down by a¿w1uü -ïutsgories of products 

available and in demand on the parket.   In the hi^Wy industrialised countries 

tola is virtually impossible, since too many cat »corles are involved.   In 

tas case of regions at a stage of development comparable to Latin America's, 

considerable slapllflcation Is possible, and the number of important kinds 

/and tfya* 
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and types of producto can bs reduced to about 10 or 20/"    Por Latin 

America HAFA has selected a classification by 14 basic types *^ vrhich 

will be useful for compiling the relevant statistics and in steel trade 

negotiations«   For the purposes of the present study, it was decided to 

adopt, for the tine being, only the two traditional broad categories of 

flats and non-flats«   Apparent consumption of these is shown in table 1-2, 

broken down by countries.   It will be seen from this table that consumption 

of flats has increased faster than that of non-flats«   This reaffirms the 

general trend observable in countries where the industialisation process is 

in its initial stages which are characterised by the progressive développant 

of the transforming industries, whose consumption of flats is high«    In 

countries at an advanced staje of industrial development, the proportion of 

flats accounts for 51 psr cent, and in some instances even as ìnuch as 

64 psr cent, of the total volume of consumption of rolled steel products. 

Presumably, therefore, in Latin America the corresponding proportion, 

which has reached barely 44 per eont, will continu« to increase, and may 

possible rise by 1970 to an average of 47 psr cent, and to 50 per cent in 

tas ease of the "tore developed countries« 

3/      %>lt«4 Mations, fttMfl « W» 1MB Mm itili IfltllsTT («** <***>• 
iàV    Latin American Iron and Stomi Institute (HA/A), QliiàLMmËÊÎÊÊ* 

1964 «ad August 1965, Santiago (CMle). 

/laWel-a 
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2,  rraifçVipm of útmú far WíLMÉJgÜL 
(»)      Mithod of nro^ctl^n 

Of the various methods in current UM for projection« of demand, 

ih« on« eelected for the purposes of th« pr«««nt study was the establlsicnent 

of a simple double-logerithmie correlation between apparent consumption 

of rolled «teel end the gros« domestic product.   This procedure was 

chosen for two reason«.    Firstly, it produced th« most consistent results 

for al-*>et all the count ris s of the region.    Secondly, although the groas 

domestic product is only relatively indicative of future economic tren 3, 

this ia especially true In primarily agricultural economies or in 

countrie« whoss development process ia jest beginning, and the product way 

be a fairly representative indicstor at the intermediate stages of 

development, through which nearly all the Latin African countries are 
now passing or will be in the next few years. 

Three projections were formulated, two by countries and one in the 

aggregate.   The first WAS calculated for illustrative purposes on the 

basis of past growth rates of the groe« domestic product, or, in other 

words, may be regarded as a minis»* estimate.   The second, also relating 

to individual countries, was based on gross domestic product growth 

rates sstimated for the study, and was selected as the official projection. 

Lastly, for purposes of comparison with the other two, a third projection 

was formulated for Latin America as a whole, on the assumption that the 

sew cénits gross domsstie product would increase at the average rate of 

2.5 per cent •stabilshed as a devslopmsnt target for the Latin American 

countries in ths Charter of runt* del Sate« 

The three projeotione described above are compared ia table Ï-J with 

those forsmlated la earlier studies by ths Economic Hotels si on 1er 

lurope (KB),** sad by ths Latin American Iren Mei 9te*l lastltsjte (SAPA). 

Analysis of tht total figures shows that tat lowsft eetljwto aeUrmlly 

corresponds to the projection   based am past growth rete« of ths gross 

domestic product.   The highest it UM prepared by ILAWU   emriH, there is 
J%    .•tgfhflhgajMBAgfâ Afa    aiaVBSBflBBBBBB%    ¿fea?     BBBst«BBBÌ\.StiS>Sal£BBB>    fa^aAsMBBB^BMBli    CtJsB^h     eNsWWBj 

%Qm MBMI fÊKUâUÊÊlUÊt^ WtlSMÊÊ «SD* I 

/mem different 
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auch différant baaes, sino« in tí» whole group the difference brtwnn the 

mxirnan and minimum figures is barely 12 per cent for 1970 and 19 p»r cant 

for 1975. 
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In respect of Argentina, Brasil and Central America, the HAFA 

projections are slightly higher than ECU »a, but the difference is not as 

much as 10 par cent, so that the degree of concordancy is satisfactory» 

The KOB figures are a good deal lower. 

For Uruguay, the consumption estimate formulated by BCLA is the 

lowest, but even so the country's present rate of development will have to 

rise considerably if that level is to be attained« 

In Venezuela's case, the KE figure is definitely over-optiwistic, 

owing to the fact that since 1956 unforeseeable changes have taken place 

in the petroleum industry for which BCE could not allow in the light of the 

data available by 1957.   The HAPA projections for this country are based 

on the assumption that the development plans for the metal-working and 

metal-transforming industries which the Government is promoting will be 

implemented as scheduled, but even in the absence of financing difficulties, 

there are always possibilities of delay, and ECU«s projection for 

Venezuela is therefore considered to be perhaps the nearest approximation. 

For Peru the 3CLA estimate is the highest, because during the period 

covered by the analysis there was an exceptional boom in the fishing 

industry which strengthened the country's overall economy. 

It is also the BCLA figuras that are the highest for Mexico and 

Chile.   The rising trend of Mexico's gross domestic product is so steep 

and uninterrupted that the projected consumption levels may even be 

surpassed.   On the other hand, the progress of the Chilean economy must be 

carefully followed up, since the growth rate postulated is basad on the 

assumption   that Chile's development process will regain its former stability. 

• pointer in this direction is afforded by consumption in 19¿>4, which had 

already climbed to 722,000 tons, 

km regards Colombia, there are considerable discrepancies between the 

projections formulated by BCE, which are undoubtedly too high, since they 

were beted on figures for the cpffee boom period, and those prepared by 

HATA, which are, in their turn, 25 ptr cent lower than the SCIA estimates 

for 1975.   The DCU projection   gives the impression of being more consistent 

with Colombia * a overall situation, which is etili characterised by a steady 

rate of development« 
/Lastly, in 
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Lastly, in view of th« importance attaching to the breakdown of 

consumption by the two major categorica of flats and non-flats, 

table 1-4 presenta the corresponding projections, based on detailed study 

of trends in the two groups* 

Tabi« 1-4 

LàTIN AlßRICAt   PROJECTIONS OP DBMaH) POR ROLLED 3Ti3L 
PRODUCTS, BROKEN DOWN BY PUTS AID 

NON FUTS, 1970 AND 1975 

(Tfrytfflrfcli 9f frgnt q| lit 

Country Plats 
im     , 

lion-flats 
1975 

Plats Non-flats 

Argentina 1 63« 1847 2 537 2 518 
Brasil 3 351 3 490 5 315 5 315 
Central America 156 233 252 347 
Chil« 447 503 70S 764 
Colombia 399 449 602 652 
Ecuador 51 84 85 118 
Mexico 1 «31 2 064 2 771 2771 
Peru 262 295 426 461 
Uruguay 76 114 no 140 
Vene suela 521 719 828 1054 
Other countries. 29 48 47 66 

Total 8 761 9_8JS6 13 419 làJBà 

Sjgggu   KU estimate». 

t 
/*to 
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The satisfactory degré« of concordance among the various projection» 

apparently bears out the conclusion that the predictable growth rate of 

steel consumption will be remarkably rapid, to judge from the résulta for 

Latin America as a whole, since it implies an increase fron 12.2 Billion 

tons in 1965 to lfi.6 million in 1970 and 28 million in 1975. 
As regards the shortage of foreign exchange and the limitations of 

the capacity to import, the region's circumstances are unlikely to undergo 

any radical modification.   Accordingly, should consumption develop am 

projected, demand will have to be satisfied mainly by domestic production, 

and a substantial contribution will be required of the Latin American iron 

and steel industry. 
In 1955-65 the cumulative growth rate of production was 10.5 per 

cent.   Were it to remain the semi in the immediate future, output would 

increase by about 5.0 million tons between 1965 and 1970 anil by 9.6 million 

tons in the next firs-year period, i.e., within the space of ten years it 

would reach a level more than two-and-a-half times higher than the 

1965 figure. 
On the other hand, if the slightly higher rate of 11 per cent wars 

adopted in view of the acceleration of the iron and steel industry's 

development which is likely to result from the expansion and modernisation 

efforts under way in several countries, production increments in the 

above-mentioned periods would amount to 6.2 and 10.5 aillion tons, 

respectively.   Increases on such a scale, despite the high production 

figures and heavy investment requirements they imply, would still leave a 

very considerable balance to be covered by imports.    If production expanded 

at the same rate as in the past, by 1975 imports would amount to 

3.4 million tons, falling to 2.1 million tons if ino higher rats referred 

to were attained.   Those figures should be compared with the average 

volume of net imports in UM last 10 years, which was 3.3 million tons, and 

represented an ejopenditure of about 495 million dollars. 

On the other hand, the d eg roa of self-suKlcieney of the region as 

a «hols, in assordane« with the projection of demand and the hypothetical 

growth rate« of production postulated, would rea oh M.2 mer cent by 1975 if 
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production increased at the ear« rat« ae in the pult, and 92,2 per cent 

if the "S>re rapid rat« wir« achieved.    It would thus exceed the average 

figure for 1955-65, which waa 65.1 par cant.   Thia altuation nay ba 

fuemritod in the following tablet 

Average 

1955-65 1970 1975 

»tyarenw ocnswejyvxon 

Avere«« annual growth ret« 
9 457 

6.1 
10 607 

8.8 
27 «65 

«•4 

Production 
Average annual growth ret« 

6160 

10.5 
15 255 

11.0 
25 705 

11.0 

Art laporte 

Average annual growth rat« 
Degree of eelf-suffieieney 

3 297 

0*4 
65.1 

3 352 
-1.7 
•2.0 

2 160 
-8.4 
92*2 

i   average ratea for 1970 end 1975 ere eetiieited on the beats of the 
1965 figurée. 

/*. 

tiwoMiitfl 
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B.    3URV2I OP NATURAL RESOURCJS AND OTHL21 RAW KATKRIAL3 

1.    Iron ort 

Utin America it rich in iron ore, and a primary source of supply 

for the world market. Durila the laat ft« years, it has boon supplying 

«round ? ptr cent of total world consumption, and the volume of exports 

it expected to expand to 45 million tona a jur in tha naar futura* 

Known raaarvaa amount to 5,000 million tona, and thara ara alao 

about 00,000 Million tona of possible, probable and potential raaarvaa, 

Latin Anarica'a depoaits rapraaant 32.9 par cant of tha world total* 

Tha oraa ara high grade, with an iron contant of 54 to 68 par cant, 

and ara mini/ pura hematite, or a compound of hematite and magnetite in 

varying proportion».   They ara low in phosphorus, except for aoa* 420 million 

tona in Argentina and Colombia, which have a phosphorus content of 

0,6 to 1 par cant and a iron contant of 40 to 55 par cant. 

Although thara is general interest in studying tha raw materiale fer 

steel-making a number of countries still have no detailed information on 

their deposits of iron, coal, manganee«, ate.   Table 1-5 provides a 

summary outline of proven, probable, possible and potential raaarvaa la 

each country and in tha ragion aa a whole. 

Table 1-5 alao ahows that more prospecting ia needed in Cantra! 

America and Argentina, first of all, and than in Mexico and Colombia. 

Howevar, tha étudias that are being carried out in thaaa countries 

suggest that more ore will shortly be found and that they will have 

sufficient raaarvaa to meet tha needs of existing industry and ite fvture 

expansion.   By and large, therefore, it can be said that the Latin American 

steel industry contareis an adequate supply of good quality iron ore« 

Moat of the steel plants in Latin America obtain their ore fro« open 

aines.   Many of the deposits are worked on a large scala for export (o.g. in 

Brexil, Chile. Peru and Veneauela), and costs are very low in relation to 

the type of nine and voluaa of output. 

/Table 1-5 
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UTIM «J£MCâs    IKON ORü RESSSVSS, BT COWTRIIS 

) 

Country 

Argontia* 
Belivi* 

Brosil. 

Chll« 

Colombia 

Dominican fUpubllo 

Fuori© Rie« 

Ungut? 

MA 

15 
2 012 

• t/ 
100 

37* 

t 
14*7 

Probabl«, 
poooiblo 

«ai potential 
NMIt«! 

74 f/ 
45 000 V 
27 955 

20 

2095 tí 
VÊOg 

3 015«/ 
6 

194 

477 
10O 

100 

567 

2LMI 

i   IIAFK, «xc«pt for diract information fron official »curo«« 
indloatod Sa th« oorrooponding footnotoo* 

y 

$/ 

tí 

tí 

ti 

•ot including «oa« 500 million ton« of f«rrÍf«rou« »and. 

Information fro« th« OoT*rnm«nt of Boliria oa th« Italia 
titiea «x« difficult to work bimw of 

*^«^B1^P «W ^^ ^mimmm    mi^p ^mmm     ^'^m^m'    ^^^mm*m^fc    ^P^t 

•at inoludinf oro« la th« rioinity of Pas ool Mo «hioh bava aü 
«tudi«d, «nd 01Ü7 120 million toa« of low-graft* Med«lUn or«, 

Mainly or«« who*« "*tallurgjr i« difficult baoaua* of th«lr Chrom«, 
nick«l «nd vanadiua conUnt. 

Including « dopooit *t Raldn «ita «on« 300 million ton« of lowgrad« 

/Tobi« 1-6 
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Tabi« I-ü lists the ores used by eleven of the integrateti mills 

in Latin America, their grade and type, the distance fron nine to plant, 

and the proportions in which the ore and sinter are fixed. 

The ores cost 50 to 65 less than current prices in the mejor world 

steel centres, with the single exception of those used by the San Nicolás 

vili, which are imported fron Brasil«   The Latin American plants thus 

have an initial advantage in being able to obtain ores at reasonable 

pi ices.   Plants with their own nines pay lsss than 4 dollars per ton, 

while those buying from third parties hare to pay slightly nore, 

i.e. 4 to 7 dollars a ton« 
Transport costs will be the decisive factor in the maintenance of 

favourable priées.   They vary fro« less than a dollar for the Fai del 

Rio and Orinoco plants, which are near the ore deposits, to almost 

5 dollars for others.   Rail freight charges in Latin America are low at 

present but may go up at any time.    The enterprises should try to 

maintain a satisfactory cost structure for transport and iaprove methods 

of handling as auch as possible so as not to lose their advantages in 

this field. 

AsJbis 14 
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The difficulty of obtaining a supply of coking coal or of coke itself 

is the main problem facing the Latin American steel industry in relation 

to raw material stocks and costs.   Although some countries have big deposits, 

little is actually known about their volume or mining conditions, costs, 

processing and coking properties»    The only countries in which coal was 

discovered a long time ago are Colombia, Mexico, Peru and Chile,    In the 

first two, good coking coal has been found, and it was decided fron the 

outset that their steel industries should use the local coal to produce 

metallurgical coke.   In Chile, Mexico and Peru, non-ferrous metals metallurgy, 

which is a long-established industry, has been using coal regularly, and 

that is why those countries have more information on quality and possible 

uses.   In Colombia, the country where coal is most abundant (with reserves 

estimated at 20,000 million tons), only a few of the deposits have been 

surveyed, and, although export possibilities have been repeatedly discussed, 

it is not known what the real cost of mining and transporting the coal is 

or whether all the coal has good coking properties.   Consequently its 

development for different purposes must be regarded as a long-term 

undertaking for the time being« 

Apart from the deposits in Colombia and Mexico, which yield good coking 

coal, the largest mines worked in Latin America are Santa Catarina in 

Brazil and Lota and Schwager in Chile,   Forty per cent of the coal from 

the former and 60 per cent from the two latter are used as coking coal in 

integrated steel plants* 

Although the local coal costs more to mine, several steel concern are 

making tests to see if they can use it to a greater extent so as to achieve 

some self-sufficiency and regulate supply.   They are tending to set up 

their own coking plants or to buy coke locally, as their profits from the 

by-products are generally enough to cover coking costs« 

Table 1-7 lists the fuels and reducers used by the integrated pianti 
in Latin America, 

The United States, which is now the world1 s main supplier of ooke, 

provides the ooking coal imported by the Latin American steel plants.   But 

as its coal reserves are not inexhaustible, priées are subject to ohange, and 

events nay at any time interrupt or impede its production of coal, the 

/Latin American 
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Utin African Quvainwnta and tt««l industry would do win to «mbark 

upon ft nor« detailed study of th« quality and coking prop«rtl«« of local 

ooftl deposits and of th« cost of wining and transporting th« coal nt«àtd to 
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*• Vu uú intuirti Ur ftf rrir 
(»)   ite 

Scrap li comaonly uaad in tha ataal work«» raflning furaacaa, sine« 

it anablaa ataal output to be rapidly incroaaad irraapactlva of blaat 

furnaoa capacity, and alao nakaa for conaidarabla oparational flexibility. 

It ia eofieequontly a baalo raw «aterial for tha ataal Anduatrjr.    It was 

tha largo-scale uaa of scrap fro» tha greet export market of tha United Saetee 

that amblad Japan, and, to a laaaar axtant, western Europa to atap up . 

thair output of ataal ingot ao rapidly in tha immediate poat-war period. 

Scrap rcqulr amenta ara ao great that it ia in ahort »upply in moat 

of tha steel-producing countries, and tha majority nava aithar plaoad an 

embargo or special raatrictiona on asporta of scrap«   Thia ia alao trua of 
Latin america« 

(b)    ÇÎMÊÊÊÊSÈÀM 

Tabla I-t contains ostiaetes of acrap consumption and imports in 

••varal count ria B of tha ragion,   Scrap consumption was calculatad by 

aubtracting production of pig iron fro« ataal ingot production and adding 

tha amount presumably uoad by tha asaltara.   It appaara from this tabla that 

«msuaption has boon eliding steadily, and that ita trand follows closslj 

that of ingot output.   Between 1957 and I964, consumption expended by 

136 par cant and ingot production by UO por cant in tha seven countriaa 
liatad. 

a breakdown of aupply by aourcaa la giran in tabla 1-9 for a group 

of countriaa in 196*»   It will ba notad that acrap importa accounted for 

aa much aa 21 par eont of coiumnptlon.   Boeauaa of tha incroaaad damand for 

acrap in tha seal-integrated planta and ataal concarna thonselro, a largar 

proportion will have to ba imported unlaaa tao eoUoetlon of tela important 
raw material ia proporla organiaad.   Latin eaerioe ahould follow tha 

axaapla of othar oountrlaa ia which users' aaaocUtiona talea charga of 

the collection, aalaction and traneport of acrap.   Tas usual practica at 

proaant ia to boj fron small buaiiM»a»ae who stustejUs Urn sera» to ba 

found in thair mlghbeurhood and tond to fix prioaa at an artificially high 

lord bacauaa of tha raady market«   Tha aolution would be for tao uaara to 

«at together and organisa tha collaction and salaction of scrap so that tha 

/boat and 
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beet and most expansiva type would ba earmarked for the manufacture« of 
spécial steels.   The users could also systematise scrap transport on 
the lines followed by Prance before its entry into the European Iron and 
Steel Connunity (C3CA).   In other words, they could slightly raise the 
price of scrap purchased near the plant in order to offset the cost of 
transporting it from further away« 
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C.    CURRENT OPERATING CONDITIONS IN TRE STEKL INDUSTRY 

Eighteen plants form the core of the steel Industry in Latin America. 

This section will concentrate on only fourteen of these, which have been 

selected for their aise and characteristics and became they are largely 

representative of a country or area,**    The output of these fourteen 

plants is estimated in table 1-10 to be 83 per cent of the total volume 

of pig and sponge iron production and 70 per cent of the steel ingot 

manufactured« 

Of the remaining four, the Establecimientos Militares de Argentina 

plant at Zapla entered into operation a short while ago and plans to turn 

out some 150,000 tons of ingot.   The other three which are in Brasil, 

are the small enterprises of Aliperti, Barra Mansa and Minereçao Oeral 

do Brasil, which is a complex of nine smaller plants.   There are also 

various steelworks in Latin Amerio* that operate on the basis of scrap, 

and numerous rerolling mills using billets as raw material.   Finally, 

another group that operates almost entirely in Brasil produces nothing but 

pig iron from charcoal-fired blast furnaces.   The major semi-integrated 

plants, that is, steelworks with rolling «ills, number about 50, and their 

output, as table 1-11 shows, is around 97 p*r cent of their aggregate 

capacity.    In I965 it waa about 1.6 million tons, which was 15 per cent 

of the total amount of steel manufactured in the region,   filare are also a 

great many non-integrated plants engaged in only one type of steed making 

activity such as re-rolling or casting, ani probably mers them 150 ralliai 

mille, sixty or so in Argentina, forty in Brasil and forty In HexUo.   Their 

installed capacity is around 750,000 tons of prooeeeed ingot, tout their osfeet 

varies greatly since it depends on mark.«, requirements and tee supply of 

billete.   The enterprises producing pig iron with chareoal as fuel number 

about seventy, and have eighty-nine furnaces, of whioh si**/ odd are lying 

idle.   Their potential output is about «90,000 tons, but their peak figure 

was 450,000 tons in 1961 and has dropped by half sines then for «ant of a 
large enough domestic market. 

W     S*n Nicolás in Argentina; Volts Redonda, Aoeeita, Belgo-Kinelre, 
Usiminea, Coaipa and Mannesmann in Brasili ras del Rio in Colombiaj 
Huachipato in Chile; Montarrey. Utos Homos de tfáxioo and Ho>leta y 
Lámina in Mexico; Chimbóte in reni and Orinoco in Vonosuela. 

/Table 1-10 
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tata« I-IO 

UTOi ÀNBUCAt   PIO IRON AND STEEL PRODUCTION 
IN INMGRATH) PUMTS 

Country «ad 
plant 

Pig iron 3t«#l 

19^3 1964 1965 19« 1964 19¿5 

Argtnt imi 

3*n lüooUt 400 547 590 ai 746 769 
ZftpU 36 42 74 - 36 72 

aratili 

VolU Itodond* 854 957 927 1 266 1 216 1 256 
UoialaM 21« 276 379 W 73 276 360 
Bolfo-ltimir* 372 390 339 396 421 407 
>%nnmm» 126 I60 122 169 215 195 
Wmnyio Qorol do kuU   53 3i xy 243 232 a 
Aeotlt* 71 63 77 62 m 91 
Bftrr» MUIM 52 53 49 V 85 65 66 
Aliporti 64 61 44 Wj 66 62 
Cotip» A/ 43 30 

Chilti 

Huaohipoto 417 437 309 500 544 441 
Oolo^iw 

PM d*l Rio 209 19* 199 19Ì 196 205 
MMCLCOì 

Alto« Nomo« do Madco 575 635 559 ITO 1 015 1 111 
rvfm»W09T 251 291 264 412 466 446 
HoJ*UU f Lanini 170 2ÒJ 213 »7 321 410 

Parti 

Calmbet« 29 27 10 73 75 a 
VtMMllâl 

Orinoco 243 323 334 m 3*0 537 

IWW   5***^ *•• *m *•» «*arprlat« thowalr«, tho kmiiliMi 3U«1 
IftititttU, tht Utin Amrlotn Irò« «ad »ä lattata*« «ad Uà, 

#/      fe promotion la 1963 «ad 1964. 
|/      Maja* %• rofTloloft. 

/taaUMl 
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Most of the major integrated plante in Latin America date back no 

earlier than 19W>, having been eet up as a retult of the aftermath of the 

Second World Viar.   The only important concerne to predate them were the 

Cía. Fundidora de Pierro y Acero de Monterrey, founded in 1903, and the 

Cía. Belgo-ftfineira in Brasil.   The main reasons for establishing a steel 

industry in Latin America «ere simple t to solve supply problème in a basic 

branch of activity; to make use of the region's abundant and eaeily 

acceseible natural resources, and especially its iron ore; to replace 

imports; to develop the processing industry and to creata new sources of 

anployment.   Ae preparatory work and evem prospecting had to be done in 

many cases, private capital was not attracted to tha industry during its 

aarly stages of development and the Government had to provide the bulk 

of the investment funds.   Harket limitations, on the one hand, and capita 

reçiirenente, on the other, had a conflicting influsnce on plant design 

and a compromise had to be reached in plant site and equilibrium.   With 

insufficient markets or capital or both, it was Impossible to begin with 

large plants that would be free from tha adverse effects of scale 

economies.   But, at the earns tine, it was essential for capacity to exceed 

a certain limit so that the ratio of unit investment to output would not 

be too higa.   The result was that some plant departments and sections ware 

over-designed in several eases.   They war« provided fro» the start with 

•Bough space and auxiliary installations to bs supplemented at a later 

stags at a comparatively lew additional capital outlay,   fee steel 

compañías thus had to grapple with a aeries of difficulties from the 

beginning, most of which were caused by (a) the shortage of capital, «hice 

is a common feature of under-developed countries and oompels thee te 

*m te external funis; (b) leek ef sufficient information on domestic 

•arkets ana uncertainty as te their future development; (c) high initial 

iwwteAt per ten becauee of over-desig* and tee auxiliary werke tame 

eeá te be oarrted out, such ae construction sf approach reeds, social 

«•tea, mining development e, etc., which averaged about » per cent ef tee 
total velue ef the investment; (d) Imbolano.» between production sections 

*t tee nreayumlsss in design, with their inevitable after affette 

•oste sert productivité» ; (e) at times a« eesgeeriliilj eue range of 

h 
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product« at a imni of combining the MJúM» volt*» of production with a 
•««11 narket, which, although resulting ia divoraifioation and market 
development, alio lad to thoit production «erice and high coats; 
(f) transport difflcultiasj and (g) tbt lack of trains* and qualified 
operative.. 

Itr ftPd nsthnda of onoretliai 2. 

Tnnlas 1-12, 1-13, I-H and 1-15 litt ths principls charactarlsties 
of all ths equipa»* of integrate* plant., thsir capacity and operational 
»•thode, thus showing ths prsssnt situation and production Ural of ths 
LaUn aaarioan stool industry. 
U)     H* iron, aradttotin procee—f 

(i)   Mut fllTMm«   THo figure, ia table 1-12 indicata that pig iron 
*• •**»* produoed in ook. blast Arasa* *hiah produco 77 per cent of 
*<*•! output.   Charooal blast furnace, rank next in order of importance, 
*** can be usad only whara wood la abundant.   They aro nearly all to be 
ftwwt in Brasa, which haa si« inrnaeos with a nominal capacity of 
310,000 tone which produced 432,000 tons in 1964 by using advanead 
*««l»i**iae.   Eren the biggast of thons furnaoss are difficult to handln 
*•«•»«• of ths onoraria anount of wood that they const*« amnally. 

M»r«wnr, charooal« a physical characteristics Unit ths rolu-e of outpat 
0f m6h bUft AlPMe« *»* **» opwnUnj costs so that labour input., 
«nkoep and so on cost «ora than in the cast of coke furnace*.   The 
tits» Wlnaira is a nodel f« thin type of operatic« and ia often sited m 

In world Utaratweontao sabjeet. 

I-U 
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(U)   Ht^ri0 r«JucttgQ.    The output of the electric blast 
furnaces represents 9.4 per cent of the regional total.   The most 

important sources «re the nine Orinoco furnaces, which together proem 

639,000 tons a year, and the two 63,000 ton furnaces at Chipbote. 

Fifty per cent of capacity is currently unused, largely because of the 

difficulties experienced by Orinoco where the biggest furnaces of their 

kind have been installed fro« the wy beginning.   When they were first 

installed the plant had had little experience in operating th* and was 

unaware of the practical proble». of handling the *olu*e sought.   One of 

the furnaces was adapt* for use in combined tests with ths Strategie- 

Udy «ethod, in which the ore pre-reduced to sponge in the Stretegic-Udy 
unit san be used to feed the electric furnace which completes the 

Presse.   Up to now, the experiments have been lees successful than WAS 
anticipated. 

(iii)   ÄMOOC8B.   Hojalata y Umim de Monterrey has been using 
it. full capacity successfully.    It is the only plant in the world to be 
e«rcially successful m u«^ %hm -lmt r9élMm .^ éKHUtfÊA 

oy it, known as H y U   This method consists in using natu«! gas to reduce 

and «amfecture .pong, iron, which is then e*o3ted in ordinary electric 
furnacei, 

(*)    9u*1i tftjp* 

The capacity of the steel «feope, the typ.. 0f furnace used and the 

**-. of output in 1964 are gl• in table wj.   Op*>-hearth terne«. 

****** for 76 per cent of total produca«, and are installed in 

*» MmâU, Huaohipato, ?elta R«io*le, Ortnooc, Alto. Homo, de Mexico 
and Msnterrey.   Electric fumeee. com second with 12 per cent of 

ttot have »pi. pe«» and scrap «*pU...   The new Ueilna. and Cool»» 

nUnt. use the LD cnygea ««rerter proe..., whUe Im. del tío „UM e» 

«i» alasse Thema, cewrerter for treating piieephoriia-rich pig iron 

« par cent), up ta now solely on the basi, of non^gea-enrich* tar. 

/Mit M3 
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(l)   ÇflfirtHM fffuiP—Pt,.   Tabi« 1-14 shows the blooming capacity 

of the integrated plante in terms of ingots par year, and output in 

1964,    The figures for installed capacity are basad on information 

furili shad by the plants and/or th« equipment manufacturer s and suppliers. 

For purposes of calculating output in 1964, it «as assumed that tha 

total ingot production of tha steal shops was bloomed in tha course of 

tha year, i.e. that tha inventory was tha same from one year to the next. 

Average utilisation of blooming capacity Mas barely 52 par cent, 

but it should be remembered that in I964 the San Nicolás, Usimines and 

Orinoco plants were not yet in normal operation.   With these plants 

excluded, the utilisation index is 68.5 per cent for the others that 

war« running normally.   This figure is far from satisfactory.    In soma 

plants, the blooming equipment is unable to handle the entire output of 

tha steel »hop, while in others the blooming Bills are working at almost 

100 par cant capacity.    In the circumstances, those enterprises night 

consider installing continuous casting equipment when they expand in 

futura so as to reduce the high rate of investirent per ton of installed 

capacity in the conventional blooming mills. 

(ii)    frmritory. iute nasciate and finlshin« mills.    Table 1^5 

indicate« the total cai-aclty of the rolling equipaant for each type of 

product expressed in terns of ingot tons and finished goods respectively. 
Hot rolling capacity has been tnken for flat products,    as not enough 

inforoation is available on the characteristics of the cold rolling 
equipment.     It has bean assumed that the latter,   which, in Latin 

Anerica,    is usually Inadequata and operates at full capacity«    is 

able to handle the maximum tonnage for cold rolling while also meeting 

minimum local requirements at a time when the market for sheet and cold 

rollad products is in decline, and that th« hot rolling equipment could 

supply all the requirement« of the cold finishing equipment.   This is a 

reasonable assumption, because the equipment generally has to be highly 

flexible to adapt to market fluctuations and it« utilisation coefficient 

varia« widely in practice, whil« that of th« hot rolling mill« i« 

always above average for the rest «f th« flat rolling equipment. 

/Tabi« I-U 
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Por the sake of simplicity tha coefficient of 1.33 used in a 

study by the ficononic Commission for Kurope hat bean adoptad hará to 

convart tona of finiahad products into ingots.   This coafficiant will 

vary according to whether tha producta ara flat or not and thair range, 

but any margin of arror will not invalidata tha conclusions aa a whole. 

Tabla 1-15, in which blooming capacity is comparad with tha capacity 

of tha finishing mills, shows that Usiminae, Coaipa, Chimbóte, Orinoco, 

Huaohiptto, Monterrey and altoe Hornoa da tftfaieo hava enough blooming 

capacity to keep tha finishing mille supplied and that only tha Orinoco 

plant has surplus capacity.   This surplus is dus to tha fact that tha 

blooming mill waa built with an aya to tha second-stage expansion aa wall. 

Tha San Nicolás plant is alona in having a greater finishing than 

blooming capacity.   In order to compara tha two levels, it has boon 

assumed that the average) utilisation of the) finishing milla aa a whole 
waa 00 par cant, 

(d)     £ojBfilujaOjQa. 

Tha following conclusions can ba drawn from tha foregoing table s i 

(i)   There is obviously an imbalance between tha smaltine and tha 

blooming sections, sine« the supply of pig iron needed for tha blooming 

mills with their nominal capacity of about 13 million tona falla short 
by 6*2 million tona« 

(ii)   There la undoubtedly an imbalance, as tha awaiting equipment 

in most of the plants was operating at a higher level than that envisaged! 

In the original project.   For instance, the utilisation index for the 

bUnt furnaces in 1944 was 99,4 par cent of the nominal level if foaipa 

ie ««eluded.   Thi« does not mean, however, that tha equipment haa been 

Piarne* to the mxiam etnee the utilisation index would be 73 in relation 

to the output that could he achieved through the integrated use of 

/lette 1-15 
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(ili)   Tho bla.t furnaca. ara being fuUy utilised in «oat of the 

plante, and particularly in Huachipato, Belgo-Mineire, Monterrey, 

Alto. Horno, de México and Pa. dal Wo.    Thar« i• no need to fori« tha 

furnace into «or« intanaiv« uee in tha lattar, bacauaa it. output i. tiad 

to tha capacity of it. finiahing will, which, Ilka tha blooming 

•quipment, hava aa much work A. they handle at present.    In other word., 

Pas dal Río ha. raachad tha production calling Impoeed by tha capacity 
of it. equipment, ^ thi8 CII,| of 1U roUing ^^    WmetïpÊ>to u ^ 

«weh tha i», eituation.    However, thi. dot. not apply to alactric siting 

equipment, and in Orinoco and Chiwbote tha pi« iron daficit i. tha mainly 

factor preventing tha aggregate pig iron production indax fro-, being 

highar and «ora representative,   in gañera!, all tha planta hará drivan 

their smelting éclipsent hard in ordar to campanéate for tha imbalance 

in thi. aaction, but hava not bw„ abla to do tha ser* with thair alactric 
blaat furnaca. bacauaa of oparational difficultia.. 

(ir)   Tha capacity of tha .t.al «hop» i. „ore compatible with that 

of tha blooming equipment.    In 1964 thair output waa only 6 million ton. 

of ingot whila thair nominal capacity («eluding Coalpa) «as 7.7 million, 

!.•., a utilisation index of 77 per cant.   Thi. *ean. that they could noi 

obtain anough acrap to inereaa. their output further, or, what i. avan 

»ore probabla, that cartain rtaal .hop« such a. tho.e of San Nicola., 

Volta Radonda and ifcoachipato wara facad by difficultia. in handling 

materiel, that could hava baan overcome by a faw outlay, of capital, 

*wtibl. 1-1 »akin« capacity, which would be 12 «illion ton. would than 

N practically proportionata to blooming capacity.   To achiava thi. lavai, 

••»•ral planta would hava to axpand tha capacity of thair open-hearth 

furnace. .U^tly (Huachipato, fro«, 100 to 200 ton.), San Nicola, (from 

230 to 250 ton.).   P«P purpose, of calculation, it i. assumed that thi. 

a*s baan dont.   In ordar to attain tha paximu» utilisation lavai, mentioned, 

fail UM m« be „ad. of tachnological improvement, and tha open-hearth 
Aamce. must ba oparatad a. efficiently a. poa.ibla.   Thar, would, in 

«V oaee, be an overall daficit of about 1 «iUion tona of ingot in 

relation to blooming capacity, although tha baiane. may of coursa ba 
dlffarant in aaoh plant. 

/(•)   Tha 
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(v)   Ih« blooming BdllB have a total capacity of 13 million tons. 
Th« volume of work they can handle ia generally ecŒienaurate with the 
capacitar of their respective finishing ni Un, except in the planta 
•sntioned earlier«    This ia the peak capacity attainable without further 

overall investment not merely supplementary funda.   There ia obviously 

need for expansion in the next few years to bring certain plants into 
baiane« and step up production substantially at comparatively little 

capital coat«   Orar and above the limit of 13 million tons, the possibility 

of additional investment will have to be considered when the capacity 

of the blooming mills has been exceeded.   Moreover, these mills are th« 

most costly and Uportant investaent items pending the introduction of 

continuous casting or other modern methods, which will be discussed 

under point 3 below. 

3« 

In the twenty years following the Second World War, the steel 

industry has been radically changed fay the introduction of technological 

improvements which have conaiderably increased the productivity of 

equipment and improved the metal-working proceses«, the type end quality 

of the raw materiale and the quality of the steel produced» 
Technological progress is important to the Latin American steel 

industry in three way«.   It signifies i 
(1)   Lasa expenditure on oertain inputa, a teatral inoreaee la 

productivity and a conseojaearrt, reduction in production oostsf 

(it)   Batter utilisation of the original lavestasr* and reduction 

in oesltal chargeai 
(Ui)   The poseí hlllty of expanding the plants at ISM 

ser unit of nrodnat Usui ist the neat* 

Th« progrese of steel making in the last twenty years nee 

e esenti all y in ore concentration and processing and the preparation of 
•fiMna mttH^emmi 4.»~ meaTtf ita*   visa ameeial ea» •emmejp^BF   w^msmp mm^Bmemamrn    ^see   «•me^mejiB^R'ejRSMmeLa    ^wem^smmw   ^«qm^^v^mee^mma* 

effieUnoy end productivity} ia oxygen converter«; ia the use of 

contlnaoua easting «a aa Industrial esalai la ascesati ng rolling operatlons> 

•ndfc la savia la siit reatini tea diffeveat immissees of steel ^^•^•SBJF   amami   •^m^B*^ptej    emmw   ^im^m*^P^pmmm»^^mmwBa   ^^mv^   ^mmiw^^^»«^    «^»»^»^^^^p^^^^^^   ^r^     »     ^•^^^ 

/la 
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In the study entitled La_^ongLfa_,3Íderür.gica de Africa Letjpg,  » 

brief account is given of the nature, origin and implications of these 
technological advances. 

An attempt will be made in this paper to determine the current 

technological level of existing plants, ano the level that can be attained 

through the expansions and inprovenents planned by the enterprises. 
U)      Ore preparation and hW i^^ ^^^ 

Usiainas and Ccipa, which are oodemfa design, are the only plants 

that panned to use 100 per cent sinter fro« the very beginning.^ 

«it only other plant, to use sintar are Altos Hornos de Mexico, 

Orinoco and Volta Redonda, where the proportions are 30, 40 and 50 per 

cent respectively.    It i. particularly striking that there should be no 

sintering at Pa« del Rio, since its ore ha. 35 per cent fine, and an iron 

content of 45 per cent, which is below average.    It is also mu-prising 

that the other plant, should not have studied the possibility of using 

large proportions of sinter in their operations. 

The Compañía de Acero del Pacífico in Chile is the only plant to 

••J» a series of innovation, in its blast furnace operations, such as 

injected petroleum (70 kg per ton), oxygen-enriched air and *oi.ture 

control.   As a result it ha. reduced it. .pacific coke contusion to 

540 kg per ton and raised productivity to its present level of 1.9 ton. 

PT cubic metre of useful furnace capacity, which is close to a good world 

Ur*L of yield (2 to 2.2 tons).   The result is that furnace output ha. 

been profitably increased from 600 tons a day of .»minai cecity to it. 

current level of 1,200 tons.   The original furnace di**t.r 1» had to 

ba widened from 191 to 20»9S   Belgo^ineira in Bra.il is another 

interesting case.   Its first furnaces of 90 ton. capacity per day were 

continually Improved at little coat until they were virtually new unit, 

with a hearth diameter of 15 feet..    Mominal capaci* we. raised to 

W sgsssazx sa ara-as 
/336,000 tone 
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336,000 tons from its initial level of 122,000, nnd in I964 output was 

further increased to 390,000 tons.    As stated in section B, the company's 

charcoal furnaces operate extremely well. 

Mention should also be made of Hojalata y Lámina which has 

discarded conventional methods and developed a new reduction process 

known as HyL«    This has been industrially successful owing to a happy 

combination of technical and economic factors in Monterrey, i.e. abundant 

low-cost natural gas and the constant perfecting of methods, of operation« 
(b)     at—1 ahoi» 

Few steel shops have oxygen lances in their open-hearth furnaces 

because of the shortage of metal«    Altos Hornos de México have lances 

in five of their eight furnaces, and Volta Redonda in two out of eight« 

San lUcolás and Orinoco have the necessary facilities but do not need to 

force their steel production«   Huachipato uses this method occasionally, 

but prefers to keep what little oxygen it has to enrich the air blasted 

into the furnaces« 

rat del Rio uses the classic Thomas method, but has not found it 

necessary to force its blast furnace or steel shop, because it is the 

only plant in which the intermediate and finishing mills have so much 

material to handle that they are working at more than nominal capacity« 

Generally speaking, the use of oxygen in open-hearth furnaces has 

been limited by the shortags of pig iron, and has gained little ground in 

Latin America« 

Usimi ne s and Cosipa are the only plants to have modern LD converters« 

Vonlevede (Belgo-Nineira in Brasil) also has converters, and was one of 
the first plants (the sixth in the world) to adopt this process when it 

was launched« 

Plans to enlarge the steel shops nearly all provide for the 

installation of oxygen converters.    Chimbóte in Peru now has two LO 

converters of 25 tone each« 

Chimbóte Is the only integrated plant with a continuous casting 

line, but the process is used by five semi-integrated plante as wellt 

Siderurgica Riograndenee in Brasil, Aceros de Chihuahua and Aceros Bent epic 

in Mexico, Siderúrgica Venesolana (SJVEN3A in Venesuela and Lucini y 

Cla. in Argentina« /The plane 
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The plans for expanding serverai of the integrated and ssni- 

integrated plants make provision for continuous casting, which neans 

that it has worked well in practice up to new. 

(d)     &£ü&& 
San Nicolás in Argentina has the only continuous hot rolling mill 

for sheet in Latin Africa.   According to information from the enterprise, 

it has a capacity of 1 million tons, but could undoubtedly handel a 

greater amount.   Usiminas, Cosipa, Volta Redonda and Monterrey hare 

seai-continuos equipment, and so will Altos Hornos de México when it 

modifies its present Steckel mill, which it plans to do shortly, 

Huachipato»s capacity is limited by the characteristics of its Steckel 

will (width» 1 «atre).    Pa* del Rio and Chimbóte are in the proceas of 

installing rolling »ills of this kind.   By and large, it can be »aid that 

the plants that have the largest capacity in relation to their domestic 

narkst or have been developed with foresight were waH-planned with 

continuous or semi-continuous mills.   Other plants, however, have been 

compelled to install Steckel mills which do not have the same levels of 

productivity and operating costs because of the small «i«e of the market, 

financial conditions, delays in re-equipping or the possibility of expansion. 

(e)     Conclusioni 
It is clear from the foregoing that the Latin American steel plants 

offer ample opportunities for the introduction of modern technical advances 

which are vital for their production. 
A review of tables 1-12 and 1-14 shows that there is a wide gap 

between total pig iron prediction and the nominal capacity of the blooming 

mills, although blast furnace utilisation has been satisfactory and 

their nominal design capacity has been exceeded in numerous plants.    If 

the nominal capacity of the plants which are not yet making full use of 

their smelting capacity (Cosipa, Usiminas, Chimbóte and Orinoco) is 

added to output in 19&, the production figure will be 5.6 million tons. 

As an output of 6.9 million tons could be obtained if all possible 

tschnological advances were introduced, the margin of increment is 1.3 millica 

tons and possibly sven 1.5 million if the electric smelting furnaces are 

driven to the limit« 
/Similarly, in 
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Similarly, in the steel shops, the difference between fiaxinum 

possible output and nominal existing capacity is 3.7 million tons.   This 

is far from negligible, so any improvements that could be made in this 

section should be given special consideration by most of the plants in 

the region. 
Only two newly-built steelworks in Latin America meet the most 

up-to-date technological standards.   Most of the others could reach 

an intermediata level once they have systematically incorporated the 

technological improvemente described, thereby bringing the capacity of 

their différant «actions into better balance and raising their productivity 

to the máximas feasible with their present equipment.   If institutions 

interested in eteel making take co-ordinated action and provide assistano« 

to the enterprises at the lower levale, they should obtain beneficial 

resulte for tha industry in a relatively short space of tine. 

/le 
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D.   PRICES 

1.    Prie« comparisons 

Price comparison* might serve to clarify two différent but interrelated 

points: the position of metal-transforming industries in Latin America 

and Western Europe with regard to the price of stael used as raw material, 

and the position of the Latin American consumer depending on whether his 

steel supplies are domestically produced or imported. 
An attempt was made to collect the information needed for these 

comparisons and give a rough idea of price levels.    It was only moderately 

successful, however, because the data obtained was either insufficient or 

not uniform.   Moreover, the exchange ratea used for conversion into dollars 

introduce distortions as they get farther away from parity. 

(a)      Consumer prices 
It is difficult, on the whole, to determine the exact trade conditions 

prevailing, since prices are known to vary according to surcharges or 
rebates which are not specifically mentioned but are applicable to individual 

transactions, delivery dates and terms of payment. 
Table 1-16 gives prices for nine steal products in seven Latin American 

cities.    Table 1-17 compares the prices of two items - concrete reinforcement 

bars 10 mm in diameter and cold-rolled sheets 3 x 1 m and 0.6 mm in 
thickness - in the seven Latin American cities and in three countries 

members of the European Coal and Steel Community, and export prices f.o.b. 

Antwerp.    The following conclusions mey be drawn: 
(i)   Domestic prices in countries members of the European Coal and 

Steel Community and export prices f.o.b. Antwerp are much the same for 

non-flat products, but the former are substantially higher in the caae of 

flat products - as much as 25 psr cent in the examples considered.    This 

Indicates the general priority given to flat rolled products and may be 

closely related to the scale of production and high productivity of plant 

manufacturing flats, which enables the Community countries to compete at 

relatively lower prices compared with those of non-flat products. 

/tabla 1-16 
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Tablo I-l6 

UT» iÄxici, MMwrio na« or im wwwrs M «ELBOTíD «tus AS at 31 AWWT 19« y 

ItM Froduot 

Ara»*-       »M*il        «...        Oolon-       Hntloo       tara 

•umoa       PÎSÎO        tentUf»   ¡(«gotat D,f. 

fono- 
suol» 

Al roo 

1 Oonoroto rolaforoonont »*r», round 
(7-12 • long, 10 M or 3/B" la 

2 OtMirt« roteforoo»ont fera, round 
(7_12 • long, 20 m or jA" 1« 
lUonotor) 

3 0»il«d «iro rod, round (8 •• or 
$/lé> is dioaotor) 

k      fifet rollod fit« produoto or shoota, 
bl»ok (1 x 3 •# «* 3 •» to 

thioimooo) 

5 Oold rollod fl*t producto or shoota, 

••ourod (1 x 3 »» a4* •») 

6 Oalvsnls^ fUt rollo4 producta 
•r shoota (1 i J i, «n* 0.l4 • 
In thlotaoos) 

7 Onlvonisod rollod produco or 
•noeta, 3" ooriugntion (0.8$1 s 
3 a, and 0.5 M in «hlolrnoo») 

8 Anglot, oquol Ufi (7-12 • long» 
36.lxU.80») 

«      MM rollod flot B*M (7-11 • ton* 

38.1 x 3.5 •») 

Dollar ojntango ra*o f/ 

î3e.*»2 139.W 163.37 121.85 &•*> 206.iH      ll*7.78 

232.5U 123.2^ 163.97 105.13 152.00 205.31      &•>* 

258.«*3 0/0 153.97 W7.7* 182.08 205.07      152.22 

20t>.<* 171.37 W.»» «M* 197.52 H*.«* 

287.00 2H3.2»* 138.03 l*.8l 207.52 

»*37.i*j 355.« *9.2< 18Ï.«»8 33§.«t - 

•»37.» 367.57 «61.03 160.37 351.00 

168.57 162.16 too.* I4*«* !«•* ••M* 

283.15 l»»2.7o 206.31 165.33 168.00 236.23 

171.50 1850.00 3.»» 13.50 12.5P 26.82         «i.50 

tttírmt latin Aaorloan Iron «id Stool Inotltuto (IUP*), 
Qstafcar 1365. 

»•«, 

**.. la* ..**•» aro for ont PUMBMM of tO-ta« In» «*•.•« 1«0 or m« ea.t*v»ltJit ousll*/ of staol, 
8211   d^SîiTlHhî iltS KEStad ti t^^rîii oountri... cnltvorod 

¡/ Por Insorta 

/(ii)   Latin 
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(ii)   Latin American consumara p*y much higher prices, even higher 

than the Federal Republic of Germany which paya the top prices in Europe; 
the differences average from 10 dollars in Colombia to over 100 dollars 
in specific oases,    A more thorough analysis ndght show that these disparities 

are actually smaller, since it is not definitely known what additional 

charges the European consumer may have to pay in the home market;    Latin 
American prices relate to transactions involving rather anali lots (20 tons), 

whereas the European purchaser obtains the normal rebates given for large 

consignments bought directly from the factory.    However, the differences 
are such that, even without a really accurate evaluation, Latin America's 

metal-transforming industry is evidently paying much higher prices for 

flat products than European industry.   These differences cannot be offset 

by the lower cost of local labour and other compensai«« factors which 

help to reduce the ooet of manufactures, 

(b)     frl-f- ariosa of the European product 
The comparison was based on the two item» mentioned above because 

they are considered to be representative of flat and non-flat products. 

The c.i.f. prices at Latin American ports were calculated by adding 
20 dollars per ton for freight and insurance to Atlantic ports and 32 dollars 

to ports on the Pacific seaboard.    Shipping costs, consular fee«, port due«, 

cargo handling charges, etc. were not included because there was no 
uniform method of computing them.    Protective import duties were «l«o 
excluded.    It is clear from the «bove considerations that this is no more 

than a very rough comparison. 
Table 1-18 shows prices of the two item« c.i.f. Lati» Amerio«« port«, 

domestic prices in Latin Amerio«* citie« «nd a comparison of th« two 
expressed as an index on the baeis of c.i.f. price« • 100.   In gêner«!, 
the prices paid in Latin Am«rie«n citie« «r« «ub«t«nti«lly higher than 
import prices, ranging from 6 per cent higher in Colombia to 107 per cent 

higher in Argentina for round bar«, and from 25 P«r cent higher in Colombia 

to 117 P«r cent higher in Argentina for flat«. 

/Tafel« 1-17 
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Tabi« 1-17 

DOMESTIC PISCES Of STEEL PHDDUCTS IN UTIN AtORlCAM CITIES AND SIllOTtO OOUKTRIRS 
Of T* EUROPEAN COAL iW) STIEL OCMfDNITT, AJO OOrMJWTT EXPORT PRICES 

(Pretori Ttr tm) 

Product 
iff""   Bruii OHI« 

Wo.     SM
     *" sr. »*•u** 

Conerti« relnforoenent 
bars (10 aa In 
diameter) 23 A 

Cold rolled «hoots 207 

135 122 

2»»3        1Ä5 

Colo*-   Mexleo 
Ton«-   Padaral 

Peru     suato  RaauaUe ••1- 

toast*   n.f. 9mt   toimmr 

\6k       154       206*       lW       M>       5? 

¿38       *»• 

Bajort 

Pranae   J.*" r. o.b, 
Antmrp 

10*4        «5 

15«       X55 IM»       U2 

SouroM.    IUTA, pjh.ji|*| fcamaaU Coaateelon for Europe (EOE), 
*****"     (STEIL/».4A**ln« r»per Mo. 3)» J«" W*S» 

Tafele I-I6 

OOAL AND STHL OOrNHUTT PRICE«, 0.1.P. UT» AMERICA* 
DOMESTIC PRICES HI UTIN AMERICAN CITXEt 

( l) 

.     «1    M*I.     0«l«*-   Ns**e 
%im     •»-"   *****     «e^      V «Ml» 

1. Conerete relnforoaaeut b*r», round 
(10 «a In diameter) 

2. Oold railed «beet, 2* MO 

1. Cenerete retaferesasht aar«, remd 
(10 m la dtaaeter) 

2. Oold rolled «toot, I*» •» 

1. Centrât« roinforoeaioM ami«, round 
(10 an In dissetar) 

2. Cold rolled sheet, 2*1 Ml 

U5 115 ltf m Uf It? 11$ 

W Ut m 131 1» 1* 1JÍ 

1* 1» 1«% lit If»» ft* 11« 

ft* 1*9 191 m a* - - 

Inéao A- 100 

t»» 110 IV V* 1* lil 19 

ar 1* m 10 111 ~ • 

j/   Porta on the Atlanti« ee«,e*ard» 

V   These prleea «era obtained * addin« » ar Jt dollar, ta te»t»ÌM ^* V"*•»» 
th. »arta »era «masad ta latin Añeras«» parts m the Atlanti« ar the Pasiflt •• 

/(e) 
the ««sorts vera shipped «a latin 
and ether part 
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Lastly, table 1-19 presenta a comparieon between domeatic prioaa 

paid in several Latin Amari can cltiaa in ten» of indexée, with Colombia, 

where prices are lowest, used aa a base of 100.   The purpoee of this table 

is merely to enow the wide range of ateel prioee in the various citiea. 

These variations in price nay simply be due to the different atructure 

of steel prices in tne individual eountriee, which la closely related to 

the level of protection «etabliahed by each State within the framework of 

ita general iaport substitution policy.    The circumstanosa have varied 

from coimtry to country and fît» product to product, depending not only 

on the pressures exerted on the balance of peyments and the stringency of 

tne reet riet ione imposed but alao largely on the type of ateel industry 

and the kind of producta being produced locally.   Thus, BOOS countriee 

levied dutiea only on the serie« of producta being produced by their own 

ateel industri«; wliera there waa no undue pressura on tha balance of 

payments, no restrictions were impossd on other products.    The reault in 

these caaes waa that prioee of certain typos of imported ateel remains* 

at a fairly rsasonaole lsvsl, while the type« of etesl produced locally 

rose in prie« in so far aa import dutiea permitted.    In the nor« extreaat 

casos where hsavy restrictions w«rs imposed on imports, thsrs was a general 

riae in steel prioaa.   The tendency is for ths pries of locally produced 

eteel to remain high under this protection, which is sometimes urgently 

requested and sometimes adopted ss ths rssult of a apsciflc monetary or 

external pay«ants policy, or the two factors cosbined. 
The forsgoing considsrstions highlight tos iisportsnes of studying 

ths domestic priée structure in greater éspth sad ths need for prices that 

will be ooapetitive at the regions! level. 

/Tstls Ï-1? 
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2.    Lsvels of tariff protection 

The producing countries would h «ve found It impossible to maintain 

the prices shown in the above-mentioned tables but for the exceptionally 

strong protection they were giver., as shown in table 1-20,    This table 

gives customs duties and equivalent charges as well as import restrictions 

applicable in the various countries, as a percentage of the c.l.f. value 

of each product.    All charges, even prior import deposits, are included. 

Besides being highly complex, the existing systems of protection in 

Latin America are altered frequently in accordance with the assessment by 

the competent government bodies of the state of the steel market and the 

country's needs in terns of seal-processed products. 

It is clear fro« table 1-20 that the levels of protection enjoyad 

by Latin America's steel industry are excessively high.    Venetuela and 

Olile are at opposite ends of the scale.    In the former, customs duties 

are relatively low but locally manufactured products cannot be importad 

without import licenses.    Chile is an outstanding example of exaggerated 

protection for a local industry: imports of several producta on the 

Chilean steel making programme are prohibited, and the categories in whioh 

imports are allowed are subject to the cumulative application of all the 

protective measures in force.    Thus, for such products as seamless piping, 

customs duties are as high as 750 per cent of the c.l.f. valus.    Of the 

remaining steel-producing countries listed in table 1-20, Argentina and 

Peru allow unrestricted imports of steel products; but customs duties ara 

high, ranging from 28 to 217 per cent in Argentina and from 32 to 185 par 

cent in Peru.    Although duties are lower in Colombia and Mexico, the two 

countries use the system of import licenses.    Lastly, Brasil allows 

unrestricted imports of many steel products and the duties range from 

26 to 66 per cant. 

The evaluation of levels of protection, from the standpoint of national 

overall trade policy, is beyond the scope of the präsent study.    Nevertheleee, 

in the steel sector alone it is clear that except in Venetuela, the Latin 

American Industries are heavily protected.   This, added to the fact that 

most steal mills are controlled by a single enterprise, or virtually t/ a 

singls enterprise, might create situations likely to Jeopardise the efficiency, 

technological progress and development prospecte of the plants. 

/Table I-2C 
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Admittedly, a country that is Just starting a stasi industry cannot 

be expected immediately to reach levels of productivity and returns on 

investment which can be regarded as satisfactory compared with countries 

with a long-established industry.    Still, that is no reason for such strong 

protective measures.    Prevailing levels of protection, which in general 

are considered excessive, must be judged in conjunction with the high prices 

of steel products on the Ut in American markets.    In all probability, the 

two factors have a bearing on the high costs, the reeult of relatively low 

operating efficiency.   This question will be examined in the section, 

which follow. 

1%   PRODUCTS« 

Ekiriih «Mfe H m 
i L. 
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E.   PRODUCTION COSTS AM) THE EFFECT OF TECHNOLOGY OH 
SCALES OF PRODUCTION 

1.   ftW ftfrf frlffî"1*"100 of co8t arnlypi» 

In »pit« of ill the attendant difficulties, coat analysis is 

essential because it clarifies, at least partially, a series of proble»s 

of fundamental importance for the future development of the Latin American 

steel industry, in particular ths question of the feasibility and possible 

organisation of a common market for steel products* 

Regional integration of the steel industry depends on ths extent 

to which the present industry can adapt to the future competition by 

achieving economies of scale, a high level of technology and increasing 

specialisation in the whole range of final rolled products in each and 

every one of the plants.   Cost analysis is a valuable tool for assessing 

the situation of the Latin American industry in this respect. 

Cost comparisons can be used as a basis for evaluating the different 

cost factors and the prospects of producing steel in Latin America at 

competitive prices so that the industry can eventually form part of the 

world steel market. 
For this purpose, the inain aspects to be evaluated, within the 

large range of variables, are the following: 

(i)   The relative position of the main Latin American steelworks, 

in terms of international standards} 

(ii)   The extent to which high costs, where they are found, are the 

result of permanent unfavourable factors, or of temporary factors which 

could be modified or eliminated through expansion, modernisation and 

specialisation; and, in general terns, the relative weight of these 

factor« or circumstances; and 

(iii)   Whether conditions in Latin America for the development of the 

steel industry are likely to give it a comparative advantage in the 

world market, 

(a)     fiMIftltr ""fc«fti*l *** tenaothstleal cost, ettlMtts 

For the purfios*s of the analyses outlined above, no information was 

available on actual production coats in Latin American steelworks, a« 

/calculated ani 
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calculated and allied by the plants themselves in their current 

operations.    Even if they were available , they «old be of little value 

for analytical purposes, since thay are based on different methods of 

accounting and different financial and amortisation policies. 

It was decided, therefore to adopt n procoduro uaod in onrlier 

ECU reports,^ based on estates of approximate production cost.. 

These estimates are calculated on the basis of a hypothetical plant with 

a particular technical structure, physical input, and prices and a 

«pacific location, either real or imaginary, daterpdmd in accordance^ 

the factor price. esteblishad on the basis of the criterion sleeted. 

This procedure, in spite of it. drawback., i. the only wy of 

arriving at an approxinate estinte of the relative wight or influa«* 

of the factor being evaluated.    The variable can then be separated and 

their relativa weight in operating condition* or the prospect, for 

developing an industry assa—d, 11 of which i. reflected, in th. laat 

analysis, by production coat, under fUwd condition..   Conaa^anUy, 

the us. of thi. -tethod i. justified for the purposes of thi. report, 

although it »st be e«phaeiaad that the reeults thus obtained ara nere* 

approxüíate estimates. 
I* the analyses which follow, thraa different categorías of costs 

were uaadt 

(i) aim"-* —*«  thM* — c*lcia*t,d on *•*• bMia of 

inputs in existing plants in Latin avarie* and are appliad to taahnicai 

structures siailar to those found in »uch plant.. 

(Ü)   M**""»1 coatst    these are calculated on the baais of real 

inputs but with reference to technical structura, of hypothetical plante, 

i.s. whare production capacity, equipment, dagree of efficiamy, ate. 

are diffarent fro» those of raal plants.   Thi. conca* ie uaed to eati«a*# 

U/ 
publication, Sales No.t 

For »ore detailed information, sea 
America Latina (B/CR.12/727). 

(United Nation* 

/potential coats 
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potential costa in actual plants when they have been modified under 

present or planned expansion programmes, or is applied to hypothetical 

plants in som place in Latin America, using real inputs available in 

the location selected. 

(iii)    Hypothetical costs«   these are calculated on the basis of 

hypothetical inputs as well as hypothetical plants.   They are used to 

determine prosnects for competing in the world market and to analyse the 

effect of technology on costs by comparing plants of the same siae >ut 

using different techniques, or the effect of economies of scale by 

estl*»ating manufacturing costs in plants with different production 

capacities. 

0>)     Limitations of coat e stimate i 

The approximate nature of the estimates arrived at by this method 

must be clearly established, mainly to avoid confusion between these 

estimâtes and real costs in existing plants, to which they bear no 

relation whatsoever because of the methods used In calculating them« 

Thus, when any of the cost estimâtes described above are used to 

sake approximate comparisons in respect of actual plants situated in 

different countries, the following major limitations must be borne in «indi 

(i) the comparisons are only valid within certain limits of 

approximation, which vary in each case, and only as comparisons of orders 

of magnitude and not of precise and exact figures} 

(ii)   moreover, the value of the comparisons depends on the degree 

of precision and detail with which the hypothetical plant and cost 

structures have been established, and on how well they simulate the 

operating eonditiona of the plant, being compared.   Although the information 

used for this purpose waa the best available, and was often confirmed by 

the plants theaeelvee, the data could create additional factors of 

distortion in the compari »on* it is being attempted to establish; 

(iii)   finally, comparisons between different countries, by «"tans «f 

conversion to United States dollars, suffer from the imperfections inherent 

in such comparisons, because of the difference between official and 

parity exchange ratea. 

/In fee* 
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In fact, the question of the rate of exchange used for converting 

local currency into dollars is the main difficulty in obtaining reliability 

in the comparisons, in view of the varying degrees of internal and 

external monetary stability in the different Latin American countries. 

For the purposes of the study, the value of the dollar used was In 

terms of the purchasing power of the local currencies in their domestic 

markets, as established in December I962.   BCLA made a study of this 

subject between I960 and 1962 and the procedure used is described in 

detail in the final report.*-'    A comparison was made of a group of at 
least 500 articles in the different countries, in order to determine the 

domestic purchasing power of the currencies and thereby establish monetary 

equivalents in the most satisfactory manner.   The method of parity 
equivalents has its drawbacks and limitations, but unfortunately no better 

method has been found for comparing prices in countries whose currencies 

are subject to serious fluctuations in value, and inevitably, the 

results obtained are not free from distortions. 
The different production cost estimates described above - apparent, 

potential and hypothetical - have been used in this study as an instrument 

for analysing the problems raised by the modernisation and reorganisation 

of the Latin American steel industry with a view to integrating the 

regional market and competing on the world market at a later stage of 

development.   The object was not to analyse the situation and present 

structura of existing plants, since such an analysis would have to be 

1MS approximate and more detailed in approach than the procedure used 

in the present case« 

2. Th« tttttt gf tht frit of WflhmlnfT ,tfd jn *ht 
IÌÌÌIÉT ^ <nyosta*nt ffl* «^wfcifttinn r-aat« 

Of the various ooet factors, the study will deal first with those 

related to the lev«! of technology used in the plants and those related 

to the volume or seals of production, so as to be able to refer to them 

in subsequent sections. 
In order to appraise the value of the use of technological improvements, 

quantitatively, tarso types of plant structure were selected! 

/(I)   A modern TOrnrrx?* mû 
ha 
fei1 

•MIMi 
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(ì)   A modern plant, designed and operated with *naxinum efficiency; 

(li)   A plant using intermediate technology, at a level attainable 

by present Latin American plants when they have been expanded to achieve 

•ore balanced production facilities and applied technological improvements 

to the extent allowed by their equipment; 

(ili)   A plant operating at a technological level typical of existing 

Latin American plants.*^ 

The analysis referred solely to hypothetical plants producing flat 

products, with an annual capacity of 1.5 million tons, since the effect 

of technology is more striking in this type of production, and because 

cost comparison is more difficult to interpret in the case of non-flat 

products, on account of the nature of the equipment and production 

processes used.   In addition, a high level of production was assumed, in 

order to eliminate the effect of economies of scale. 

The inputs used in the three plants were given a hypothetical 

•alus on the basis of the average prices in Latin America in 1962 and 

are shown in tabla 1-21. 

> ,'!>*% 

12/     Operating data for 1963 for a Latin American plant wart used U 
extrapolât« «fee sisee of production units in order to obtain a 
balaassd hreothstical niant. 

/Tabls I-Ä 
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Table 1-21 

pRXon or INPUTS aso IN COMPARATITI COST CALCULATIONS 

iMiMMjLs&sasijaisss) 

Uftlt 
Argon " 
tin» 

IruU      OhU» Itaxlao r«ru 

Th «oro- 
Tono-      tleal 
euoU    aver««« 

priet 

ten 
ten 
ten 
•3 

Poll«* XHlT«l«nt«t 

1 Manganoee or« 
a Iron or* 
3 Ceel 
luairt«! 
5 Cooling wter 
6 Bydr«ele«trlo onorar 
JThomo-olettrlo «natter 

F«rr«-alleya (opop-aotrta)!/ ON/«« 
• rorro-ollojra (eloetrl« fumaoe)f/ 00$ A« 

10 Ferro-alloye (Thonea proeeu) J/   «I/ton 
11 Ferra-alley« (ID - LB/aO) í/ 8-1/ota 
It Ltae *on 
13 Befraetorlee (opon hearth) 1/ OBf/ton 
Ik fcefraetorlee (•lootrt.-furnaoojr/ »lAon 
15 taf raetorlea (U>) f/ CHA« 
1* Refraatorlee (U)/A0) J/ 8ta/ie» 
I? Bafraotorloa (Tteaaa pree««*)*/ 0»$, 
18 Dlroot labour 
1« Puoi oil 
29 Intani «as 
21 Hast ftamae« gaa 
22 Steaa 
Sorgen 

0o«t of aintorlng 
2$ ftodorbors olootroéM 
«S Orepttte eleotreéoa 
8 Coto-oven gu 

taaonlia «ulph«*.«/ 
29 Furo hansel a/ 
39 Motor bansol §/ 
31 Toluol •/ 
31 Wol •/ 
33 Coal-t»r «11 «/ 
J* Oeaburtlble tar f/ *» 
35 Naphthalan 1 *on 
3t Hag (Thoaaa or «tallar proeea«)     «on 

Purchased «orap 5/ ton 
Circulating aarnp 2/ %m 

1^,11»     9 ».00  1880.00     lfcjft      ÀéS       IILSS      M 

l5.55jL/ 9.8* «••« 7*5° 
17.49 ia.33i^ 1M*J»/ koo 

7.M0 3.W 7-05 I.* 
0.005 0.005 0,005 O»02 

O.OI2U       0.01Í 
3.50        >*> 

3.» 

0.01*       0.01Í 
3.13      »55 

3*9>       3>U 

7-*3 

0.02 
0.005 

1.02 

30.00 

a. 50 

ton 
1000 «3 
I 000 «3 

2r 
o*A«i 
kg 

*  _3 1 000 wf 
tan 

torn 
tan 

0.» 0*1» 
29.80 23*00 
%my - 
1.17 1.17 
UOO VIO 

$ 

>W50 
50*00 

150.00 
130.00 
130.00 
100.00 

M0.00 
20.00 
80.00 
12*00 
2*1.00 

0.80 

>k IB 
50.00 

150.00 
130.00 
I3O.OO 
100.00 
10.00 
29.00 
8O.OO 

22*88 

1.10 
29.00 

Î.17 
1.00 

H.50 
50.00 

150.00 
130.00 
130.00 
•00.00 

NO. 00 
29.00 
8O.OO 

O.90 
»3.55 

1.17 
2*10 

O.8O 

»WS» 
CO.» 

150.00 
130,00 
I3O.OO 
100.00 

40.00 
29.00 
80.00 

0.80 

2*10 

0.1«» 
0.5» 

5O.OO 
150.00 
I3O.OO 
I3O.OO 
100.00 

M0.00 
20.00 
89.00 

30.00 30.00 
M.81 11.70 

19.001/ I8.OO 
3.U5 7.OO 
0.002 0,005 
0.002 0.005 
. O.OI6 
3.00 >*> 
m Ví5 
m «».50 
- 3*15 
m 39.00 
3.00 4.00 

0.80 
• uoo 
• 1.00 
0.97 y 1*50 

13*1» 29.00 
• 12.00 V 
- 1.17 V 
2.10 2*10 

0.89 %my 
0.14 0.13 
• 0.00 
- K%i¡ 

59.00 59.00 
150.00 150.00 
130.00 139.00 
130.00 139.00 
100.00 100*00 

MD. 00 M9.00 
20.00 29.00 
89.00 80.00 
- 12,00 

3O.OO 28.19 

I 
f 

Dlraot CK"t, oxoludLng «apital .«•—. 
Malaiin« •" «»••a with law uta apta mi a eentaftt a«* »5 par e«w Ira». 
ivor^a p.A-a of ora l-porto* fr« PraHl, OMlo «•* Htm 
•atwn   ••«••« *o tta a«**at» ***** »ffiooi I« *» OMO af Hull, m por •**"«• 
at17V1V   'Miara par «an «ni HO por ..t la ta»««« «~1 at »OÍ «oliar, par ta»| ta 
20 pò»* ""•'* *• taparte« ani 69 pe* ••»* *• *••»*»* pittate* 
•elating ~o pria« ef taportaal aaha» 
Oaat ef ltja« por »on of U#*t ataal. 
Ooat of ma mm/hmit af vai* la U* «ollaro at tao «fftatal mU of 
ta tha e* !"»!«•* of tat paiotwalaf ««nor of tao a. 
«Ith tito prooo«tp« éaMitèa« ta «M** HI. 
Pitea of faa far apoolal fé.«tilai ww aanta «f «M Oalora«» rtwr. 
9.HO-«alalia faa. 
••lina« «• a« oful^aloat ef 9,290 oaloKo pa»        _^_. 
Ooat Tarlo« ta tal **** •*• ptaêtaOU» a«paatta ef 
Mroot «oat, «aaluétaf «tate»' ptaat aapttal otaapaa, 
lta»éaH «raras« prloe«, erttataH bj itataNii «.Uf. P*too« of 

Maté «f^M^láTtatart^^        9t7a7««M «Tita «f% * ptf li« orata«.« ta 

la 
«Jw atta er 0M1«, 

«ttMa taa oo«tiT, oalaaUta* ta 

/Ih« technology 
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The technology used in the plants is äS followst 

Pressnt technology Intomcdiato technology   Modsrn, tr'tònftlftmT 

Own coke plant, blast 

furnace.    No sinter 

or fuel oil injection 

used, bin at temperature 

of 700*C,high grade ore 

Own coke plant* blast 

furnace with 30 per 

cent sinter, fuel oil 

injection and a bl^st 

température of 1,050*0, 

selected high grade ore 

<*)   k\ 

Own coke pl/»nt, blest 

furrv co with 100 per 

cent self-fluxing sinter, 

fuel oil injection, blast 

temperature of 1,050*0, 

high grade ore or with 

concentrates 

Open-hearth furnaces 

without ox/gen 

Convent 1 nial blooming, 

ingots, soaking pits 

(i) 

Open-hearth furnaces, 

with 30 w of ox/gen 
per ton of steel 

(«) feulai 

ingots, soaking pits 

ID converters and 
oontinuoue casting 

Slabbing, 

hot rolling ant 
continuous oord rolling 

Table 1-22 contains the estimated investment una 

production costs, per production départaient, for the three types of plant. 

The results rv not without significance.   There is only a slight difference 

between investment costs por ton for the blast fumee« unit in the 

intermediate and modern plants, but the difference Is appreciable in 

relation to present technology. 

/TtMm 1-32 
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In tt eel a thing, invettnent corti in the aodem pi.-vit are Tory 

favourable, If considered In conjunction with investment in rolling* 

sine« blooming hat been eliminated.    There it also a difference in 

favour of intermediate technology, but it it not a« great at for rjodem 
technology. 

In rolling» there is no difference between prêtent and intercediate 

technology, since they use the same kind of production process, but the 

dlteppeartaot of the conventional blooming uill hat a narked effect on 

inveetaent oottt In the case of the aodem plant«    In all, there It a 
difiérenos la imreetnent in favour of the aodem plant of approximately 

It per cent in relation to the lnteroediate,    and of 25 per cent in 

relation to the present type, with the result that the difference) 

the present and Int s natili ite plante is not veiy frost, scaroely 6 per 

oent.   This it only to be aapeeted alnas nost of the equipment it the 

(il)   ÙS&ÎSaàaSLJêJ&à*   unce again the greatest differenoee «re 
la inhering, bet this tine only between prêtent and lnteroediate 

tsnhnnliip since oottt are praeticaUy the tent in the internati 1st e 

and — ism pltata«   la steel atteint, too, coste are aere favourable 

la the latamadiate than In the prêtent plant, and greater overall 

osata la the present plant increase the priée of the ingot steal 

feeding, the rollini Bill« thus increasing the cost of the final 

product.   A* a result of the dlsappeartnos of the Mofrrtng Bill« levar 

aaortitatlan toste and the greater efficiency resulting fron direct 

rolling of continuously east alaba, la the final process there is alas 
a difference la favour of the aodem pleat, a difference which it net 

saperont IB tas tBsltlBgi aas 
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With modern technology, cotti are 15 par cent lowar in relation 

to intermediate technology and 24 per cent lower in relation to present 

technology, and the difference between coate of present and intermediate 

ie approximate!/ 9 par cent. 
These estimates are a clear indication of the ad vantala» of applying 

technological developments in existing planta to that thay can quickly 

be raiaad to the intermediate level, partioularlj in iron and steelmeking 

«here theae developments can be uaed to tha greatest advantage,   rroduction 

costa would be lowered by almost 13 par cant in thoae two departments 

and by 9 par cant in reapact of tha fimi product.   Similarly, the 

figurée contained in tabla 1-23 dearly indicata tha advantage that 
aw planta designed and equipped with ina latee* technology oal developmsnte 

have ovar prmeent, and eren intanatili ite planta« 

3.  
flf 1 fai ai}jaiaa*eMLlael 

Scalea of production affect investment par ton of rollad producta 

and certain direct production costs, particularly labour, mjvintenence 

costs, etc., thus giving riae to aiaabla economies of acal«.    For this 

raaaon, and in order to rraluate tha overall effect, it la naoeaeary to 

calculate total manufacturing «oats for diffarent plant sises.   KU 

haa recently completed a apecial atudy of tha effects of m*mmA*9 of 

ooale in steelworks with an annual capacity of 21,000 to 300,000 tow 

M wall aa tha 100,000 to 2.5 million ton rang», tha raaulta of whlah 
sited cur* li^t on the subject. 

Por this purpose, and to ansar» that tha comparison weuld sisa a» 

applicable in Latin america, hypothetical 
wars ealculatad par ton of inatallad oapacity in ini smorti ate plants 

producing batwasn 100,000 and 1.5 nllllon tans of lngetss tm» average 

inputs contained in tabla 1-21 ware need in computing production 

•oats.   Tha inputs are therefore theoretical and do net corraapond to 

specific plant or location and tha onaparleon it a purely theoretical 

ona in whiah eooanmies of »sala ara tha onlj variable fast or. 

Aehiel-» 
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The resulta are shown in tablea 1-23 end 1-24, which indicate that 
economie« of scale have a considerable effect on investment and 
production coste, particularly investment, sine« «hilo production cost« 
fall by 49 per cent as capacity risee from 100,000 to 1«5 million 
tons, inveetaent falls by 61 per cent.   The effect is aoet apparent 

in the 100,000 to 800,000 ton rang»* 
Tabi« 1-25 classifies tv.elve Latin American plains of varying 

sise according to their production in 1965*   There are eight plant« of 
less than 500,000 tons, two between 500,000 and 900,000 and two of 
more than 1 minion (Volta Redonda, in Brasil, with a production of 
1,256,000 tone of ingots, and Altos Homos, in Msad.00, with a production 

of 1,111,000 tone).   Average production was about. 496,000 ton») in other 

words, the«« plants are situated In $he range, in tern« of the oonorpt 

of o concedo« of ocalos,   whore the offeet of thl« coat and investment 
factor is aost striking.   The plants can aleo bo classified according to 
blooming capacity.   Table 1-26 shows that, instead of 40 per cent of 
total actual production occurring at a level of mor« than 1 million ton«, 
there are fire plants (folta Redonda, 3an Nicola», Monterrey, Alto« Horns« 

de Mexico and Orinoco) with a blooming capacity of more than 1 million 

tone, which could account for 75 per cent of total production on tba 
basis of this production criterion«   Msvsrthslsss, there are fire plant« 

with a rolling capacity of lees than 400,000 tons and two plants at the 

650,000 ton Urei.   No account has been taken of the new ©DMAS ani 
0CBIPA plant« in Brasil, which are of modern deeign and seals, with 
capacities of between 6X30,000 and 1 «Allien tos, bat «Meli hat« only 
just enter«* into operation*   The total blooming oapadty of the plant« 

under consideration is approximately 9.6 million tons, «at if OUEamft 

and OOBIPA.are included, it would amount t« ebomt 13 aÜliem, where«« 
actual production was abomt 6 alllioa temi,   Ouaaofaiontly, there la a 
deficit of «bout 6.8 million tons im the supply of pig irmi ami stasi «W 

for prooeeelng in the rolling mills*   Tame, it is «leer that, rolling 

capacity is mot fully tttiliaed and that fear* it an urgent nasi t« 

tli« shortage of ingot« for pseessalng in the mill«. 

1Ä/    aee ealoulatioa mad« andar part C above» 
*" Aaale I-aa 
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in eartalA for tha hi«* protactiop 1% «yearn far 
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P.   DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIV» 

h* 

1«    Apparent coat a In exiatine planta ani theoretical 
coats in hypothetical niante 

It la obvious that the expression "standard production costs" ia 

inapplicable to tha steel industry in Utln America, sine« ita coat« 
ara influenced by a larga number of factors.   For tha sake of simplification, 

tha following nay be regarded aa representative of the main factorsi 

(i)   Tha quality and type of tha raw mataríais} 

(li)   Stocking costs; 
(iii)   Utilisation of raw materials in tha ataalasJdng cycle; 

(IT)    Production acala; 
(•)   Typa, capacity and afficiancy of tha production equipment; 

(Tí)   Labour efficiency and qualifications, and competence of 

tha edadniatrative and technical staff; 
(vii)   Tha ranga of finiahed producta and its sffact on tha length 

of tha production series, 
(a)      afferent  mata in abating planta 

Apparent cotta here been calculated for each of tha production 

departments» the smelting section, the steel shop and the rolling milla. 

Por tha selection of physical inputs, it has been assumed that existing 

•eehinery ia being fully and efficiently used in the planta, and that 

the physical yield and productivity of the blast furnaces, equipment and 

labour are in keeping with the characteriatica of the raw materials.   Labour 

productivity has been assumed to be uniform in all planta for want of data 

to astiaste it, but this has little effeot on the calculations of tha relevant 

apparent costs.   Steelmaking equipment has been calculated at replacement 

cost, which is 10 par cent higher than the cost of buying equipsent In the 
United States on the basis of competitive tenders from several manufactures* 

This percentage has been added in order to cover transport and other relatad 

costa. 

Table 1-27 gives the unit price of the principal inputs taken into 

account in eetimating apparent costs. 

/Table 1-27 
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(i)    Pi, Iron«    stockins: costa.   Theee «re dealt with In table I-2É, 

which is dividid into two part», the first dsaling with «tooking cotti 

and th« Mcond with th« coat« of smelting it««lf in six Latin American 
plant».   Tabi« 1-29 pr««ent« th« figure« for «pacific eoiisumption of certain 

input« in th« «am« reduction unit«. 
Tabla 1-28 ahow« that «tocking co«te account for 53 to 74 par cant 

of th« total co«t of pi« iron, and ara oonenquently an important ooat 

component.    They ara impoeeible to raeovsr at later stagee of the «t calmasi ng 

cycle, however affioient the equipment or the method« of operation, «o 

«pacific oonaumptloii of rm material« and transport coate are decisiva 

in determining «tooking ooata and a major ooat factor. 
The Latin mmarloan ateel planta eould undoubtedly reduce their 

apaciflc coke consumption by full utilisation of moment operational 

techniquae in smelting.    It is estimated that th« réduction in oomm 
consumption through a suitable combination of euch prooedures might be 

as much aa 30 per cant, paralleled by an Increase of 30 per cent 1» bUst 

furnace capacity,    added to the fact that the ore plaoed on aite coats «sty 

little in itsslf, thie would mmke for a eoneidareble reduction In the 
preeent figure« and a highly favourable final cost for pig iron production. 

(u)  iinrint. miti nf ntail mnrT -* ~"»<~ «»»»*«-- Tati« 1-30 
•how« the apparent eoste of ateel production in the six plants eelected, 

while the eorrespooáing inputs are liated in tmola 1-31.   With the exception 

of Chimbóte, the planta have open-hearth furnace«, «lues thia type of 

installation lasts for year« end 75 per cant of th« steal ingots wmre beisg 

produced in open-haarth furnaoe« in 1964. 
It is immedUtely apparant from table 1-30 that toe primary coat of 

pig iron alona is nearly 50 par sent, and is followed in order of 

by the coet of the aeran used in the «teal shop.   The «MO together 

for 60 to 70 o«r oent of the total seat, «ni, with UM ohargee far 

amortisation of capital, which are snout 10 psr cent, constitute the 

three main ooat component« in steal production. 

/Ternie I-» 
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The priée of scrip ii of c >r,*4 "**r%Me importano«.    It dependa oft 

physical conditio!* in tha vicinity of tha plant, the amount of icrep 

available, and the company'• policy far valuing MUMd «crap in it« 

internal aeeounte.    Aa • rule, icrep ia ehaaptr in L»tin Africa than 

in the more advanced counts «a, but the voltai of euppliee ia iteadily 

dacreaeing and ita prion «ill eventually bacca» comparable with 
international pricai.    Thiawillnotbei favourable coat factor. 

Mhan tha eteel ihopa in Latin amarle« dava completed thair pragi 

of expansion, ara making extenaive uaa of oxygen and have brought thair 
•action« into proper balança, thay will ba abla to work it full capacity 

lacréame thair output and reduce amortisation chargaa.    It 1« thought 
likely that production could exceed nominal fumaos capacity by 2C to 

JO par cant and ita 1964 level by 5C per cant, with tha con—quant 

affaet on ooata. 
Stami «hopa with LD or aimlLir convartari will ba in an «van better 

position, baeauaa thay ira dependant on tha prie« of pi« iron nthsr 

than of scrip, which ia mor« llkaly to Improve.   Thair capital chargea 

ara alao lavar, linea tha investment naadad for - -»nvartara ia n*imated 

to ba 20 to 33 par cant la«« than tha capital coat of a etoal ihop baaed 

on open-hearth furnaca«. 
Rafining coita, which variad bat »an 23,00 and 2«. 59 dollara par 

ton in tha lix pianti, ara alao llkaly to drop in futura la tat staal ahopa 

that plan to initall ID eonvertara whan thay «xsan4 ainoa tmmy «amia benefit 

to aoma axtant from tha advantage« of that »athod. 

(ili)   HmrtTtf, imlltW Witti»    Xnwaatment In rolling iccounta for 
«j0 to 60 par cant of tha total coat of a stami plant, and as tha proaaaa 

itself ia not vary axpaniiva, tha factora bearing on tha total «oat of 

tha rolled producta ara tha eoa t of tha ingot aa raw »atari al, of tha 

recirculating aerap and of tha amurtiattlon chargaa. 
Moat of tha Latin Aamriean eterni planta hava oartaln Initial 

advmntagoa aa ragarda tha production coiti of pig iron and eteel, ami 

lorn« thorn to a great axtant at tha rolling «tage mainly for tha following 

it 

/tamia 1-31 
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Imbalances between rolling, and pig iron and steel production«   The) 

result is a constant proportion of idle capacity anc failure to 

make proper use of the capacity of the rolling équipaient. 
The variety of products that have to be manufactured because of 
market limitations.    This involves short production series, loss 

of tine due to the need to change the rolls and supplementary 

investment in rolls, apart fron the additional cost of producing 

and inspecting miscellaneous products in small quantities« 

It is generally considered that full use is being made of rolling 
equipment when about three shifts are worked daily for six days and oat 

additional working day.   This cuts the time for roll changing and upkeep 

to the minimum, and entails a certain amount of specialisation for 

maintaining long production series and good operatives«   In present 
conditions • work yield of 80 to 85 per cent may well be considered 

as the miniassi acceptable level in Latin America, that is, a total 

of approximately 16 shifts a week.   This means that the evening soil 

night of Saturday and the whole of Sunday are free for repairs and roll 

changing« 
Expressed in these taras, it can be seen from tables I-H and 1-45 

that the main latin American integrated steelworks could fully utilise 

the capacity of their rolling mills if the blooming mills could supply 
up to 80 per cent of that capacity, and if the blooming mills in their 

tarn were fully supplied by the steel shops.    Thus, when there is a proper 

balance between the various production processes, a satisfactory level of 
productivity can be achieved.   In many plants, such as Pas del RÍo, 

Huachipato, a number of Msodcan plants, etc«, rolling has exceeded the 

original planned nominal capacity, and it is therefore hoped that, with 

efficient operation or with low-cost auxiliary equipment, tha output of 

the rolling mills will measure up to tha capacities indicated in the 
tablee. 

The efficiency of a rolling mill and its total output must be expreeeed 

in taras of hours of work and of hourly yield for each rolled product«   The 
rangs of final products thus has considerable bearing on total tonnage, 

yield and operating costs.    It is not possible, within the limits of this 

/study, to 
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study« to specify in each .particular cf ye the effect of choosing this or 

that range of rolled products.   However,  it can be said that, within the 

framework of a co-ordinated steel plan for several planta and with a 

wider regional market, there would be many advantages to low-capacity 

plants specialising in certain products in order to obtain máximum yield. 

Table 1-32 shows the apparent cost» of flat products for four plantât 

San Nicolás, Volta Redonda, Huachipato and Altos Hornœ de Mexico in their 

1962 progranues, and table 1-33 gives the apparent coats of non-flat 
products in the Volta Redonda, Hùachipato, Chimbóte and Orinoco planta, 
also in relation to their 1962 production* 

(b)     Tbaorttlcal costa in hypothetical plant. 

' an analysis has already been made of the present aituation of 

Latin American plants aa regards production costs and how they could be 

reduced in the future by means of intensive reorganisation and modernisation. 

There remains the question of the aituation of the plants when this 

period of reorganisation is completed; whether, even where pianta are 

comparable in sise and technology, location and other inherent production 

factors might not give rise to differencea in future costs, thus making 

it difficult for some of the plants to compete freely on a regional baaia 

and to what extent the Latin American steed induatry will be able at that 
time to compete on the world market. 

In order to answer those queationa, estima tee were mede of the 

production costs of hypothetical Latin American planta, well off with 

regard to raw materials and foreign trade,  efficiently large in aise 
and employing modern technology, and they were compared with others in 

the same category nnd with similar plnnte situated outside the ragion*   TM« 

type of analysis makes it poaaible to explore the cuestión whether certain 
Latin American sites offer appreciable locationel advantages, ani whether 

or not costa could be reduced sufficiently to enable the induatry to 
compete on the world market. 

/Tabla 1-32 
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Tafel« 1.33 
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For these purposes, it was necessary to aalte several types of cost 

analysis, such as» 
(i)   A comparison between hypothetical plants with identical layouts 

and ranges of final rolled products, situated in the main Latin American 

stoelmaking centres, in order to study the respective locational advantages« 

This, of course, implies the use of real inputs for each site and is, 

therefore, an analysis of potontial costs for those locations; 

(lì)   A comparison between a hypothetical plant, or several as the 

case may be, situated in some favourable location in Latin America, and 

another plant situated outside the region, both of the same sis« and 

structure and theoretically with the same degree of operational efficiency 

and the same range of finished products.    As plants and inputs are both 
hypothetical, since no particular location is actually specified, this 

analysis amounts to an estimate of hypothetical costs, the purpose of 

which is to assess the region's prospects of competing in world market«. 

Hypothetical modern plants with an annual capacity of 1*5 million 
tons of flat products were selected as the moot appropriate for this 

typ« of comparison, since it is difficult to compare plant« producing 

non-flat products, because they have different structures and systems« 

Potential cost« were estimated for Latin American plants in the 
same locations as the San Nicolás, Volta Redonda,. Hunchipato, Altos Hornos 

d« México, Chimbóte and Orinoco plants, and hypothetical costs wer« estimated 

for the European plant«    These estimates relating to the production of flat 

products are presented in tabi« 1-34» 

The differences between the potential costs for plants of the san» aise 

and structure are the result of lower prices for input« in a specifio location, 
mainly iron or« and coal.   Por this reason, tabi« 1-34 «how« higher costs for 

San Nicoli«, because of the value attached to inputs and becaus« iron or« ha« 

to be imported at San Nicolás.   The «am« table seems to indicate that, given 

the stipulated theoretical condition«, the hypothetical Orinoco and Volta 
Redonda plant« could compete with the San Nicolás plant on favourable term«, 

and that the former have certain locational advantages«   However, «ine« the 
preaent prie« of iron ore at the San Nicola« plant is lower than the price 
used for the estimates, and there is a possibility that it will be further 

reduced by obtaining iron ore from more favourable «euro«« (Mutdn and Urucum, 

for example), the differences in question do not mean that the Orinoco and 

Volta Redonda «it«« have *ny permanent advantage, /* • i    T %L 
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tabi« i-jb, 
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In generali it can be said that, given «rumi conditione as regarda 

sie* and level of technology,  the prêtent Latin American ateel oentree 

have no particular locational advantage a aa regarda cotta of production, 
or at least none that cannot be of fett by greater cotta for transport of 

fi ni eh od producta fron the piar- to consumer marketej  conatouently it it 

unlikely that there would be sever« competition.    Thttt considerations, 

with du« regard for the aetumptions implicit in the question of tit« 

and technological level, help to shed toa» light on on« of the moet 

important questions raited by the creation of a conmon merkst in ateel, 
A comparison between the Latin American planta taken aa examplee, in 

the location« indicated, and the hypothetical ooete astimi ted for a European 
plant ai tua ted in one of the ICSC count ri e e leada to the following oonelueione. 

In practically all caaet, coate in the Latin American plana« are lower.   In 

the moat favourable locationa, which in thee« examples are Orinoco and Volta 

Redonda,  the differences range from fifteen to twenty doliera per ton, which 

it probably enough to offaet «hipping cotte between the Latin American 

Atlantic coaat and the BC9C country, and thia indicates that there is a 
poaaibility of compétition.    Consequently, the steel industry could plan ita 

future development with a view to co ipeting on international amrket« ana 

becoming pert of the world steel market.   Aa the planned development ia 

preeumed to be over the long term, poeaibly from 1970 onwards, prêtent 

ateel enterpriaea ahould consider the poaaibility of export« and ahould 

plan further expansion programme)« to euoceed those at présent under way 

with a view to participating in world ateel trade« 

2. SttMiioq *rt imf*%m& wü:aaáAor1^ ¡m&Jm&®*J&& fisión /»aa imsMJi 
«flnWlT e«T*M 

Initial investine nt in Latin Ame ri o an ateelworka waa high, ranging 

from 375 to 600 doliere per ton of ingot ateel, ama at the time repreeented 

a very large investment for the Latin American oountriee in relation to 

investment in other economic «meter«.    It i« clear, therefore, that the 
efficiency and economy with which these «xpenaiona are undertaken will be 

of great importance in achieving greater balance and reducing unit investment 

to a reasonable level.   On the other hand, in tara« of future policy on the 

•teal indu a try, the ait« of tal« «ffort and the importance of the preeent 

/induetry, which 
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inuuatry, which, h*» an approximate valu« of between 3,GGt and 3,200 million 

dollars, including investasnt In sami-intagrated plants and small rolling 

mills, oust not ba undarratad. 

Tabla 1-35, which indi catas tha aaounta now being invested by ataal 

coapanlss in expanding thair instsllationa and balancing »heir production 

departments, was drawn up on tha basis of information supplied by tha 

planta themselves. 

Tabla 1-35 indicates that with relatively low investment, averaging 

between 150 and 200 dollar» par ton, present planta can achieve complementarity 

and reduce the main imbalances in their smelting and ataalmaking departments, 

kit tha problem which undoubtedly must be stressed is tha urgency with which 

thaaa expanaiona are required.    Tha fact that at present only 46 par cent 

of tha capacity of the rolling mills is utilised »ana that amort ia at ion 

charges ara doubla what they should ba in tha rolling milla, which represent 

from 40 to 7C par cant of the total value of the plants, and have a 

considerable affact on production coata and the indexes of returns on 

original investment.   Moreover, tha value of the unutilized potential 

production, which aaounta to mora than 6 or 7 Billion tons of ingot steel, 

representa,  at between 60 to 70 dollars par ton, the enormous sum of 

360 to 400 million dollara a yaar.    In tarma of any index of return« on 

investment,  this provides a clear indication and justification of the urgent 

need for thaaa axpanaion programéis to ba carried out as soon aa posaible. 

In view of the alce of this figura, serious consideration oust ba 

given to thrse vary important aapactat 

(i)   Tha possibility and advisability of promoting tha rapid axpanaion 

of domestic markets through integration and, since taken as a whole they ara 

larga anough in siae, of ensuring that tha markets absorb tha murium» 

possible output and, possibly, of placing part of tha output on tha world 

market} 

(11)   That investment should not ba staggered, aa might ba thought 

necessary ijecauae of tha ama Un« s s of tha markets, but that planta should 

ba fully balanoed aa soon as poesiblei sud 

/Tahls 1-35 
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(ili)   That during the present stage of expansion investment plana 

should be formulated in such a way as to ensure that maxim« benefit ia 

derivad from the expansion progr&iuae and that complementarity of the plants 

ia pursued with an eye to greater productivity;  and that, in certain caaes, 

additional investment should be envisaged to achieve balanced overall 

results, instead of cutting down on i tena and facilities at a stage when the 

overall unit cost of investment in expansion is low. 

Since the expansion projects may be modified at any given moment, only 

a brief commentary is given below for each country, with particular emphasis 

on the integrated planta included in table 1-35* in order to indicate the 

purpose of the expansion projects now under way« 

(*)    Ere Usti fer fiflwyiM 
(0    liltntlntl-    The Sociedad Mixta Siderúrgica Argentina (SCHISA) 

plant has already attained a daily output of 2,CC0 tons with its existing 

blast furnace,    and it is proposed to improve on this figure by the use of 

fuel oil injection, the parallel operation of turbo-blowers and tha eventual 

addition of a fourth heater.    All these improvements are included in the 

tradiate plan, which is already financed and represents an investment of 

JÙ Billion dollars, and it ia hoped that the progressât will be completed 

in 196?, 
At the saas ti*ae a plant will be installed for the production of 

oxygen, lo be used in opso-hearth furnaces, permitting th« capacity of tha 

st^elmaking plant to be increased to 1,10>,GCC tonai  for thl> purpoae there 

will be i-afiro*e«ents in the furnace feed systems and tha handling of ae ter i el s 

in this section.    There will also be additione to tha loading doefc, and to 

tè» facilitile for handling raw a* te ri ala, and auxiliary furnaces and 

equipment «ill be instai led in the rolling «ill.    It is assumed that 

Ima Midolla will go ahead at unce with the exaeuUofi of the next expansion 

progr*«, which already calls for the construction of a new bleat furnaoe 

of the sama capacity as the existing furnace, a new ID converter and a« 

adeUUomel »at of machinery, «a w«U as eoaifieatione in the billet-rolling 

mills to raise their eapeeity to 2 «Ulion tama.    This Brognsmmt aleo 

1 nel talee ertemi a li« the flat-rol ling, timing and cutting sartiane and 

addition* ta tha power plant.    The result will be mat only to dmaUe Ima 

/oapaeity of 
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capacity of the present equipment, but also to open UM way, in the mar 

future« to raising capacity to 2.5 ¡aillion tora.    It la believed that 

San Nicolas intenda in the first placa to make full use of its tremendous 

cenacity for the production of flat products by its continuous rolling 

mill, at present the only one of its kind in Latin America; for this 

purpose it will be necessary to add a alab bloosdng adii st sons stage of 

its expanaion. 

The expanaion pro jacta under consideration in the Argentin« stasi 

industry aleo includa the conversion of the AC DC Ah enterprise  (not 

included in table 1-10 because thla ia a seal-Integrated enterprise) into 

an integrated plant through the construction of s blast furnace with a 

capacity of 2,00, tons, LD converters« continuous easting Unse end 

additions to the existing rolling «ill to bring the initial eapecity up 

to 750,OCO tons, with an lnvsstaent of about 1*0 ed 11 ion dollars.    There 

is also a group of entrepreneur• who are planning to install in Bnsenadi 

a nsw plant of sieHar capacity, although thla venture has not yet 

materialised.    In addition» a number of srndltaa-elsed and smell eeaU-lntagrated 

plants are undertaking or planning fairly large expensione of cepa city In 

relation to their sesie of production, in particular the Pelerina Wide ree 

enterprise,  epe ci ell sing in eeemleee titbee, and the Santa Hoes,  La Cantábrica 

ant Omrmendi plants. 

(U)   AOatU*    ** three Min fcreaillan planta, IfclKIJUf, COSI PA mi 

felt« »adonde, have clearly defined expansion prngr—est ths oaejeeity of 

Ihs first two plants «fill ehortly be raised fraa 660,000 to 1 «11 lion tana, 

and froa 90C,aO to «GO, GOT tone,  respectively, a total of som» 700,000 tone. 

It is a striking feet that 0059a vili be investing only 1C million dollari 

to obtain the addition*! capacity»  ini« it because it already he* a potential 

eanaelty of  at»,000 tona, only * few item« being needed to tranefora this 

lMe a working eapecity.   US »INO Mede tmrr reamente in the reduetion ala*, 

the installation of « third ID eanverter, the expansion of «he osqnmsn pia«* 

and the Installation of a oold-fi niehing sali, «hieft raqui ree • rethsr 

higher imreet**nt, about 4O mi Ili or dallara, mainly far the rolMaag «ill. 

/m «ait 
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At Voll« Radonda a larga-acala ajqwieion profraiaa It baing initiated, 

which will parait the graduad attainment,  ovar a parí od of tan y* ara, of a 

capaci t" of 3.5 millón tona, thua converting thla ataalworka into tha 

fi rat   larga-acala Latin Amarlcan plant;   it la alao tha firat Latin Amari can 

plant to und«rtake a long-tarro axpanaion programmi with all tha detalla 

worked out In adirane«. 

Thar« will ba a rapid incraaaa of capacity from 1.3 to 1.6 Billion 

tona,   through lmprovamanta in tha blaat fu ma cas, uaa of oxygon in tha 

staaLmaking plant, and atrangthaninf of tha blooming mill, cold finiahing 

and alactrolytie tinning.    Laif« investment a are contar.iplated, which will 

gradually bring plant capacity up to tha  abova-aantionad 3.5 million tona 

ovar tha tan-yaar pariod, with a pac lai amphaaia on tha production of 

tinplata and flat producta, for which a a paci al continuous blooming mill 

and a continuous rollini *¿1¿ vili °» ina tallad, and tha praaant blooming 

aiU «tiH ba uaad to faad tha non-flat rolling milla.   Tha bulk of tha 

Im aal—it, «nota aetlmatad total ia 560 million dollar», will ba affactad 

up to 1971» and tha intanti on la for a conaJüdarabla portion of tha maohinary 

to ba manufacturai in Brasil.    Volta Radonda conaidara that tha unit lnraatnant 

will amount to 23Î dollara aa againat 450 dollar« that would ba naadad for 

a naw plant, bacauaa of tha axlating facili tiaa arai labia.   Moat important 

of tha many othar axpanaion projaeta im ira* il •*   i a tha Companhia Balg© 

Kinalra pro>ct,    Thia eompany la tha fourth-largaat In Braalli  it proposas 

to axnmnd ita tao planta at Honlarada and Sanarli tha formar will axpand 

ita capacity fren 3*0,GGf to 550*OC€ tona,   and tha aaeond will axpand only 

tha wlra-drawing and rolling aaetione, which togathar will proceaa 

600,0» <   tona of ingot ataal, with an «atiattad iavaamajnt of Li million dollara. 

Tn»ra ara alao a numtar of projaeta for naw pianta whiah hava not fat 

baan iam&amantaa, iftaiiading tha iBttGft project, amar taeifa, for tha 

inatallatlon of an alactrtc raduation furnaoa with a daily capacity «f 

196 tona (60,000 tema of pi« iron a yaar), an IB eteelmtMng plant with 

two eetwertera, and a group of rolling milla proa u« inj bara and light ataal 

afàmr manarmmmajaaMP     #mv   aa^mm^mmMp«p>mamB    mmw    amma   ammmAma   jpKm*mjpm*pmj^prm     nynmmmmmv    ammìm^m?    aalmmv   mmwmmjmv^mmm' ^aammj eYajpat<avmyajp 

vary widely» total protection in 1965 waa about } million toma of 
inasta, of whiah Volta Redonda pro»idad about 4$ par oant» 

/ahapaa with 
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shapes with a capacity of 120,000 ton« • year; ÄTAKIC (Mattia da Minai 

Garai a S.A.), at Paraopeba, with an initial capacity of 1 million tona 

of non-flat producta; C030UA (Companhia Sidsi-driga da Ouanabara) at 

Santa Cru«, with an initial propoeed capacity of 500,000 tona of non-flat 

producta, and lastly, a aerina of anali local pianta in tha States of 

Amaaonaa,  Bahia, Santa Catarina and Rio Granda do Sul. 

To complata tha Braailian picture mention muat alao ta made of tha 

Vitoria project (Via. Farro a Aso da Vitoria), for a plant producing non-flat 

producta with an initial capacity of 1 million ton«,  to be located cloae to 

tha new port of Tubarao of tha Cia. Vale do Rio Doce.    Thia enter priée will 

be wall aituatad for export production. 

(ili)    frìmìlÉalr    Aosrfaa Pai dal Río la at présent installing * »teckel 

rolling Kill 1.30 • wide, a blooming mill, a slntsrlng plant and auxiliary 

services, representing a total value of 30 million dollars, waoae 

construction la expected to bs completad early in 1968.   However, this 

expansion will not increass the production capacity of the existing plant« 

becauee there la a limit as regarda pig iron and there will than bs a 

considerable imbalance between this section and the rolling mill as a wholsj 

consequently, Fit dsl tie Is now preparing s study for eubmeaion to 

international financing sfsneiss, providing for ths construction of a 

assoni ein ta ring lina, a bimst fumaos with • nominal daily output of 

1,200 tone, a oonreaponding coking plant, ths tarns of oxygenated sir in 

ths existing fbomee stesi nsrlng miaul, or som» ithar system which could bs 

ussd for its bigi) phosphor*» nuntsmt pig Irani ths expansion of ths tirtrUng 

bar sail and the addition of s continuous wins drawing free»} cold rolling, 

and ths swjtlllarjr aervless, and an incraaae in miming operations for iron. 

Semi and lime stone; at present this project is setimated to Involve an 

expand i ture of between f% »111 ion ani 106 mil Horn dollars. 

These improveaente will permit the plant to schiave a bal anas of 

production and a fairly complete utilisation of the rolling mill group, 

wlth s tot«! production of 600,000 tons cf ingot stasi s ysmr. 

amorfas rai dsl Río luis achieved a aatlsfsstory use of ita axletlng 

machinery, sui it is umili immlf' am of ths enterrárteme that nssds Im forgs 
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ahead moat rapidly with ita programmas for expanding capacity, and for 

achieving a balence of production in order to get full uae out of the 

investment mede, and above all to deal with the eonaiderable imbalance of 

production that will result froa the installation of the present Steeleel «ill, 

(iv)    Chile.   The second blast furnace at the Compañía de ¿»cero dal 

Pacifico»s Huachipato plant is now in operation.    It has the sas» capacity 

as the first blast furnace - 1,2CC tons of pi« iron daily -, but additional 

investment could rais« this t-> 1,90G tons.    Also under comirieration are 

tho installation of a new ID steel mill with a capacity of 650,000 ton«} 

continuous casting lines;  an increase in the capacity of the bar and light 

steel shape mills; the addition of an electrolytic tinning line and an 

expansion of the coking plant.   The cost of this expansion is estimated 

at 94 million dollars. 

(*)   "•**•"*-   The main Mexican plants - altos Hornos de México, S.a. 

(Monclova), and Compañía Fundidora de Fierro y àcero de Konterrey - have 

been carrying out vast expansion programmes ovar the past four years.    The 

first stafe consisted mainly in expanding rolling mill capacity, and was 

followed by a second etage during which the blaat fumaos and «teelmeking 

aectiona were enlarged in order to achieve a ©alanoed output«   Altos Mornos 

de México has now attained a capacity of ovrnr 1 million torn, ad MuuUirmy's 

capacity is close to 5CC,0u0 tons;    in the next few years these two 

enterprises will increata their capacita to 1.6 million tons sai 

6GC,C€C tons, respectively« 

Despite these expansiona, the overall da fie it in the reduction seetion 

will not be completely net.    To ©over it, Honclova is now building a third 

blast furnace with a nominal capacity of 1,390 tons, and making other 

li amanti     At the third stage of expeneioh, possibly in the immediato 

future, moneiova will build a fourth blaat furnace, and intends to transform 

thi existing Stockai mill into a •eal-eontinuoue rolling mill, wMH» will 

raise capacity to about l.g million tona. 

The Nonterray enterprise is building a third blaat fumaos with a 

nominal capacity of 2,CfC tona, and is to add two open-hearth furnaoea to 

the staelmaklng plant, expand the auxiliary "vrvioes la tue rolling mill 

ana malee various ahangee in the rolling mills themmelvea. 

^Another 
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Anoth«r importart enterprise is Hojalata y limine, with a capacity 

of 34G#GOC ton«  if ingot steel, which it nov proposes to increase to 

541,CU  toro by adding a new direct reduction plant, expanding the 

steelmaking plant,,  and ine tailing a continuous casting lina and new 

rolling equipment for tars arid light eteel shapes, 

(vi)   £mi.    Chimbóte is at present expanding its plant, whioh uses 

the electric-reduction process and electric steelmakinf. furnaces, by 

adding a anali coke-fired blast furnace that will be in operation by 1967« 

It will have a daily nominal cartcity of 70C tons of pig iron«    An ID steal 

•111 and a continuous casting plant with an annual capacity of over 

9t,0C0 tons of billet are installed and reed:' to begin operating.    These 

additions will raise production cenacity to about 350,OOC tons of ingot 

steel a year.    The additional investment involved is ¡Jb million dollar« 

for the rolling operation and about SO million dollars more for the 

present construction programs.    However, the new plant will still hava 

an unbalanced output, with surplus capacity in the rolling section} hen— 

lunediate consideration will have to be given to the installation of a 

•••ani blast furnace. 

(**&)   ImMaammvmV    * number of different technical solutions are being 

considered for the construction of a flat-rolling mill,    according to th« 

first outline given in the 1965-68 Manufacturing Industry Plan, a 

aemi-eontinuous mill will be installed to meet an estimated demand of 

500,uß tona, consistir« of about 15o,0«X tone of hot rolled sterni ani 

350,ac toas of cold-rolled steel.    Of the cold-rolled products, output 

of tinplate «ill amount lo about 100,000 tons, and output of galvanised 

sheet to »bout $0,000 tons.   The inrveetnent in the flat-rolling mill asm 

been estimtted at 536.1 million bolívares,**  aid the value of it« output 

at asms est) million bolívares, with «n increase in direct employment in the 

etmsl industry of ««out 6x0 jobs.    The entry mio operation of thie 

important project will take place at the end of the peu od covered by UM 

mattonai Plan for 1965-66. 

gp/    Of this sun, about 4J4.1 million bolívares will be invsated la the 
rolling mill Itself, ani IS million bolívares in transport, 
auxiliary facilillas ami unforeeoen expenditure. 

/Similarly, tltoHlrglM 
ti 
L h' 
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Similarly, Siderúrgica del Orinoco la contemplating a programme for 

the expansion of its existing plant that will permit a notable improvement 

in output levels and costa.   The proposed ohangea comprise an expansion of 

steel-producing capacity, which includes facilities for oxygen injection, 

at an estimated cost of ¿*9 Billion bolívares, the installation of a 

coking plant, at a cost of 25 million bolívares,  and the expansion of 

various general services at the plant, at a cost of 50 million bolívares« 

The Venezuelan Guayana Corporation will also sponsor two Important 

projects for the processing of iron ore, and  provide « minority share of 

the investment involved.   The plan includes the construction of a oponga 

fron plant with an annual capacity of 1,5 million tons, which will begin 

production at the level of 150,CU tons in 1968, and another enriched ore 

plant with an initial capacity of 1 million tons a year.    In both cases 

the Vene«usIan Quayana Corporation will enter into association with 

private international enterprises.    The output of these plants will be 

aminly for export« 

0»)    TniìiìÉinìi i1iirl m îH finì • in nf mm mini nil tritai tniii staiti 

(i)   IffiftMteint »«IM Vm Ptrtw» IttS-TQ.    Table I.35 «hows that the 

integrated steel industries are at present expanding, on *ell~defined bases, 

•t a cost of sow 6CC million dollars} moat of the projects are already 

financed.   This will raise total capacity by 3.2 million tona, with ait 

Investment index of 150-22C dollars rier ton« 

During the sane period, the Volta Redonda and Sah Nicolas piatita ara 

each expanding the ir capacity to 2 million tona, with an increase of 

1.6 million tons in their carabi ned output and a total Imre stammt of soma 

540 minion  dollar*.   These cannot be described as complementary expansions! 

they are new lai-ga-eeale projects which ha va all the characteristics «alali 

wott2¿ make them feasible during that period. 

This means a total investment rf approximately 1.2 million dollars, to 

which would hava ' o be added the expansion projects being carried out by 

some of the eemü-intefraUd industrie« and a few which might  be undertaken 

later.   It is difficult to ••tímate aocurau lnvastrnwit figures for ttte 

•esd-inUgrated enterprises, nor is it known for certain what course the 

new projeete will tame,   merely as an mil ce ti or. of the probable eoale of 

/lmrssfiaant, luu*lJ0 
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investosnt, IOO-I5O «illion dolían is aesuaed for the former and 200 aillion 

for the latter, although the results may eventually be stabilised by 

variations in the total investment envisaged.   On this basis, a ai tabi e 

investment of about 1,500 aillion dollars is estimated for 1965-70, half 
in dollar expenditure and half in local currency, 

(ii)   InvtiüTnt in 1970-75.    There is no basis on which to estimate 
possibls investment during this period, with the exception of 285 aillion 

dollars envisaged by Volta Redonda,  aaeuniptions regarding the possible 
expansion of the Orinoco plants which will no doubt be under way by that 

time, and some subsequent expansion of San Nicolás to bring that plant's 
ultimate output to 2.5 million tone. 

The outlook is gloomy because consunción is expected to increase by 

about 10 aillion tons during thie neriod.   This means that frca 1970 onwards, 

after asking a tremendous effort, the Latin American industry will one« 
again have to expand capacity by 75 per cent, or alaoet double it. 

If the usual project figures were valid for that period, an inveetaent 
of 3,000-3,$00 aillion dollars would be needed to make good the tupply 

shortage of 10 aillion tonsf again,  50 per cent of this would presuaably 
be) spent in dollars and the balance in local currency. 

The foregoing considerations aean that during the decade 1965-75 total 
lnvastmsnt requirements In etaalaudclng would amount to 4,500 to 5,000 aillion 

dollars* of thie sua« 1,500 aillion dollars for the 1965-70 protra a«e have 

aready been financed or are being negotiated.    Allowing for a progressive 

growth and eoneoliiiatlon of the exleting steel Industries and of the national 
economies, Uieee figures, though hl^i, are not lnpoeeible to attela. 

Qfcrioualy, however, in view of the si M of the etael industry, it« 

importance in relation to othar economic eectors, tat changing traoda of 

world trade and the regional market, which is becoming more tat acre the 

baskbone of latin American development, and the soale on which existing plants 

will fe* operating in a few reara* time, the co-oralnation of thie invmatasant 

plan and the vital Importance of planning the etaal Industry in the oontaxt 

©f the Utin Amerioer ooamon market with a view to ita future participation 

in the world market, should be seriously and objectively considered. 
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(o)      fifrffiWTltlfll l'i ~**»ia" *" —nuf «aturo nf «nuionant 
According to «atieet««, «bout ona-half of the Inveatnant required for 

tha oonatruction of á plant la repreeanted by the value of inported «qui pea nt, 

the renainder oonai sting of axpenditurt in local currency on oonatruction 

and installation« 
In view of th« amount of invitent naadad for th« expansion projeta 

that will have to ba carried out between 1970 end 1975, «vary «ff ort ahould 

ba seda to reduce dollar requirements and axtamal borrowing. 
To thia «nd, parhape the line of aetion on which seat emphaaia ahould 

ba placed la M a« arch and appropriata co-ordination with a view to the 

manufactura of euch of the naoeeeery aquipaant in Latin Anarlea i ta« If. 

Financing difficultiaa are ereeted beeeuae internal credit rastrictione 

and volumes la the Leti» ««arican oountrtaa, and the structure «ed 
financial aituation of the enterprise« JT planta that eanufactura capitel 

goods, often Bei» local-currency eredita for aueh a purpoaa harder to 

obtain then funde fr« abroad« 
»avert holaaa, there can be no doubt that the «avénelo» of the heevy 

•etaJr-traneforeúnf induatry, by anahltng it to «net the need« not <xuf 

of the iron and atael induatry but alao of other baele industrial sectors« 

would do auch to prenote «ore affioieot utilisation of the aeantf foreign- 

ourreney reaoureee available for inraateent.   The ojueetlon met therefore 

be regarded ae one of vital inportenoa, ant war« and aeena of «urnounting 

financing diffloultiaa nest be sought. 
the fa lowing ere a few exannlaa «Mah amy five food for thought In 

this conmxlon.   Tha aeeond bleet fumaaa at Altoe Homo« do Menelov* wee 

designad by the «nU-rprlaa 1 tee If, which aleo undertook noet of the 
construction work,   Thanka to tha reaouroefulneea end âneglnetlon of Ine 

entraprenetire, inveebeant in thia plant wee long »•** *wiov *** ******* 
per ten of lnjote, ant mm ne» that aananoicn bee tenan paese, it Is «sty 

lev* ae can be eeen fren e atuny of tha sanfjaf** belenee-eheete. 
Argentine, treeU and Inetioo era fairly well prmelded with heevy 

••til 11 •«•fiumi m liwhiatrlee esel ami merina eervlees that hen* UM aapVlna^eV'^iieTwHaBW sfosToToywl «jñavnj    WmÊm   eeajeae^íew«*«••nj)    epmei w#>ejre»w    wjiamnp   «eev^^    .  

aapaclty ant ani» nwr to Istigai nei aontireat neeh of Ian bee«] 

/whiah will 
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whloh will ba raquir*«* as ite iron ani stool industry «violi.   Tha 

manufactura (if «auipmsnt for buio Industri«! in Br**il, which it tha 

•ubjaot of an KCLA study,«    hta bt«n undamlably tuecas«ful, and has 

eontributod to a tubatantlal «arine of foreign axohanga.   This appliaa to 

tha production of aquipaant for tha pa tro lau« and chamical  induit riaa, 

ani aran for «taalmaking,*" 
Accordingly, tha first task of tha Latin Anerioan iron and «taal 

industry,  in tha forthcoming atagaa of ita davalopmtnt, ahould ba to 

avaluata «bating «atal-tranafominf facilitiaa and to aacartain and 

support what it bslng dona in this fiald in tha Boat higtily induatrialiaad 

count ria a of tha ragion.    In this way, with tha oo-op« ration of dona«tic 

and foraign financing afánelas, tha dollar proportion of tha invaataant 

prograaBM for tha expansion of « taalansM ng in Latin Jsjarican MII ba 

subataatlally raducad.« 
A* a corollary, raaaarch ahould also ba undartakan on tha capacity 

of tha tachnical dapartaanta of sntsrpri aaa or of local anginaaring 
sarria«*, and, whara appropriata, on tha possibility of providing tha 

naoaa—ty training, with tha ai» of handling ovar to than - at tha) 

«apata», of couraa, of tha inUraatad «ntarpriaa - auoh projacts as 

could ha oarriad out locally, and saving part of tha cost of foreign 

angin««ring sarvioaa. 
In »any eaasa, it night ba found that a ragionai anginaoring a«rvioa 

astablishad as a co-oparativa undartaking, with intarnational Uchnioal 

^BaaPWPaaSJBr ^pansHHs^nr   ^s^araawaa*    as^p    aBiaF^Pa» 'Sasfc») 

i«rjigarîii«n«aa;tti*' 
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3*    Proenacta of rei 

Iû the expansion project» now under way or scheduled to be completed 

in the leading enterprises are carried out in their entirety and without 
delay, the balance of supply and demani in respect of steel products nay 

be relatively stabilised, provided that the voltmm of import» is kept at 
aore or less its present level. But this implies substantial investment 

amounting to approximately 1,500 million dollars (50 per cent in dollars 
tiri the remainder in local currency), and also means that current output 

will have to be roughly doubled« 
By 1975 there will probably be another deficit of 10 million tons, 

which will have to be covered by additional investment in the amount of 

atout 3,000 million dollars (50 per cent in foreign exchange and the rest 

in local currency).   The industry will have to increase it« output »till 

further, practically trebling the existing production figure, and almost 

doubling the hypothetical output estimated for 1970. 
In the early stage» of development of the steelmaking industry, 

investment requirements were heavy, and »till are in soms parte of the 
region.    But in most caaes a considerable liapurement has taken place, 
and the expenadon projects for the Immediate future will require relatively 

low levels of investemnt, since they consist in supplementing installed 

capacity end smearing a better balance of production in plants where auxiliary 

•erviee» already exist and rolling eoulpmsnt has been purchased.   But there 

are still instances in which inveetsmnt could be mush more beneficial if 
there were broader msrsxms and if the principle of specialisation were applied 

with a view to intra-regionel trade prospects. 
Since priées of latin âmerioan steel are vary high em a nû* Im 

comparirne» with those quoted on European market» or payable for imported 
prcducte, a twofold target hae been fimm*f<* the development of steelmsJring 

in Latin immilla over the next ten yearet «he production of sterna on the 

basis oit th* Ijowest pcmelble «At iarestmmnt per ton, ant the 

of priem levels comparable with those prevailing cm the morid 
To attmlm this goal« the) lililí twill mu iron and stami inmmetry will 

bave to cope with tm> diffsamtH stame mf t*4**ms, and i¿ the emerse of the 
différant étages of deveflomsmatf mill ham» to áYmHM^^mamV   êmmeam UmafOm^P   WD 
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(a) Up to 1970, it will have to keep paca with the rapid growth of 

demand by means of expansion projects designed to supplement its installed 

capacity and promote more balanced production, and through the increase« 

in productivity that can be achieved by the intensive application of those 

advanced techniques which involve only moderate investment.   All this could 

be done on the basis of relatively low and attainable levels of aggregate 

investment, and would bring about a drastic reduction of investment per 

additional ton of installed capacity, an improvement in the balance of 

total unit investment, and a marked increase in volumes of output; 

(b) in 1970-75« the major expansion required to meet demand will have 
to be based on the establishment of large-scale production units operating 
at the highest possible level of efficiency.    It will entail constructing 

entirely new plants or greatly expanding those already in existence, whose 

structure, location end other characteristics enable them to produce at 

low costs.    Another objective at this stage will be to secure a place for 

the Latin American steel industry in world trade.    Clearly, if these aims 

are to be fulfilled, oare must be taken to see that history does not repeat 

itself.   There must be an end to the installation of small plants, serving 

inadequate market«, destined to undergo successive enlargements and designed 
to manufacture too wide a range of product«. 

If the industry itself and the national authorities are to be induced 

to «dopt measures for the effective implementation of reorganization and 

modernisation programmes, to reduce risks and produce viable decisions to 

establish large specialised units which will be a sine oua non by 1970, the- 

first essential is to introduce the incentive of competition into the region« 

This can only be done through the formation of a common market for steel 
products« 

The object of such a market would therefore be to make competition 
an instrument for the promotion of .technological progress, eoonomies of 

scale and specialiastion, aU of which are indispensable requisites for 

the attainment of the final target established: the production of steel 
in» Latin America at coat* and prices comparable with world market levels 
and cm the basis of increasingly- lover MBit investment. 

/Accordingly, the 
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Accordingly, the proposed common market, which should be established 

in Latin America in the course of the next ten years, would consist 

essentially in a system of "3*reen trade (necessarily regulated, however, 

in some respects) among the member countries, operating *t world price 

levels.   Other instruments, based on somewhat narrower conceptions of 

regional economic integration,  are not incompatible with the broader 

approach explored and advocated heret    they might include complementarity 

agreements among countries, or small groups of countries (or rather of 

steelmaking enterprises), based on predetermined trad« targets; or partial 

tariff reductions, confined to certain types of product.   But if these are 

really to serve as links in the chain, and the process is not to lose 

momentum or stop in mid-course, tiie final objective should be defined from 

the very outset as a general common market. 

The basic premises of a Latin American common market for steel products, 

which have been briefly substantiated in this chapter, may be summed up as 

followst 

(a) Steelmaking activities should be maintained and developed wherever 

they are located at present.    This would seem to be compatible with a rational 

allocation of investment resources, since comparative analyses of existing 

locations show them to be largely comparable and equivalent to one another, 

once certain plants have been expanded and modernized.   The differences in 

the potential costs estimated for steelworks in these différait locations 

are negligible by the time freight costs and clearing and handling charges 

- factors which to some extent act as protectionist barriers - have been 

taken into account.   They are also insignificant in relation to the possible 

margin of error in the calculation of potential costs.   For these two reasons, 

they cannot be adduced in support of a type of regional specialisation that 

would favour only the most advantageous locations; 

(b) The door should be kept open for the establishment of an iron and 

steel industry in relatively less developed areas dr countries which had none 

at the date of conclusion of the agreement (for example, Central America, 

Ecuador, Uruguay)«   That is, such countries should be allowed to apply 

temporary protectionist measures for an extended period, provided that they 

agreed to submit specific programmes for the development of the industry to 

the integration agencies, and thoss programmes were considered technically 

and economically sound; 
/(c)   Concentration 
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(e)   Concentration of the indus try »s future development in certain parts 

of Latin America should be avoided.    In other words, the member countries 

should envisage the development of the iron and steel industry as a smooth 

and balanced process taking place throughout the region, as a function of 

market conditions, natural resources and each individual country1 s experience 

in the field of steelmaking,   This would not imply the adoption of a rigid 

pattern, but would help to obviate the risk that factors unforeseeable at 

the date of conclusion of the agreement might ultimately place a particular 

country in a decisively stronger competitive position, thus Jeopardizing the 

maintenance of levels of activity or even the survival of the industry in 

certain other countries; 

(d)   To prevent distortions in existing steelmaking enterprises, 

necessary adjustments should be channelled along positive lines.    For example, 
they should be introduced by means of new and corrective investment in plant 

expansion and modernization, not through measures that would mean jettisoning 

investments already made. 

These proposed bases should be regarded merely as tentative and flexible 

suggestions, indicating the sort of precautions that would have to be taken, 

and not as a precise and definite statement of convnon market principles. 

Moreover, they should not be hastily interpreted as making competition too 

restrictive either from the standpoint of the countries best fitted to 

compete, which might consider that the proposed regulations would limit 

their future export prospects, or in relation to the smaller countries, in 

which conditions are less favourable, and which might think that free 

competition as a final objective would reduce their chances of developing 

their iron and steel industry.   The real aim is to stress the need for any 

eventual integration agreements to incorporate provisions and instruments 
whereby the objective of smooth and balanced growth can be reconciled with 

the development of the integrated steelworks already in existence. 

A common market in steel with these characteristics would have to be 

built up in two stages, for, to judge from the findings presented in 

sections D and E, and despite the limitations of the estimateti formulated, 

/there are 
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there are disparities in production costa in Latin America which make it 

difficult to suggest the inmediate liberalization of trade, either in toto 

or to any very marked extent.   Thus, the free-competition régime would 

begin to operate only at the end of a transitional period.    During this 

interim period plants where conditions were unfavourable would introduce 

the necessary changes and improvements, such as the expansion of capacity 

and the establishment of a better balance among the different production 

sections, the adoption of more advanced techniques, and other measures, 

along the lines suggested in detail in parts C and £ above. 
The feasibility of the proposed common market is also borne out by 

the following conclusions, established mainly in parts C, E and F tbovei 
(a) The locations of the existing plants are more or less comparable 

and eouivalent for such steelworks as might result from an intensive 

modernization programme, duly expanded and operating at similar levels 
of efficiency.   Accordingly, no serious difficulties are likely to arise 

in connexion with any of the existing establishments, once the transitional 

period is over; 
(b) Possible cost reductions, including the effects of economies of 

scale, technical improvements and specialization, would place manufacturée 

on an equal competitive footing, not only for the purposes of intra-regional 

trade, but also in trade at world market price levels.    Accordingly, the 

pertinent decisions adopted by each enterprise, and the action taken as 

a result of those decisions, with the support of the common market's promotion 

and investment organs will constitute a key factor in the success of the 

integration movement. 
Thus, the replies emerging from the study to questions bearing on the 

possible distortions by which enterprises might be affected, the location of 
plants whose sia* and techniques are satisfactory, and the chances of reducing 

coats to something like their international level support the contention 

that a common market for steel products is feasible to supply the Latin 
American consumer and the region's metal-transforming industry with steel 

at world market prices and. to enable Latin America to participate in world 

trade in steel products. 
/To summarise, 
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To summaries, a common market in steel might be formed in the 
following way: 

(a) The proceee of reducing customs tariffs would be carried out 

in two stages.    At the beginning of the first, which might be of five years» 

duration, liberalization commitments would be adopted, but blanket reductions 
would be applied only on a relatively small scale or not at all.    In the 

course of the next five years, tariffs would rapidly be brought down to 

a standard internal level of, say, about 10 to 15 psr cent.    The object 

of maintaining a minimum tariff rate - or at least making provision for 

its maintenance in the agreement - would be to cushion the impact of the 

newly-introduced element of competition and of such factors militating 

against straightforward competition as could not concurrently be eliminated 

altogether (those relating to exchange rates, tax regimes, etc.).    During 

this second stage, the tariff rates applicable to third countries would be 

brought down to a uniform level of, for instance, 30 to 50 par cent. Tariff 

rates for the period foliating the first ten years would be established 
in due course, in the light of the results obtained; 

(b) An investment programme would be established jointly by the member 

countries, with financial support from international sources, mainly to 

enable countries at a competitive disadvantage to place themselves, in the 

course of the first stage, on an equal footing, with the other latin American 

competitors.   The objectives of the programme would include improving the 

balance of production capacity, introducirg more advanced techniques and 
increasing scales of production.    Priority investment funds would be made 
available for these purposes; 

(c) Competition among producers would be governed by such regulations 

(with respect to pricing, non-discriminatory treatment of buyers, non- 

discriminatory freight practices, etc.) a* might be necessary to normalize 

the marketing system and provisions for the administration of the relevant 
programme would also be established. 

Hence, by 1975« and more particularly from that date onwards, a common 
market for steel products would come into being, in which trade would be 

carried <.n at or close to world merket price levels.   The región as a whole, 

despite the considerable expansion of supply, would continue to import a 

/siiable volume 
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sizable volume of steel products, depending on the situation of each 

individual market, price trends and transport costs.   At the same time, 

however, it would export a substantial volume.    In other words, supply 

would have to increase et least enough   to meet the growth of deuand, but 

preferably to a greater extent, so that by 1975 » surplus of one to two 

million tons might be available for export to extra-regional markets. 
Both importa and exports would be contingent upon particule r world 

/narket conditions and the particular, circumstances ©f each Latin American 

country, in accordance with the specialization which would have been 
established in the region by that tin».   A competitive atmosphere favourable 

to tha application of new techniques would be created, and the rate of 

development of the iron and steel industry would be speeded up by the 

following factorst   markets would be larger, and would presumably expand 

more rapidly when steel could be supplied at world market prices;  and s 

new sources of foreign exchange would be generated by export earnings, 
which might in time become substantial in view of the favourable production 

coste that could be achieved in Latin America's iron and steel industry, 

given satisfactory scales of operation and levels of technology. 

'13*1 

/Chapter II 
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Chapter II 

THE ALUMINIUM INDUSTRI 

Early in 1966, under the Joint ECLA/INSTITUTE/IDB Programme for the 

Integration of Industrial Development, a preliminary study was completed 

on the prospecte for the development of the aluminium industry in Latin 

Anerica and the effect of the regional integration of markets in view of 

its large acales of production,- 

The main objects of the study were» (a) to evaluate possible 

locations for alumina and primary aluminium plants; and (b) to estimate 

the savings in costs and investment resulting from ths development of the 

industry to serve the region in plants of economic sise, compared with 

its development for purposes of individual country markets. 

The basic conclusion reached in the study is that the region is so 

richly endowed with the energy resources and raw materials required for 

the successful and vigorous expansion of primary aluminium production 

that several of the Latin American countries could develop this industry 

on a sound economic basis, achieving price levels similar to those current 

in the domestic markets of the highly industrialised countries.    If the 

projections of the region's aggregate demand in 1975 are taken into 

consideration, and the development of the industry is planned in 

accordale with the principle of regional integration, several plants 
of economic dimensions could be installed. 

The study was of an exploratory nature, and a start was made at once 
on research in greater depth.    The Joint Programme is preparing a careful 

study of investment coefficients and costs per ton in plants of different 

capacities, in relation to different combinations of stages of production 

ftrawctiVflB del desarrollo de la industri« del ¿lumimn n^mrlTt 

(S17SCLAYConf.2yL.26), prepared by Armando P.P. Marti.1ena. oonsu] .    .. - -    prepared by Armando P.P. Martijena, consultant 
to the secretariat of the Economic Commission for Latin America. 

/ (alumina/aluminium, 
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(alumina/aluminium, aluminium/rolling, etc«) and different ranges of final 

rolled products.    In the light of the new data thus obtained, the problem 

of future plant location wiU'be reconsidered, as the industry develops 

in the framework of a conmon market» 

A.    APPARENT CONSUMPTION AND PROJECTIONS OF DEMAND 

•   1,    Apparent consumption* of primary aluminium 

Apparent world consumption of primary aluminium has soared in 

recent years.    Between 1952 and 1962 it rose from 1.9 million to 

4.9 million ton», i.e., at a cumulative annual rate of 10 per cent. 

In Latin America its annual!growth rate during the same period reached 

U.4 per cent.    (See table II-l.) 
Four countries - Argentina, Bra«il, Mexico and Venesumla - account 

for a little over 85 per cent of the region's total consumption, Brasil*a 

share amounting to more than 42 per cent.« 
A breakdown of par capita consumption of primary aluminium in the 

various Latin American countries shows that the countries with the largest 

volumes in descending order, are Venesuela, Argentina, Brasil and Mexico. 

The high figure for Venezuela seems to reflect the advanced stage of 
development attained by rolling and extrusion (especially production of 

corrugated sheet, cables and tubes) and to a low rate of utilisation of 

secondary aluminium.   In Argentina, the level reached appears to have 

been determined by the country«e degree of over-all industrial devalepment, 
and in Brasil and Mexico by the vigoreus industrialisation in progresa» 

2/      ïn 1961^63.   In 1951-53 it had 1»eh 40.7 par eant.   (3ae 
again tab!« II-l.) 

/¿«MÇH 
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2.    Pnvteetlona r»f demand 

Futur« demand for primary aluminium was estimated by correlating 

data on past trends in each of the nine Latin American countries where 

consumption of aluminium is highest. The results of these projections 

are shown in table II-2. 
For Latin America as a whole, the average annual growth rate of 

apparent consumption of primary aluminium worked out at 10.6 per cent. 

This is a little lower than the rate attained between 1951-53 *nd 1961^-63, 

but slightly exceeds the world average.* 

B.   ANÁLISIS OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

There ara three stages in the integrated primary aluminium production 

processi (a) extraction of bauxite, which Includes mining activities; 
(b) chemical refining of bauxite (which is a hydrated aluminium oxide 

mixed with Impurities) to obtain alumina; and (c) electrolytic reduction 

of the alumina to produce primary aluminium. 
The main determinants of the direct cost of alumina production ars 

the raw material (bauxite), fuels for generating steam and for calcining 
the alumina, and caustic soda} on the other hand, the moat significant 
cost factors in the oanufaeture of primary aluminium are energy resources 

(electric power and calcined petroleum coke) and the raw material 

(alumina).* 

Me allowance is made in the projections for the additional aluminium 
consumption that may result from this product's favourable prospecta 
of replacing or superseding others - such as wood, plastic materials 
copper, steel and other metals - in specific applications.   One of 
its advantages is that its priese have followed a steady downward 
trend, in contrast with the price fluctuations shown by the other 
materials with which it competes. 
See tablee n-6 and II-6 below. 

/Table H-? 
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Nor« than half tha world reserves of commercial bauxite with an 
A120« content exceeding 45 per cent are to be found in Latin America. 
In addition, »oat of the latin American countries possess sizable loweiv 
grade reservas.   Furthermore, in nearly all the countries of the region 
there are larga deposits of day and alunite, resources whose economic 
development is currently the object of much technological research« 

The biggoat reserves are located in Jamaica, Surinam and Guyana, 
while others on a somewhat smaller scale exist in the Dominican Republic 
and Brasil,"* 

Jamaica possesses proven reserves amounting to 550 million tons of 
bauxite with a 50-per-cent AlgO   oontant, and its potential reserves are 
estimated at 450 million tons.   The or« is characterised by the uniformity 
of ita chemical composition and by a low silica content. 

Proven reserves in Surinam total 200 million tons, with a 5d~per- 
cent AXjCL content.   According to estimates, the volume of potential 
reserves is the same.   The orea ars vary aimilar to those mined in Guyana, 
whose proven and potential reserves arm calculated at 80 million and 
70 million tons, respectively.   In botti countries the reserves are 
accessible via inland waterways« 

Brasil» s reserves, notable for thair high grade and for the relativa 
ease with which the bauxite can be extractad, are found in tha interior of 
the country«   The moat important depoeite are at Foest de Caldas, on the 
state boundary batwean &*> Ftulo and Minas Garais«   Tha others are located 
in the southeast and wast of Minaa Sarale, and in tha States of Bspiritö 
Santo, Bio da Janeiro and Bahia.   Phoephorio bauxite has been found on tha 
island of Trahira, which lias off tha ooaat of Marenmâo in the mouth of 
tha River Hsraeamaaf • 

•^f»»" »WW I 
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Out of a total of 62 known deposits in Brazil, 43 represent proven 
réservée of bauxite amounting to 36,606,000 metric tona, with an average 

grade of 56 per cent.   It is estimated that oomplete exploration of the 
62 deposits would reveal reserves of approximately 192 million tons, most 
of which would be concentrated in 37 deposits at Fc?os rie Caldas.* 

The following is a cheaical analysis of th¿ royo« do Caldas depositai 

Percentaje canfor^ 
Alumina 54-65 
Silica 1. 5 

Iron oxide /^0 

Depocits of bauxite have been discovered in Venezuela in the Cerro 

,   Bolívar area and in the iron-bearing district of Pao.    In addition, deposita 
are known to exist in Upata and Urina«.   Although no information is 

available on the quality or quantity of these reserves, thero are 

indications that the ore has too low an alumina content to be of commercial 
interest for the time being. 

Evidence has been found of the presence of low-grade £l^minoue ores 
in Peru.    Forty kilometres away from Huancar-ilica there is a deposit covering 

an area of 200 hectares and comprising reserves estimated at 70 mÜUon 

tons, with a 40 per cent alumina content and 40 per cant ailles.   This high 
silica content deprives the ore of commercial value. 

Nothing is known of any bauxite deposits in Argentina, but aluminous 
olay with a high alumina content has been found at Camaronea (Chubut) and 
in the province of Misiones. 

Ccraneroial bauxite deposits have been discovered in French Guiana sad 
Haiti, and lower-grade bauxite in Costa Rica and Panama, 

The various countries' reserves nay turn out to be substantially larger 
than those shown in table I£-3 when systsaatlo geologioal studies are 
carried out to locate and quantify bauxite potentialities in the region« 

J/      See Special Ministry for Flaming and Bconaaio Co-ordination, 
Bepertmettt of Soonomic Be«earch%»fr-*-    ^w^T^l?•í*w,* 

/Table XI-3 
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2.   Energy rmmaurt** 

Latin America possesses sbout 10 per cent and 0,3 per cent, 

respectively, of the world's petroleum and coal reserves,*   ani 25 per 
oent of its total water resources. 

While «one of the Latin American countries are abundantly endowed 
with natural energy resources, others are virtually devoid of them. 

Argentina, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru and Venesuela possess 
ooal reserve« of varying quality, but only in Brasil, Chile, Colonfcia 

and Mexico are they developed on a scale of any significance. 

Petroleum is plentiful in Argentina, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, 
Mexico, Peru and above all, Venesuela* which possesses over two-thirds of 

the region» s proven reserves.   Natural gas abounds in Venesuela and Chile. 
Except in Mexico and Venesuela, the deposits are so situated as to make 

it difficult to obtain supplies economically for the alumina production. 

Sources of hydroelectric power are scattered throughout Argentina,, 
Bolivia, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, p«ru and Venesuela*   These 

countries are rich in potential réserves, especially Brasil, Chile, 

Colombia and Venesuela, where conditions ars favourable for the low-cost 
generation of marginal electric power.   Argentina's resource« are on a 
smaller scale, and a long way from the coast. 

0,   OPERATI» CONDITIONS IN THE ESTABLISHED ODUSTKI 

WorM production of bauxite has boomed in recent years,   from Ite 

1952 level of 12.« million tons, it reme te 32.« million tone by 1962» 
i.e., at a cumulative annual rate of 9,9 per cent. 

United Mations publication. 

/Table II«4 
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Bauxit« prices fluctuate widely, according to the characteristics 

of the ore and the terms of sales contracts.*    As a result basic prices 

exist for a given type of ore, and are subject to surcharges or discounts 

depending upon the content of impurities and other physical properties of 

significance from the standpoint of the metóL-tranaforming industry. 

In I960, the Doiflinicen Republic, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica and Surinam 
accounted for approximately 02 per cent of Latin America's total flow of 

extra-regional exports of bauxite.   North America (Canada and the United 
States) was the leading importer« 

2.   Alumina 

Latin America produces less than 10 per cent of the world total 
of alumina, and this represents the output of only two countries i Brasil 
and Jamaica.   Jamaica exports all it produces, mainly to supply primary 

aluminium plants in Canada and the united States.    Brasil, on the other 

hand, uses its own alumina to produce primary aluminium itself.   The 
Ccmpanhla Aluminio Minas Gerais S.A. and the Conpanhia Braeilsira de 

Aluminio have alumina plants with an installed capacity (in terms of 

annual production) of 30,000-32,000 tons and 45,000 tons, respectively, 

and which can meet the primary aluminium production requirements of both 
companies. 

Alumina being an intermediate product, the volume of inter-regional 
exports is smaller than in the case of bauxite.   Moreover, it is not quoted 

en the metal markets and there are no standard criteria for fixing sales 
prices, which are contingent upon the price levels of the factors of 

production in each geographical area and upon the terms of salea contracts. 

World production of primary aluminium expanded between 1952 and 1962 
at a cumulativa annual rate of 9.5 par cant« 

5/      Volumes, duration of contract, ora «peci fieationa, ata.   For 
i^ìS^Ì1!!? ?,f?0,••' *•• study *"*»• f-°*b« l»±««* »nu«« from 3.60 to 7.60 dollars per ton. ~ * 

/in latin 
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. In Latin America the growth of apparent consumption of primary 

aluminium was not accompanied by an increase in the region's production. 

The first attempt to produce primary aluminium in Latin America was made 

in Brazil in 1945, when Electroquímica Brasileira S.A. began to manufacture 

it at Saramenha, near Ouro Preto.   But owing to a number of difficulties 

created by the Second World War, the plant had to close down in 1946. 

In I960, The Companhia Aluminio Minas Gerais, an affiliate of Aluminio 

do Brasil S.A. which is a subsidiary of Aluminium Limited, obtained 

control of the enterprise, and production was resumed in 1961» 
There are two aluminium-producing companies in Brasili the Companhia 

Aluminio Mina« <krais (formerly known as Electroquímica Brasileira S.A.), 

and the Companhia Brasileira de Aluminio, operating at Kalrinque, near 

Sorocaba, in the State of Sao Paulo.«    Both these are fully integrated 

enterprises undertaking the whole range of processes from the extraction 
of the bauxite to the production of primary aluminium and the manufacture 

of the final product. 
Brasil has an abundance of bauxite and electric energy resources, 

but they are very far from the major centres of contraption.   Fuel and 

caustic soda costs also seem to constitute a serious obstacle to the 

development of the aluminium industry. 
The two aluminium-producing companie e hold concessions for harnessing 

the hydroelectric potential of various rivers, but neither is completely 

self-aufficient and both have to purchase electric power from the 

interconnected systems in their respective States. 
At the end of I964, Aluminio Minas Gerais in Ouro Preto was paying 

0,045 dollar cents per kWh, and the Companhia Brasileira de Aluminio 

0.075 dollar oents. 
The pltoh used by these plants comes from Volta Rsdonda, and ths 

other raw materials - such as tar, petroleum coke, cryolite and caustic 

soda - are imported because domestic production is either non-existent 

29/     A third enterprise may possibly enter operation in Brasil in the 
near future. 

/or insufficisnt 
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or insufficient to meet requirements, as in the ease of caustic soda. 

Fuel oil is bought from the companies that distribute petroleum products, 

and the electrodes are made in the factories' own carbon paste plants« 

The rated annual primary aluminium production capacity of the two 
plants amounts to 34,000 tona in the aggregate.   Both enterprises have 
expansion projects well under way, 

Mexico was the second country to develop a primary aluminium 

industry,   A plant with a rated annual capacity of 20,000 tons entered 

operation in May 1963.   Alumina and other inputs (cryolite, petroleum 
ooke, etc. ) are imported from the United States. 

Electric power is supplied by the Comisión Tederai de Electricidad 
from the Temascal power station.« 

In Surinam, a vertically-integrated plant with an annual primary 
aluminium production capacity of 60,000 tons is in the final phaae of 

construction.   Its output will be shipped to the European market. 

Venezuela will shortly be Joining the group of Lati* Amerioan countries 

that produce aluminium.   It affords one of the best locations for this 

industry, thanks to the immense hydroelectric potential of the River Careni 
and the ease with which bauxite can be imported fro» the region*s 

traditional producers, such as the Dominican Republic, Guyana, Haiti, 
Jamaica or Surinam. 

The Venezuelan plant will be situated at Santo Toma de Guayana, and 

in its first phase will produce 12,500 tons of primary aluminium to supply 

domestic market requirements.   Most of its primary production will be made 

into wire rod and smooth and corrugated sheet in the factory itself.   Alumina 

will be imported from the Corpus Cristi plant in Jamaica.   Blectric energy 

supplies will be obtained from the Maoagua hydroelectric power station 

owned by the Corporación Venesolana de Guayana, at the price of 
0.0222 dollar cents per kWh, 

ü/     No information is available on the price at which electric power 
is sold to the aluminium plant. 

/The project 
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The project will be handled by Aluminio del Caroni S.A. (ALCASA), 

an enterpriae in which the Corporaci6n Veneaolana de Guayana holds 

50 per cent of the capital stock."*    Investment in fixed capital for 
the plant will amount to approximately 20 million dollars in the initial 

phase,   The establishment - including the transforming plant - will 

provide employment for about 300 persons, and is expected to enter 

production at the end of 1967.** 

D.    PRODUCTION COSTS 

Over and above the normal difficulties encountered in evaluating 

the technical and economic aspects, cost estimates of the various stages 

of aluminium production are further complicated by other factors, such 

as the cost of transport and power inputs, which varies greatly from 

one country to another« 
The transport problem is particularly important because bauxite 

and alumina lose approximately 50 per cent of their weight when processed 

into alumina and primary aluminium, respectively»    Another important 

feature of the aluminium industry is the high fuel and electric power 

input requirements. 
In the study under discussion detailed analyses are made of costs 

in the different stages of production in mining operations and plants 
of varying sise, taking into account comparative locational advantages in 

different placee in latin America*   In this section cost estimates relate 

only to the three stages of production (bauxite, alumina and primary 

aluminium) in hypothetical plants of different sise.   The analysis 
indicates the factors most affecting production costs and the economies 
of scale practicably at each stage.   The estimates are only intended as 

a general frame of reférenos for a more detailed analysis, in which all 

possible variations caused by particular local conditions will be considered. 

!&/    The other 50 per cent is held by the Reynolds Corporation. 

}tf    Central Co-ordination and Planning Office (n«f• ^"^ 
(innrrl1nin1ft) Y PlmifiMfilfo)* Plan di li " '    " * " 
Caracas, 1965, 
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1. 

The most important inputs in the production of dried bauxite are 

bauxite ore, fuel and labour, but maintenance, repair and capital charges 

are also significant.   The cost of extracting the bauxite is clearly the 

determining factor, but the share of fuel increases with the scale of 
production, as can be seen in table II-5, 

Total production costs per ton of bauxite include labour costs in 
adning the ore, depending on the scale of production, the cost of 

transporting the ore to the washing and drying plant and the washing 

and drying operations.   Estimates have been calculated on the basis of 
hypothetical mines in the Pocos de Caldas region in Brasil. 

Economies of scale in this stage of production depend largely on 
labour costs and, particularly, on capital charges.    The sharp downward 
turn of the unit-cost curve in figure 1 is mainly due to these two 

factors.   On the basis of an index of 100 for production costs in a 

•tning operation of 300,000 tons, operations of 50,000 and 500,000 tons 
would have indexes of 221.3 and 88, respectively. 

Figure   1 shows that in a mining operation in Poeo.de Caldas with 
an annual capacity of about 50,000 tons theoretical production costs per 

ton of bauxite are higher than world prices for bauxite with high and 

low alumina content.   The same would be of true of an operation with an 

•nnual capacity of 100,000 tons, if administrative and sales costs and 

a fair return on capital are added to production costs.   The study under 
discussion **   claims that annual capacity must exceed 200,000 tons in 

order to produce high-grade bauxite at international prices.   The situation 
is different for low-grade ore»,« which would have to be mined in «ven 
«water quantities in order to compete on the world market. 

da   1*  Atntum^wim dal 

to^l^<'2^;P1?,l t0f* !f ******* ora and about 173 «Uli«! tons of ore with a lew elusine content. 

/Table IM 
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2. Alialo» 

The moat significant factors affecting total production costs for 

alumina are the cost of fuel for the production of steam and calcination 

of the alumina and capital charges.   Within the theoretical schema 

presented in the study, thè cost of caustic soda is also important. 

(See table II-6.) 
Economies of scale in this stage of production are strongly 

influenced by the volume of bauxite, steam, indirect labour and electric 

poner. 
On the other hand, as plant sise increases there is a relative 

decline in the cost of those factors and an increase in the cost of caustio 

soda and fuel for calcination.   Thus, on the basis of an index of 100 for 

the total production costs of alumina in a plant with an annual capacity 

of 100,COO tons, plants of 25,000 and 250,000 tons would have an index 

of li*6.1 and 84.8, respectively. 
As noted earlier, alumina, unlike bauxite, is not ouoted on the 

metal market and sales prices are not established according to any 

standard criteria. 
In 1961 the domestic price in the united States was about 60 dollars 

per ton.    In 1963 the rate for alumina transactions between economically 

and financially related enterprises was 63 dollars f.o.b. New Orleans, 
while for independent enterprises it rose to about 70 dollars per metric ton. 

Figure 2 shows that if Brasil produced alumina exclusively for 

export to the world market, the minimum economic si*e of the plant to be 

established would have to be between 100,000 and 150,000 metric tons per 

year in order to benefit from the resulting aisable economies of scale. 

(See also Ubi« II-7.) 
Figure 3 shows the trends of average investment per ton of alumina 

in plante with annual capacities of between 100,000 and 300,000 metric tons. 

The investment indicated in table n-7 includes the coet of the 
complete plant (equipment, buildings, foundations, steam plants, etc.) but 

excludes services depending on local conditions, such as the generation of 

power, worker«« and employees1 accomodation, etc. 
/Table II-6 
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Tabi« IL-8 

PRODUCTION COSTS er PRDíAKT ALUMINIUM IN HYPOTHETICAL PLANTS 
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The consumption of electric power la an extremely important factor 

In the production of primary aluminium, eince in the electrolytic 

reduction process 10,600 kWh are normally needed to produce one ton 
of aluminium.    Consequently, since aluminium plants require a direct 

and reliable power supply, they are usually situated close to electric 

power stations or Interconnected networks supplying power at the 

lowest possible prices. 
Since it weighs so heavily in total production costs, this 

factor is usually decisive in establishing the general economi o 

viability or feasibility of an industrial project and in determining 

the site of the production centre or centres.   Table II-9 shows the 

share of electricity in the production costs of one ton of aluminium 

ingots in a hypothatical plant with an installed capacity of about 

60,000 tons« 
As is to be expected, total unit investment in alvsainium plants 

in the United States shows the same decline in relation to plant sise 

as the capital charges indicated in table 11-6.   This investment 
includasi electric power distribution, réduction plants, carbon plants, 

east houses, services, lighting and gas removal facilities, materials 
handling equipment, offices, laboratories, maintenance workshops, 

storeage facilities, buildings and foundations« 

/Tabla IM 
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*.    TECHNOLOGY Aï© ECONOMIES OF SCALE 

The technology for aluminmium production has been developed by a 
few major companies, which have prefected a aeries of interdependent 

processes for completing the bauxite, alumina and primary aluminium 

étages in a single plant«   Although these stages might be considered 

as separate, technically and economically they are so closely as to 
constitute a single sequence. 

1«   Bauxite 

.   Bauxite is an alualna hydrate mixed with impurities,«^ which occurs 

in two main format as a trihydrate under the name of gibbsite, and.as a 

monohydrate; either boehndte or diaspore.   There are other ores made up of 

mixtures of these varieties.   The consistency of bauxite can range from the 

earthy material found in Jamaica to the hard rock type found in Greece, but 
it is uneconomic to grind bauxite Kith & bond hardness index above 15. 

Many production factors, which are often interdependent, determine 

whether it is economic to mine bauxite and what operational methods should 

be used.   In some cases, the various possibilities will have to be carefully 
weighed and additional exploration undertaken before adopting a decision» 

Production costs vary greatly 4epending on the volume of output, 
operational methods, the particular features of each deposit, and other 
generally less important factors« 

Nearly all bauxite operations are open-pit mining; only in a few 

oases are they conducted underground, usually at a higher cost. 

Since the grade of the ore in a deposit is not uniform and there are 

serious technical difficulties in using the concentration treatments normally 

applied in working other ores, the daily output of bauxite has to be strictly 

controlled and stored in separate bins, according to grade and impurities 

Crude bauxite contains up to 30 per cent of free moisturej it is 

therefore dried before being transported long distaneee, and the drying is 

an important part of bauxite mining* 

The main inputs required to produce one metric too of dried bauxite 
ars shown in table 11-11, for different production oapacltiee. 

]¿y    Oxides of iron, silicon and titani», and other impurities. ^ ... 

*/TsMs O-U 
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Tut** ItU 
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Input« 50 000 100 000 100 000 300000 »100 000 9OO 009 

Or« T«M IM 1.H5 1.M5 W* U*9 um 

rurt T«M 0,029 0.02) 0.023 0.029 0.023 0.029 

Nklni«nMiM aad 
•Bar* farti Doli»« 041 0.33 0*32 0.31 0.91 0*91 

Irrflr««* UBW BrtlftM uo* 0.5« 0*99 0.28 0.2* 0*22 

MfMt U»MT t&. 1*0 0.É7 0.X 0.17 0^9 0.18 

Otftiai««* Dolían 0.75 0.60 0.91 0.90 o.¥ O.* 

tat »,  m itti*-» «**,|MI"1* **»**«-*»-* 
•»•iáa r—twaa. JBt_SÜ* 
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2.   Alumina 

There are several methods of producing alaeina, the Bayer process 

- i.e. the chenleal refining of bauxite - being the »et widely ueed. 

This is ostensibly because there are plentiful euppliee of ore and 

low-cost fuel in several parts of the world and because the industry is 

in the hands of a few companies. 
The Bayer process consists in dissolving finely ground dried bauxite 

at high tenperature under pressure in a eauetic eolation.   Soluble sodine 

»luminata is thus obtained, while the inpurlties from a residue known as 

red aid.   A filtering process follows and, finally, the coarse a3Äln* 
hydrate obtained in the classifiers is calcined at high teaparatures 
in oU^fired or gas-fired rotary kilnsi once cooled, the ret«!* ie pure 

alumina, which can then be subjected to electrolysis or used for other 

purposes. 
The Bayer process varies greatly as regards the prêteurs and temperature 

used an* the degree of caustic concentration of the eolations for treating 

raw material of différent qualities. 

¡3/    lt150-l»250»C. /acids or 

WéêèëI •••M •BS) 
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Acidi or solutions of strong acid salts (such as ammonium sulphate) 

hart been usad In sons processes for reducing bauxite.   These processes 
are also being considered for the treats*** of raw Material« other than 

bauxite,«' but so far they hare been unable to ooapeve with the Bayer 

process.   However, persistent efforts to separate alusdna froa different 
types of day are being nade in various parts of the world, either by 

private enterprises or by 0m elisesi lie» 
file Pedereen process is the only asthod which hae been fully developed 

on a ooaaercial scale end which can ooapste with the Bayer process.   It is 

used in Horway and the Soviet Union, which together produced 20 per cent 

of total world output of adusine in I960,   An electric furnace is used in 

this reduction proeesej the calcina aluednate slag is leached to precipitate 
alufldna hydrate, which is then calcined« 

The principal inputs required to produce one setric ton of alumina by 

the Beyer process are shown in table 11-12. 

Mea« fise (te») 
out 

tí 000 90000 100 ooo 100 000 if* oso 

ta» ta sa ij. t.i Ul 

•s BB«0 Boa aoa 8tW> IM 

MU tfs«e tfM tOftjO 1*0.0 1*0.0 

«s* cajo oajo oa30 oajo 043« 

M 3¿ tJK ta iJt. 

•»litre V»3 tao u* 0.3Í ojk 

«e» <M> M 3.0 ut M 

«Uwe *a« V3 3at Ufi un 
stilare 17^3 XH.37 13J3 uat 10*éO 

QMMtt« 

ftel fer eelelmtli 

Oâfltal e**« 

]£/    Various clays, alumina-rich coal ashes, leucite, nepheline, andaluslte, 
labradorite, alunita, etc« 
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3. ii¿¿3EX¡uia^rúm 

The Hall-Heroult electrolytic process for reducing alumina and 

obtaining primary aluminium has been widely used sine« the end of th« 

last century, and has been steadily improved. 
Batteries of cells "" are used as cathodes, their size depending 

on the amperage and the «anode1* system used; snail cells are used in the 

preb&ked anode system and Urge cells in the Soderberg process.   The 
arrangement of cells depends largely on the cliaate because of ventilation 

requirements*   In cold and temperate oountries, a single ran or tuo parallel 

raws of cells are arranged in each pot-room building, while in tropical 

areas only one line of cells can be placed In each pot-roo« building to 

avoid over-heating. 
The two anode systems described are closely competitive, and the 

decision to adopt either one of them depends on essentially local factors. 
In the electrolytic process, alumina is fused and dissolved in a 

solution of double aluminium fluoride and sodium.   The cryolite fuses at 

1,000°C and dissolves the alumina»    The aluminium is *heir separated from 

the oxygen and doposited on the walls and at the bottom of the cella, 

while the oxygen combines with the anode oarbon and is released as a gas.** 

The »1"w4nl"M deposited in the cells is periodically extracted by means of 

blows, syphoning or suction; it is then fused into ingots as virgin, 

primary or electrolytic aluminium« 
The toxic anode gas can be cleaned by a prooess which permits tas 

recovery of part of the alumina and cryolite it contains. 
The main input« required to produce one ton of primary •limdnlmm are 

in table 11-13, for different plant sises. 

Ü/     Usually from 30 to 150 oells« 

Oarbon dloxdUisj. -ì. f 

/Table IX-13 
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F.    DBV2L0PM¡.NT OPTIO» 

i« limami* fact°r» 
The technical and economic aspect a of the different stages of aluminium 

production, the availability of natural resource! and of facilities for 

transport of end goo da, from the production centres to the markets and market 

sise and characteristics arm the principal factors to he weighed in determining 

the best ways to plan the developaent of the aluminium industry in the region, 

and the right plant siae and site for each stage of the production process. 

Decisions on plant location are often influenced hy political and 

social considerations which may prevail over those of a purely technical 

and economic nature«   But as the former are very varied and the degree to 
which they affect decision-making cannot be objectively established, they 

were not taken into account in the study under consideration« 
The question of ¡aient location is also closely associated with 

production structure and plant size.   Wien there is total vertical integration 

(bauxUe, alumina and primary aluminium) or partial integration (bauxite and 

alumina, or alumina and primary aluminium), economies of scale increase of 
scale increase, the minimum economic scale of production is lowered and 

there is a shift in the relative importance of the locational factors 

considered at each stage.    The question becomes even more cosplicated in 

relation to the transformation of prijnary aluminium into end goods, but 

this stage was omitted in the study under consideration. 
In general, it can be said that vertically integrated plants (alumine- 

primary aluminium) tend to be located near the cheapest smppliss of bauxite, 

electric power and fuel« 

2.   The •"''TUIÍéíM AJTWíT eP * soasan tmrkA 

Regional integration is essential for the aluminium industry, 

particularly since it calls for heavy investment and is situated in an 
area where total demand is small in relation to economic plant sise.   As 
indicated earlier, only four Latin American countries hsve an annual apparent 

consumption of more than 10,000 tons of primary aluminium, which is the 

minimum plant sise in absolute terms,    fees table II-l.) By 1975, seven 

countries will be in the same category. 
/the fact 
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The fact th«t the region has abundant bauxite and energy that are 

not being fully utilized and that demand for primary aluminium is expected 
to rise to over 400,000 tons by 1975 are clear evidence of the need to 
develop the aluminium industry on a region-wide basis« 

A glance at the figures for overall demand in the region shows that 
several plants of economic size can be set up» 

In 1962, Latin America provided 47.5 per cent of the world supply of 
bauxite, but processed only 7*6 per cent of the alumina and a mere 0.7 per 
cent of the primary aluminium. 

The study under consideration examines several methods of developing 
the industry on a regional scale, but points out that the ideas are very 

tentative and would have to be confirmed or amended in subsequent studies; 

they are Intended merely to give some indication of the importance of 
regional integration for the aluminium industry« 

In reviewing the various alternatives, the factors discussed under 
point 1 were considered ?nd estimates made of the reductions in transport 

coste that could be obtained in plants of different sise*   It wae demonstrated 
that f «o.b. costs would be considerably reduced in a hypothetical vertically 

integrated industry in Brazil, where the cost for a plant with a capacity 
of 200,000 tons would be 28 per cent less than for a plant of only 
12,500 tons* 

The regional approach was also applied to investment requirements 
- which would be substantial - and it was found that the further studies 
would hove to be made on that problem***' 

There are various ways of developing the primary aluminium industry 

on a region-wide basis.   To begin vrith, the hypothesis of regional development 

assumes.that the different national markets would be merged into sub-regional 

markets, which would be supplied with primary aluminium by one or more alumina 

reducing plants.   In order to form an idea of the economic benefits of 
developing the aluminium industry in a common market, the c.i.f • price 

2J/ .  In the developed countries, economies of scale in investment are very 
big, since investment per ton of primary aluminium drops 40 per cent 
between a plant of 20,000 tons and one of 200,000 tons«   In alumina 
production, a raise in scale from 100,000 to 300,000 tons lowers unit 
investment by 24 per cent. 

/per ton 
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per ton of primary aluminium produoed in a few hypothetical plant» was 

compared for severe of the development options,    (See table 11-15.) 

These integration alternatives wore based on the following criteria! 

alternative I, the possibility of supplying tho regional market from 
the existing alumina roducing plants; alternative II, the possibility 
of setting up a third plant in Venezuela.   Venezuela was chosen because 

it will shortly be Joining the ranks of the primary aluminium producer», 

and offers particularly favourable conditions for the development of 
the industry.   Alternative III considers only those countries in which the 
industry would be able to develop because they offer certain competitive 

advantages or have a sufficiently large domestic market, while alternative 

VT assumes that the industry would develop concurrently in Argentina, 

Brasil, Chile, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela. 
Tho principle« on which those integration options are bated can be 

summed up as follows! 
Alternative     I Regional supply on the basis of plants in Braail and 

Moccico. 
Regional supply on the basis of plants in Braail, 

Koxico and Venezuela. 
Simultaneous development of the aluminium industry in 

Argentina, Braail, Chile Mexico and Venezuela. 

Simultaneous development of the aluminium industry io 
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela. 

This pattar« of sub-regional plants is solely for the production of 

primary aliadniuaw   It has also been tentatively assumed that as Braail is 
the only AULC country with abundant bauxite deposits, it would be the only 

country to produce alumina, while the others would import it, 

(a)     frteo levels 
The study first analyses tho cost of producing primary aluadnfcai ia 

hypothetical plants of various sizes located in different countries that 

offer a potentially favourable medium for the development of the industry. 

The f .o.b. sales pries P«r ton of primary aluminium from plants of 

different sise i» Usted in table H-H for six Latin American ooustriet. 

Alternative II 

Alternative III 

Alternative   IB 

/Table 11-44 
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licor« IV shows the f.o»b. sole» prie« of one ton of prinary wharinlwi 

fro« various hypothetical plants in Latin Aaerica ooapared with the New 

Orleans f .o.b, price of aluminium produced in the south of the United States* 

The Brazilian price is for a vertically integrated plant, whereat the other 

plants would laport alumina and begin the process of reduction at that level« 
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The curvo described by the different alumina reducing plants in 

Brasil shows that costs decrease sharply as plant capacity expands« 
The other distinguishing feature of the curve is that it drops below 

aluminium production curves for the other countries, except for the 

smallest plant sizes*   In plants rdth a capacity of 12,500 to 25,000 tons 

a year, the sales prico for Brazilian aluminium would be higher than 

for Venezuelan and Chilean products since the industry is presumed to be 
vertically integrated in the former»   Alumina would be produced at a high 
cost in small plants with an output of 25,000 to 50,000 tons a year, while 

Venezuela and Chile would import alumina at world market prices«   From the 

30,000 ton level upwards,   Brazil has advantages over all the other possible 

combinations because of the capacity of its alumina reducing plants and their 
vertical integration»   The minimum economic size for Venezuela and Chile 

would be close to 12,500 ton« a year, but for an integrated plant in Brasil 

it would be about 18,000 tons of primary aluminium a year«   The curve for 

the hypothetical plants In Venezuela shows less pronounced eoonood.es of 

scale that the curvo for Brasil and the gap between the two widnes as plant 
size increases»   There are virtually no économies of scale in the plants in 

Argentina and Mexico as the curve slopes very gradually»   Minimum economio 

plant size is much larger there than in the other countries mentioned, 

because one or more cost factors are higher« 
To make it easier to analyse the different alternatives proposed, 

the production costs in each of the possible plants were calculated on a 

c.i.f. basis«   The overhead and sales expenses were then added to the cost, 

plus handling charges, rail freight (where appropriate) to the port of 

embarkation, and port dues.   The price of primary aluminium includes a 
10 per cent profit on share capital, the cost of shipping the aluminium 

to the port of destination and consular, oustoms and Insurance charges« 
The price of primary aluminium from the United States at port of 

destination was used as a standard of comparison with the c.i.f» prices 

of aluminium exported by the various hypothetical plants«   The standard 

price was worked oat on the basis of an average export price f «o.b« port 
of New Orleans, plus transport, consular fees and customs and insurance 

charges« 
Aable 11-15 
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Table 11-15 shows that pi-Unary aluminium reduced in Brasil in plants 

with an annual capacity of 150,000 and 200,000 ton. could be exportad to 

other parts of Latin Amerioa for less than the standard price.   The 
prospects would be different for «ports fro« Veracru« pUnt, which ha. an 

annual capacity of 100,000 tons.   In this case, the price of primary 

aluminium at the port of destination in Colombia or Venecia wouxd be 

slitfttly higher that tho standard and a good deal above the price of 

Brazilian ingot. 
The price commanded at the port of destination by primary aluminium 

ingot exported from a 100,000 ton plant in Vemesuela would be less than the 

standard price but 5 per cent highor than that of Brasilien ingot. 
As the raw maturida situation is easier in Venesuela and electric 

power costs less, the price of Venezuelan exports may be less that the 
•Himeted price of aluminium from Veracru«, am Venezuela would thus be 
bought into regional export trade.   The price of it. aluminium at the port 

of destination would be slightly less than that of United State« ingot. 
Ingot produced in Brasil could be shipped to Chile and Peru at a 

lower price than is feasible for the production of a local plant with «* 
capacity (12,500 tons) proportionate to apparent domestic consumption«, 

Thi. "ould not apply to Areontina, Mexico or Venesuela, with plant, of 
50,000 tone, but would be valid for Chile if the capacity of the hypothetical 

plant to be set up there were raised   to 25,000 tons a year. 
Argentina would be unable to enter the export market on a competitive 

basi., because the price of its products in the nearest country - Uruguay - 

would be more than 20 dollars a ton, whiflh is the benchmark level. 
The 50,000 ton aluminium plant in Puerto Montt (Chile) would not be 

in a po.ition to export to Peru, Ecuador or Colombia at a tower pri*a than 

the cost of their imports from the United States* 
On the assumption that Chile end Venezuela would be exporting primary 

aluminium ingot and, wit* pl**t ** i«>*000 tone annual cepeeity, «ouM meet 

all the requirements of Peru, leuador and Colombia, iraaiUan ingot woul* 

be cheapest, with Venesuelan ingot a close second.   Both would at all time« 
undercut the price of local output should the projected p3*at be set up with 

sufficient capacity to oover domestio demand. 
/fable 11-15 
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The tafsft cost and p--ic« level« in I*tin Aserica are to be obtafcied 

by producing primary aluminium in plant, that are vertically integrated 
fro« the mining of the baiudte onwards.    However, injpt manufactured in 

Brasil could not be »old in Argentina, Chile, Merico or Venezuela at a 
lower price than that of local output fro» plant, with an annual capacity 

of over 25,000 tone,   Theoretically, then, theee countriee are in a 
favourable economic position for developing aluminium metallurgy.   In any 

caee, the price of the local aluminium would be lower than that of ingot 

from the traditional supplier«. 
Peru is in a different situation for the tin« being mainly because 

electric power ie r-1-tively expensive there and the domestic market is 
«mail.   The price of Peruvian .ilun-iniu* in nevertheless likely to be close 

to the price of imports from the traditional «»porter« or from hypothetical 

plants of 50,000 ton« in Venesuela and Chile« 

(b)     Tgps^tment requremeflfel 
The study estimato« the investment needed, first, to carry out the 

various regional integration alternatives and cover demand for primary 

aluminium by 1975 (redensi hypothesis), and, Mcondly, to establish a 
primary aluminium plant in any country whose apparent consumption exceeds 

10,000 ton» in that same year (national hypothesis)« 
(i)   Tote-l Investment ^^M accordlni to tfaf Bttlgffl HlPÇttllil* 

Table II-2 «how« that, on tho basi« of thi» bypothe«i«, Argentina, Brasil, 

Chile, Colombia, Hexico, Peru and Venesuela would be in a position to have 

primary aluminium plants in 1970, since all of thorn would have a high 
enough consumption level by then to support a plant of absolute miniasi 

siae. 
Two of these countries - Brasil and Mtadoo - already have primary 

aluminium plants and a third - VenesuelA - is abosfc to enter into 

production,^    (See table 11-16.) 

22/    However. Brasil is «t a competitive d^isadvantaf« 
m     because of the sis« of its plagt«, it« U* of -" 

shortage of causti« soda. 

the world merkst 
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Aable 11-16 
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Tafel, ii-li 

SOUWXflfAL PUSH s 8IZI ARO CAPITAL OOBTICIBfr 

Mi* (t«n par jraar) 

10 000 

30 000 

$0 000 

100 000 

150 000 

Capital «••ffloUnt 
(avilara par to«) 

H»76 

1 225 

1 100 

»0 

800 

Table 11-17 indicates the investment required for new pianti in 

X975#aaV The figure« were obtained by multiplying new capacity by the 

capital cc efficient, allowance being made for economi»« of scale« 

According to this hypothesis, Brasil would supply only its own 

priaary aluminium   plant« with alunlna«   The other six countries would 

import alumina from outside Latin America.  'Brazil's aliimlna output in 
1970 and 1975 would therefore be 170/000 and 320,000 tone respectively. 

This would entail an investment of 20 to 33 million dollars in the new 

•lumina plants to be get up there» 

On the assumption that a oemmon markst will be formed in Latin America, 
and that the aluminiun plants will be located as indicated in the four 

alternatives explained above with their respective Market areas, investment 

requirements would be approximately' those shown in table 11-18,-'*^ 

¿3/     The investment is expressed in net tens, i.e., the plants now in 
operation hare been discounted» 

¿V    This and the preceding table include investment is the primary «Iffl&ni» 
plants already established in Brazil and Keadoo.   Beth amounts were 
ealeulated at replacement oost* 

A'ble n-17 
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The fact thai the amount of electric power needed to produce « ton 

of primary aluminium declined 58 par cent between 1892 and 1958 hat given 

the industry a measure   of flexibility.   But this does not represent a 

radical change in the factors determining location} electric power is and 

will continue to be a fundamental factor in production.    New sources of 

low-cost energy will be found in Latin Anerica and will offer suitable 

cites for the development of the industry«   The trend towards physical 
decentralisation will be reinforced by the diseconomie« of scale that may 

take place in the initial plants if they exceed the potlaum production 

The main conclusions that emerge from the study are that the región 

possesses a plentiful.supply of the basic natural resources needed for 

this) type of industry, that several of the Latin American countries could 

develop •'>"-i"1«M* production economically enough to achieve price levels 

comparable to those prevailing in the domestic markets of the highly 
industrialised countries, and that the creation of a regional market 

would enhance their prospect« of doing so« 
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Chapter III 

THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRI 

After it hid prepared m strias of studiaa on tha chaüioal induatrlaa 

BCLÀ published in 1963 the final varsion of ita raport LjkJjSÈal&â* 

^«aa «n Aifriaa Latina.^   In tha light of tha raport«e ooncluaiona 

and in view of tha coaclexity of hansoniaing and oo-ordinating dawlopaant 

fa tai» sector, it hald a Seminar on tha Intagratad Davalopnent of tha 

Chaaical Industry, in Dscambar 1964 »t Caracas, which was attandad by a 

noteworthy nuafcar of axpsrts.   Tha objact   of tha Saadnar wae to have an 

interchanga of opinions concarning tha ooncrata preapacta of intagrati*» 

in this fisld, and for that purpoaa tha KU ataff had praparad a saria* 

of doeuemts analyaing ths aactor aa a whole *and, in graatar dapth, ita 

chief branehsa.2/    it aleo aubsdttad aonographa on tha adwitagea of 

integration in tha aactor ^and on the possibility af aatabUahing in 

Latin Aaarica   a panaanent »chanta» for the pariodic and systaaatia 

oollsctLc« <f statistical information on tha sector« a production and coo*xaption 

and on new pro Jacta from the national aganciaa, reeponaible for eaetoral 

planning or from induatrialistta aeeociatione«2' 
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It Nu strongly reoommended at the Seminar that as a preliminary 

to concrete schemes of integration, HCLA should without delay make 

further studies of the present state and development prospects of the 

Industry in terns of specific products or groups of products, giving 

priority to the following branches} 

a) Fertilisers} 

b) Sodium alkalis} 

s)   Basic petrochemical products. 
It was also to continue thé comprehensive compilation of production, 

capacity and foreign trade statistics in the order periodically to bring 
up to date the general survery of the sector given in recent BOLA documents 

and distribute annually to each of the Latin American countries a 

synthesieed, uniform and summary analysis of these data« 

A further account of the Caracas Seminar is given in Report of f|f ?ipjhfT* 

on the Development of the ohcnioal industry In Latin Perica (E/(3Í,12/719/Rev.l). 

*hich was prepared by the ECU staff aid reflects their impression of the 
discussionsj it sumarieea the different opinions expressed in the documents 
submitted and in the speeches made during the working sessions, brings up to 

date and conpletes those analyses of the.sector in the light of new inforaation 

and points of view, and suggests concrete lines of future action» 

As had been recommended, in 1965 and 1966 ECLA made studies and 

published reports V on each of the specillo branches of the industry. 
ïhess studies provided bs^grounA inforssHion and draw provisional 

conclurions on the development of basic branches of ths ohemioal industry, 
their structure in the different Latin American countries and ths orientation 

of Current programmes in relation to regional demand« 

6/    \\ efetiftrli militan 

 jtó _n 
Deoestwr 1966« 

iÜ4| (*/C%.X2/75ê)t July 1966 

(E/CH.ia/TSU 
proviriontl tex^ 

/This 
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This work ha« continued in 1967 with a study of rubber UM and 
production in the region and the colleetion of general information on the 
sector for us« in an ovarall survey covering the period 1959-1965, which 

will give statistics for each of those years, and preliminary indicators 

for 1966 on regional production, exports, imports and consumption of 

ohemical product«.   An attempt will also be nade to quantify factors 
such as present and projected production capacity, prioe levels, eisployaent, 

etc,, in order to provide an up to date picture of the development of the 

industry in Latin America. 
In response to suggestions made at ht« Seminar, eeveral meetings 

of a Working Group of representative« of the regional bodiem oonoerned with 

promoting fertiliser use and production w«r« held in 1965 »nd 1966,   the 
first was in June 1965, at the invitation of the Inter^Amerioan Commit*«« 

of the Alliance for Progress,^   it met again in May and November 1966 

to diaeu«« the conclusions of studi«« that had been made into ths 
Latin American market for fertiliser« ^and their regional production. 

The results of this research had been condensed in a provisional report 

which was submttUd at the May meeting and a revised text ^«t the 

November meeting« 

2/ 

1/ 

The first masting made use of the following ECU document^ 
yfljn d«¿os fcrtjü - —- 

de una eouion coordinada la/vn •.&«/&>•: 

At the end'of th» meeting a report was prepared with the titj«* 

Ik June 19ti). 

ah-»Tiff"«iMw ••Jini—j—,—,^_  
Joint Group on Agriculture. 

(l/DM.12/760)# KLâVrAO 
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A.   THB CHEMICAL INDUSTRI A3 A WHOLE 

!•    B*e«t trend. An th. L^A^ ^fttliffT tiffin Industrie« ^ 

Q7 and large, the growth of the Latin American chemical industries 

during 1959^1964 measured in tenne of output was faster that that of the 

Manufacturing sector as a whole, with the result that they constituted a 
dynamic.element in overall industrial development (see table III-l). 

However, their development is still partly held back by backward technology, 

poor use of investments, high costs and the poor supply prospects for 
their growing demand. 

Table III-l 

LATIN AMERICA» IÍÍDU&TRIAL PRODUCTION INffiXES IH SEVEN OOUOTRISS 
IN 1962, 1963 AND 1964 

Countries 
Manufacturing sector * 

1962    1963    1964 

Chemical setter 

1962 1963 1964 

Argentina 109    103 IIS 109 IIS 13* 

Bratti 133    132 136 141 155 168 

(Ml« '11$    122 12* 116 127 134 

Colombia 12>    12* , 135 127 140 173 

Mexioo 120    129 149 151 161 197 

Peru 139    149 164 143 160 143 

Venezuela 121 •  131 130 V
E 169 

a/      »tatistical annex {warnIgr spimi) to 
111 ¡ÉUfl «ffMlllI (¿^•WVMmX 

¡0/    For « «»re detailed anal?*!* of tie» evolution of tarn bramen 

/Consumption of 
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Consumption of chemical products in the broad sense (including the 

traditional manufactures such as soap*, toilet preparations, matches 
and candles, and pharmacentlcal and other formula products) was 
3,715 million dollars in 1962, 4,065 million in 1963 and 4,500 million 

in 1964.   Its cumulative annual growth rate was 9.3 per cent in 1959-1964 
and 8.7 per cent in 195W962.   The average regional gsr capita consumption 

was 18 dollars in 1962 and 21 dollars in 1964.^   Comparing these figures 

with the 126 dollars ner capita of the unites States (in 1957) and the 
60 dollars of a large group of European countries, it is obvious that the 

Latin American market has enormous room for expansion. 
Although the regions production grew considerably during the period 

(from 1,865 million to 3,080 million dollar», with a cumulative annual 
growth rate of 10.5 per cent), Latin American imported an increasing value 

of chemical products (1,052 million dollars in 1962, 1,077 million in 1963 
and 1,209 million in 1964).   And though these imports grew more slowly 

than output their share in total rogional imports rose from 12.2 per cent 

in 1959 to 14.9 per cent in 1964.   Thus the industry exerted increasing 

pressure on the limited resources available to finance imports. 
Domestic production satisfied 74 per cent of the regions demand.in 

1964, as against 70 per cent in 1959 and 72 per cent in 1*62.    However, 

these overall figures disguise the relative backwardness of regional 
supply in particular branches, such as sodium alkalis, chemical product, 

for agriculture, synthetic rubber and plastic products, in all of which 

imports had to be used to satisfy 40 per cent or more of demand. 
In 1959 two-thirds of Latin American chemical production consisted 

of consumer goods and parachemical items produced by «light industries-i 

only one-third was basic and intermediate goods.   By 1964 this situation 
had change, since one development jof the period was the establismentof a 

»aber of new lines of protection, notably fertilisers and petrochemical 

product*, which had been promoted some years «ore.   Am»ml* and fertiliser 
pUats in Colombia, Costa Rica, fflt Salvador. Mexico and Venezuela have reached 

full operating capacity, making a considerable addition to regional supply. 

11/     Preliminary figures for 1965 give' a consumption of slightly less 
than 4,950 million dollars (9.5 par cent above 19&4J. 

/Interest in 
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Interest In the petrochemical sector has been on the increase in 

several countries,   Mexico has nade notable progress in the laust few 

years and is now producing dodecylbenzen* for manufacture of synthetic 

detergents on a scale large enough for intra-regional export as well as 
anhydrous ammonia, urea, annonium nitrate, carbon black, ethyl beasene, 

cyclohexane and complex fertilisers of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
base.    In Argentina carbon sulphide of petrochemical origin, carbon black, 

isopropyl alcohol, polyethylene, phenol, ethylene, methanol, benzene and 

toluene are now being manufactured« 

Production of synthetic rubber began in Brasil in 1962, but 
continues to be dependent for its raw materials, butadiene and styrene 

on imports»    In Colombia a synthetic ammonia plant, with associated units 
for urea, mixed fertilisers, etc«, is being brought into operation and 

cellophane and phthalic anhydride production 4s beginning. In Chile production of 
alkyd resins is being developed.   In Peru there are now outputs of ammonia, 

aluminium sulphate and calcium carbide and in Yenesuela of carbon black« 
nitrogen fertilisers, sodium silicate and polyvinyl acetate. 

Latin America exports of chemical products grew more rapidly in 
1963 and 1964 than in any previous year and snowed son» degree of 

diferstflcation.   This is a sign of maturity in the regional industry. 

Traditional producta still account for most of total chemical exports, 

bui their share has been reduced over the period.   Thus, eleven of these 

products - quebracho extract, casein, ethyl alcohol, menthol, furfural 
sodium and potassium nitrate, iodine, natural and synthetic hormones« 

colophony, litharge and asphalt - accounted for 72 per cent of the total 

export value in 1962« but only 62 per cent in 1964«   Meanwhile, the 
following items were exported for the first time in 1964: SBR elastomers, 

from Brasil (2.1 million dollars); artificial silk yarns made from cellulose 

acetate and viscose, from Colombia (1*5 million dollars)} pyre thrum-based 

Insecticides, disinfectants and similar, products, from Ecuador (1.2 million 

doUars)j chemical fertilisers and urea« fresi Mndoo (3.3 *"* 1«4 million 
dollars); chemically based nitrogen fertilisers« from Venesuela 

(2,6 million dollars), 
/Of total 
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Of total exports in 1962 (117 «Lilian dollars)» 24.1 per cent 

«•re intra-regional and of the total in 1964 (151 million dollars) ** 

30,7 per cent, an insignificant increase.   This tendency for intra- 
regional trade to regain stationary sails for more onegotic measures if 
it is to be accelerated and expanded.    There is now u growing desire to 

utilise the new channels being opened for the industry by the application 

of the Montevideo Treaty« 
As a result several atteispts have been nade to promote the 

establishment of factories capable of satisfying regional demand which 

would not only increase intra-regional trade but would reduce costs 
as a rssult of the economies of scale involved.   An example of incipient 
international complementarity is the Central American fertiliser factorías, 

whose raw Material, ssnonia, is partly supplied by Colombia. 

2»   Recent trends in the chemical industry by countries 

Of the aggregates for ths région, a asyor proportion comes fro« ths 

countries with the largest domestic markets (ses table 111^2),   In 

1964 Brasil contributed 38.6, Hsxico 22.7 *nd Argentina 19J. p«r cent 
of total regional output.   While regional per capita output in that 

year was 15 dollars, Argentina's was 26 dollars, Mexico»s 17 and Brasil»• 

15 (as against 12, 21, 14 and 13 dollars respsctively in 1962). 
Ths trend towards an increasing concentration of the ohemioal 

industry is moat apparent in consumption and exports. 

}%j    tòinlfwHnf mtrats exports. 

¿à/    In 1965 total exports 
40 par cent Inter-Latin 

aboufc 11« million dollars, roughly 

A«bleirW2 
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Tabi« III-2 
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The cumulative growth rate of regional consumption, which was 8.7 per cent 

for the period 195W.962, rose to 10.1 per cent in 1962^1.964.   Detailed 
analysis of table ni-3 will show that in two countries (Argentina and 

Colombia) the faster? growth of con3urnption reflected a faster growing 

domestic supply.   Argentine production increased at an annual rate of 

3 per cent in 1959-1962, at the end of which, in tune with the rest of 
the economy, it became stagnant; in the second half of 1963 it showed a 

marked recovery and went on to achieve a growth rate of 12.4 per cent 
for the two years »^largely as a result of more intensive use of Installed 

capacity and, in particular, the opening   of the main petrochemical plants, 

after the carbon black plant inaugurated in 1962, three ethylene plants 

(32,000 tons/year), two polyethylene (25,000 tons/year), two menthanol 

(26,500 tons/year), one carbon sulphide (14,000 tons/year), one phenol 
(8,000 tons/year), one new benzene and toluene plant (42,000 tons/year), 

one styrena (14,000 tons/year) and one propyl«* (5,000 tons/year) 
began production (I963 and 1964).   Colombia'a increase in consumption in 
1962-4964 was mostly due to a growing domestic output, but partly to larger 

imports.    The greatest increases in production occurred in group I, basic 
inorganic chemical products, and group III, chemical products for agriculture 

(from 4.7 million dollars in 1962 to 10.1 million in 1964 in group I, 
and from 3*0 million dollare in 1962 to 71.2 million in 1964 in group HI). 
There was also a substancial increase in production of artificial fibres   . 
from cellulose acetate.    In I963 and I964 planta for nitrogen fertilisers, 

ammonia, nitric acid, phthalic anhydride, etc. had come into operation. 
The opposite ocurred in Chile, Peru and, to a lesser degree, UndflO, 

where faster growing consumption was due to mounting imports.    The most 
striking example was Chile, whose imports almost doubled between 1962 w>* 

1963 (52 million dollare in 1962, 93 million in 1963, 76 million in 1964, 
and 93 million in 1965).   The largest increases ««re in group III, products 

for agriculture, I?, plastics and synthetic resins and VII, painting, 
dyeing, tanning and colouring materials and the largest individual increases 
in ammonium nitrate, Thomas slag, insectioidal powders, roouldrite (plastic), 

unspecified synthetic resins, aniline, titanium dioxide, quebracho 
extract, etc« 

iy    Preliminary figures for 1965 indicate a drop in the growth rate 
(11.6 per cent in 196^-1965). 

/Table IH-3 
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Tabi« III-) 
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The largest increas« in production was in group IV, plastic materials 

and synthetic resins (from 2.6 million dollars in 1962 to 6,5 million in 

1964). Chile already manufactvres alkyd resins (2,500 tons/year), 

unsaturate« polyester reains (2,000 tons/year), phenol-J:onnaldehyde resins 

(3,500 tons/year), urea-fri-maldehyde (3,OTO tons/year) and vinyl emulsions, 

almost all from imported raw materials. 

The Chilean chemical industry's share in regional production has 

been declining yearly (from 3.7 per cent in 1959 to 3.1 F»r cent in 

1964 and 1%5), but should increase with the opening of the petrochemical 

plants planned for 1968-1969. 

Peru's rising consumption was also mainly due to heavy increases 

in imports. In the plastics and synthetic resins group, where domestio 

production mostly depends on imported raw materials, there was a considerable 

increase in imports of bakélite, cellulo«« acetate, cellophane, plasticiaer», 

•tc. In group V, artificial and synthetic fibres, a rising consumption 

of polyamides (for nylon) had similar effects. In paints and pharmaceutical 

products, in spite of the substantial progress mad«, domestic production «till 

only replaces imports of final products and depends on imported raw materiale. 

On the production side there has be«n progress in output of nitrogen 

end phosphate fertilisers and in the manufacture of viscose rayon, acetate 

and nylon fibres (at present only nylon 66 is producedj that of monomer 

nylon ia projected) and paints and pharmaceutical product«. 

Mexico's substancial increase in consumption reflects both its 

rapidly growing imports and the dynamism and diversification of ite 

domestio industry. In 1964 it had 30 state petrochemical plant« and 

48 of private or mixed ownership producing ammonia, dodecylbenaene, . 

bensene hydrocarbon«, acetaldehyde, ethylene, urea, ammonium nitrate, 

carbon black, nitrogen and phoaphat« fertiliser«, acetic acid and 

enhydride, butane! acetone, polyeeter fibre«, caprolacta», «urface-active 

agente, etc. Expansion« and new plant« more recently have eubaUntially 

increased the country's production capacity. Ithylbensene, cyclohaxan«, 

carbon black, tetraethyl lead, «tyrene and urea were all first produced 

in 1963-1964} at the same time ammonia and synthetic resin capacity was 

increased. Until the end of 1963 the aromatic products were only produced 

as by-f>roduct8 of coal coking, which heavily restricted supply} at that 

date the aromatic products plant of Petrdleo« Mexicano« began producing 

/considerable quantities 
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considerable quantities of benzene, toluene, the xylenes and their mixtures. 

But although imports of almost all the products mentioned have been 

eliminated or reduced, the increase in the volume of foreign chenlcal 

purchases shows no sign of slackening (180 million dollars in 1959, 

247 million in 1964, 296 million in 1965), 

In Venezuela, and Brazil consumption grew more slowly in 1962-4964 

than in 1959-1962. In Venezuela the import substitution process received 

a powerful boost during the more recent period from the beginning of 

operations in the Moron complex as regards nitrogen fertilizers, and fron 

the beginning of domestic production of nitric acid, ammonia and a series 

of plastics. However, this was accompanied by a severe retrenchment of 

imports (from 174 million dollars in 1962 to 143 million in 1964), which 

resulted in a drop of 0.2 per cent in consumption. The largest decrease 

occurred under the head of medicinal products in general (from 37 millien 

dollars in 1962 to 16 million in 1964). 

The growth rate of consumption in Brazil also fell in the latter 

period, to below the average for the region. This was partly due to a 

deoline in production, where priority is now being given to the basic 

inorganic chemicals, fertilizers, plastics and rubber groups. Even so 

output volumes were substantial. Prospects of a faster growth of production 

*re very good, particularly in petrochemicals. There are at present 

projects under study for manufacture of nitrogen fertilizers from coking 

gaeses and naphtha, dodecylbenzene, styrene, cyclohexane, acrylonitrile, 

ter«phthalic acid, butadiene,.adipie acid, phthalic anhydride, polyethylene, 

phosphoric acid, caustic soda, nitric acid, etc.^ 

The slower growth of consumption was further due to the extremely 

variable behaviour of imports, which rose from 184 million dollar« in 

1962 to 198 million in 1963, fell to 167 million in 1964 and roae again 

to 185 million in 1965. The marked decreases in groupe in, IV and VI . 

(from 63 to 50 million dollars) reflect progress made in import srobeUtution. 

*y ileïïWÎLit*Woul<i appear ÎToa Preliminary figure» that BraiU'i 
ioli ï^fîiî^ff lMS th4n *» 196* k'1** «HU« dollare in 1964 and 1,185 million in 1965). 

/Because the 
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Because the chemical industries of the various countries have 

reached different stages of development and have evolved in different 

ways, the share of domestic supply in consumption, varies considerably 

from one to the next (see table III-4). In 1964 it wat. 89 per cent in 

Brazil, 82 per cent in Argentina, but only U per cent in Venezuela, 

where, however, it had risen from 32 per cent in 1962; in Chile it fell 

from 63 to 57 per cent in the same period. It would appear that, except 

in Mexico and Venezuela, the import substitution process is practically 

at a standstill, a fact which is harshly incongruous with the dynamic 

character of the industry, the ambitious expansion plans of many countries 

and the difficult balance of payments situation of nearly all of them. 
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3*   BmG9nt tr»nda In the chemical industries, bv major branches 

A chemical industry can be said to have reached maturity when it 

produces a large proportion of intermediate goods.   Studies of the industry in 
Latin America indicate that in 1959 nearly two-thirds of production was carried 

out by light industry producing consumer and parachomical goods,   tater studies 
reveal a gradual improvement in this respect: during 1959-1964 production 

of carbon black began in several countries, production of ammonia, nitric 

acid, nitrogen fertilizers and plastics increased and production of synthetic 
rubber got under way for the first time in the region, even so, the. volumes 

of Latin American output of some of the main basic and intermediate 

chemical products are low in comparison with those of more industrialised 
countries.==/ 

More detailed analysis of the production structure of the Latin 

American chemical industry in comparison with that of a more industrialised 
country (united States) reveals considerable disparities that confirm 
these general conclusions (see table III-5). 

Mach of production in groups I and II basic organic and inorganic 
products, is ethyl alcohol and glycerine.   Without these groups, share 

in total output would have been only 6.7 instead of 11.5 par cent in 
1964 and only 4.2 per cent in 1959.    In the united States it is 
17.5 percent (1957). 

On the other hand, the share of group IH, chemioal products tor 
agriculture, is almost 100 per cent higher in Latin America than in the 

united States.   This is due to the ioplemeatation of fertiliaeri use. 

policies, which in many of the countries has resulted in increased output on 
the part of existing plante and in new plants and project!.    There was 

an enormous increase in nitrogen fertiliser production in 196W.96*. 

W    See, *yCM.12/756, table 9. /tafele HX-5 
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Sven so, fertiliaers accounted for only 15 per cent of the group 

In 1962 and 48 per cant in 1964, *• «gainât TD par cent in the 
United States,^ 

XU    Thia branch of the chsaieal industry «as studied in detail by the 
KIP Working Group on Fertiliaere (eee introduction to the praeent 
chapter), the reunite of their work were publiahad in * 
fa^fijauMifeaii! «1 Ani ri oa Latina (8/01.12/760) and ' 
_ H0Ji|TTrw ir — — ¡^g (B/CH.12/761). S3?« 
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Output in group IV, plastics, and synthetic resins, soared by 

33 per cent in 1964 exceeding the growth in consumption and thus allowing 
further import substitution.    This «as due to the stepping-up of production 
in Brun, where the branch had been well established as far back as 1959, 
in Chile, Colombia, Peru and Venezuela where it had just started and in   ' 
Argentina and Mexico with the opening of new petrochemical plants. 

Increases in group V were mainly on the productions of the more 
modern fibres, most of which, however, are still made fro» import«! raw 

materials.   Output of cellulose fibres also grew in the period (chiefly 
in Colombia), but less than that of polyanide fibres. 

Ragionai production of synthetic rubber began for the first time 

in 1959-1964 and that of carbon black increased, bringing group VI's share 
in total output up to 1.3 per cent, as against 4.7 per cent in the 

United States.   Latin American production in these lines is, then, still 

incipient and, as only 25 per cent import substitution has been reached, 
has ample room for development. 

Group VUI'a share has decreased, but is still very high (20.5 per cent 
in 1964).   Detergents, a fasVgrowing sub-group in the modern chemical 
industry, accounted for 18 per cent of the group in 1962 and 28 per cent 
in 1964. 

Like the manufacture of soaps, though   to a smaller degree, that of 
pharmaceutical products accounts for a Urger proportion of th. total velus 
of chemical production than in more tedustrUllted countries, a situation 

which isall the more serious becmuee moat of its raw materials hare to be 
imported from outside the region. 

»»ile there were no major changes in the geographical distribution 

of consumption during 195W964, there were changes i„ its internal structurs. 
These were for the most part of a progressive character,   reflecting a 

strengthening of the trend towards greater use of modern synthetic products 
which has been for soms time apparent in the more oeveloped countries of 
the region.   Table HW shows which groups and sub-groups substantially 

Increased their share in consumption and which declined sharply.   The two 

categories considered the f..t-«rowin« «* alow-growing groups together 

"»ountad ft,, 71.2 per cent of tot*! conation to 195* and 71.7 per seat 
in 1964. 

/Among the 
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Among the former are group I, major inorganic chemical products, sub-group III-A, 

fertilizers, group IV, plastico and synthetic resins, group V, artificial 

and synthetic fibres, group VI, synthetic rubber and related products, and 

sub-group VIII-B, detergents.    Their joints share in total consumption rose 

24.1 per cent in 1959 to 34.6 per cent in 1964. 
The other category, comprising the slow growing groups covers the products 

that have been traditionally used or are already in wide use in Latin America, 

with a less rapid potential growth.   Their   Joint share in total consumption 

fell from 47,1 per cent in 1959 to 37.1 per cent in 1964.   They mostly 

consist of parachemical, made-up and formula products, such as soaps, 

pharmaceutical products, matches and explosives and toilet preparations. 

While domestic supply's overall share in consumption is in some oases 

much the same as in more developed countries (Bratil's 86 per cent is 

the same as the average for a group of European countries) in some of the 

more important groups of products there remains a wide margin for substitution 

(see table III-7). 
As regards basic chemical and petrochemical products, progress in 

import substitution was comparatively slow in the oountri«« with the 

smaller domestic markets; but in paracheadcal products, chemical products 

of natural origin and the traditional consumer products^ it was rapid. 

The above data on domestic supply» s share in consumption in the 

different groups of chemical products may be considered of the first 

importance, since it provides a preliminary indication of the clase«« of 

products for which new industrial projects are needed, either for 

individual countries or for several in combination.   The need i« obviou« 

with regard to sodium alkalis, chemical products for sericulture, synthetic 

rubber and certain typee of plastic materials, at least 40 per cent of 

whose 1—and la still satisfied by imports» 

/tabi« IH- 6 
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Tabi« in-* 
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*•    Future trends and prospecta fn- n^-i^mi integration 

It was stated in La industria qufm^ m ^nerica Latina ^ that 

regional consumption of chemical products would grow at a cumulative rate of 

8.9 per cent a year in 1960-19*5 and would rise from 5,275 million dollars 
in 1965 to 7,800 million in 1970. 

In the light of known development trends, the authors of the 

document   envisaged a profound change in the structure of this 

consumption namely, a fall in the relative importance of traditional goods 

in favour of more modern consumer goods, such as fibres, plastics and 

detergents; growing importe of synthetic and petrochemical product» in 

basic organic chemicals sector;  a gradual increase in the share of intermediate 

goods, including fertilizer*.     These predictions began to be confirmed in 
1959-1964 (see table III-6). 

Taking into account the new projects envisaged and assuming that 

import substitution would take place in accordance with the observed 

trends, they calculated that production would have to increase at a 

cumulative annual rate of U.5 per cent in the period, yielding a 1965 
output almost doubled that of 1959. 

However, the data for 1959-1964, given above show that except in 

Brasil, Colombia and the group of -remaining countries* this growth rate 

was not achievedj the regional growth rate was only 9,8 per oent in 195M9Ó2 

and 10.6 pei* cent in 1959-64 (see table Ill-é). 

W     ECU, (EM.1#628/Rev.l). 

Table IH-é 
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Table IU-8 

LATIN ARRIDA: GROWTH RATES UF CHEMICAL PRODUCTION 

(Percentages) 

Avenan annual growth rate 
BCLA'B I960 

Real rate                **%P*** 
195W964               1960-1965 

Brasil and Colatola ** 11.3                      U.1 

Argentina, Chile, Mwdoo, 
Peru, Venezuela a/ 

Regaining countries -' 

10,6                      12.9 

9.2               ea 
Latin Aaerioa as a whole 10,6                     11.5 

§/      Arithmetical average, 
y      txludes Cuba. 

Takinf theee retrospective figure« in conduction with the known 
plana for future expansions in the eoctor, it is unlikely that output «HI 
grow any fester in nor* than e very few of the eountrie« (prospeets ere 
batteur in Mexico, whoee plans ara of wider eeope and have reached a »ore 
adeemed stage of iaplraaentation). 

This sakes it essential that careful study should be giren to the 
ways in which the sector's development can be speeded up and, in particular, 
the effects in this respect of the formation of a DM—inn smrket for 
oheedoal products,**' 

& i, .U-* ~ ^£j¡s^^$¡£$ i ¿»¿asri&tua 
to the Latin Ajairioen Sesdner on the Integrated Development of the 
Cheadcal Industry - to show the advantages of increasing the regional 
co-ordination of the ehenieal industries as they develop in future» 
It concentrated on the effects on ooet and investawnts of alternative 
locations and different «osles of operation, which it analysed and 
documented •ainly in ten» of specific exenplee. ... 

/fe,   TÄ 
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B.    THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

The following aspects of the fertilizer industry have been analyzed: 

(*)   Existing industries.    Their raw material supplies, production 

costs, ex-factory prices, technological, financing and marketing 

problems, other problems that tend to prevent full utilization of 
production capacity. 

(b>    Projects in progress.    The capacities envisaged dates on which 

they cone into operation, their probable cost situation, etc, 

(°)    Projects under study.    The scales of production envisaged, the 

stage reached in their study and other information that enables their 

position with regard to overall supply to be assessed. 

(d)    Prospects for new nrolecta.    K^diuro-term future supply in the 

light cf the projects considered in comparison with the development of 

fertilizer consumption according to accepted alternative hypotheses ; the 

availability and costs of the main raw materials in the different countries; 

in the light of this latter, the long-term development of the 
industry (1966-1975). 

In view of their importance for the future work that may be carried 

out ia this field by the staff of the Programme on Industrial Integration 

or by other organizations such   as the IDB Preinvestment Fund, there 

follows a summary of some of the ideas and principles that appear in the 

conclusions and recommendations on the fertilizer industry adopted in the 

second meeting of the ICAP Working Group on Fertilisers, at which the 

results of the above mentioned research were discussed. 

The Latin American fertilizer industry must try to ensure that its 

technical structures, plant dimensions and locations are compatible with 

its primordial function, which is to supply agriculture and - when there • 

•re regional surpluses - the world market at the lowest possible prices* 

This would be as much furthered by creating a regional-scale market through 

gradual and large single reductions in tariffs and other trade   barriers 

*• by individual efforts.     ïforeover, the trade system that would be built 

up within a fairly short time after the industry had begun to operate on 

* regional basis and «»other measures necessary for harmonizing external 

policies and tariff s had been taken would tend to force public and private 

snterprises to make their investments in accordance with the principles of 

efficiency and productivity. 
/The Oroup 
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The Group considered that the creation of a common market for 

fertilisera would have to be accompanied by similar measures for the other 

major inputs of agriculture and the manufacture of the equipment that the 

industry would need for its expansion. 

In the light of the information given in the studies submitted to it, the 

Working Group agreed that, as regards quantity, regional supply of nitrogen 

fertilizers presents no problems over the medium term, since existing 

installed capacity and that of the projects in progress will in Act 

exceed the estimated demand.    It nevertheless felt that it should review 

the projects being formulated for these fertilisers in the separate countries 

in order to assess their economic value. 

The situation is different as regardB supplies of phosphorus and 

potassium fertilizers,    Latin America's source of phosphorus are apparently 

adequate and there have been several recent projects for their economic 

exploitation.   But potassium sources are singularly scarce.    More prospection 

of natural resources is needed in both cases. 

A document   submitted by the ECLA staff - La oferta de fertilisantes 

en América Latina (E/CN. 12/761) - provides an overall picture of the 

industry.   Its conclusions will be summarised here below. 

Fertiliser consumption in Latin America has expanded rapidly in the 

recent years, doubling in about the last seven.   The 1964 consumption of 

a group of countries which represent 88 to 90 per cent of the Latin American 

market was 986,000 tons of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium as against 

520,000 in 1957 and 715,000 in 1961. 

Although regional output of nitrogen fertilisers will toon be leaving 

surpluses for extra-regional export, there is still a deficit of potassium 

and, to a lesser degree, phosphorus fertilisers«   The deficit in phosphorus 

fertilisers will be largely eliminated in the next four years with the 

implementation of the development progranmsa already decided upon and, 

more important, the opening up of several major local raw material sources, 

which will even give surpluses by 1970.   Production of potassium fertilisers 

- which is not strictly a part of the chemical industry - is based on the 

extraction of natural potash salts, which have not yet been found in 

sufficient quantities in any Latin American country. 

/Latin American 
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Latin American fertilizer production - which is mostly nitrogen 

fertilizers - has developed rapidly in the present decade, its value 

rising from 40 million dollars in 1962 to 88 million in 1964.    Even so, 

in 1963 and I964 eight countries ^imported 87 million dollars worth 

(roughly 43 per cent nitrogen, 34 per cent phosphorus and 23 per cent 

potassium).   Of these imports 72 per cent were received by Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia and Mexico. 

La, oferta de fertilizantes en América T^n» offers the following 

auggestions, in the light of its analysis of supply over the next five 
and the next ten years: 

i)   That exploitation of some of the major sources of raw materials, 

such as phosphates (Peru and Brazil) and sulphur, should be speeded up; 

Ü)   That more attention should be paid to raw materials costs and 

scales of manufacture in view of their incidence on production costs; 

ili) That steps should be taken to provide more flexible and efficient 

regional and national transports systems for fertilizers themselves, their 

raw materials and thjir main intermediate inputs, ammonia, phospheric acid 
and natural phosphates; 

iv)   That research into possible sources of sulphur and potash salts 
should be carried out; 

•)   That the present production costs of manufactured nutrient 

elements, particularly nitrogen and phosphorus., might be greatly reduced. 

However, this would be useless if it was not backed up by measures for 

developing the infrastructure needed for fertilizers to reach farmers 

with reasonably low charges for marketing, transport, storage, etc.; 

•i)   That special measures should be taken to promote intra-regional trade 

in order to eliminate the present desequilibria in production, whereby 

areas of the region have surplus capacity while others must Import fro« 
third countries; 

•ii)   That steps should be taken to standardise the different types 
of fertilizers marketed in the region. 

22/     Argentina, Brasil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay and 
Venezuela. ^ 

/Several of 
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Several of theBe suggestions wovJLd now need to be revised, 
since they were based on inadequate offici«?! information on current and 
officially approved projects.    It would be useful to make a more detailed 

study of supply - and of the baiane« of supply and demand - as soon as 
decisions to carry out projects are made and their technical characteristics 

known.   But for this it would be necessary to have greater access to 

official and private plans and projects. 
As a reference, two table« from the ECLA/FAO/IDB report are given 

on the following pages, showing fertiliser consumption and projected 

demand in 13 Latin American countries.    (See tables III-9 »nd III-1C.) 

 —• -*-' " --— "••-- •"*•--- — ^^^^-^.Mà^m^ÊmtitÊimiÊmmiÊ^aiàÊmÊ^ÈÊammmlÊÊm 
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Tabla III-10 

LàTIM AHMCAi fRMBBTIORS FC« 1970 IKD im <* TOtTOIZER SOUND IM 13 COtOTROS 

(Thouaanda of mrtrlwrt ton«) 

1?70 1575 

Mimosa hypcthoala Itelw» ta/petha« 
Country KtnlMi hnwthMla Maxlau* hjrpothaaia ta 

N p K N t K II T K 11 p K 

Argentina 67 35 13 67 35 13 117 66 22 117 66 22 

Bruii 78 l6j 107 n 1* 127 8H 183 117 191 377 2Í7 

Contra 
AaarlM •/ 107 ne 33 107 H8 33 lH« 78 53 1H> 78 53 

Chila to 117 19 60 117 19 «5 15H 23 85 15H 23 

Colono!* 4« 72 37 97 125 60 5» 56 51 1» 173 h 

Eauador H J 3 12 10 9 5 H 3 2« 25 22 

Kaxloo jHl 85 16 50* 1*6 51 H76 UH 15 720 330 95 

Porv llH IB 6 lié H8 16 1H1 3» 7 168 96 Ho 

Uruguay * UH 9 2a 71 12 21 71 IH 38 136 19 

f/ono.-uala> A 13 1? 36 21 30 35 20 30 62 HJ 6» 

IsSsL ¿Sä m 2& UXL M2 2ZS Uli M m 1W0 1»W0 & 

jwwi BBU/HO, urloni*»» OlTlrton. 
•/ H ooMtrtrltif ti SalroAor, Qua-touaU, Hondura« Maar 

A. 
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1.    Nitrogen fertilizers 

Study of present and projected supply of nitrogen fertilizers shows, 

first, that in 1970 aid 1975 there will be largo surpluses, eren on the 

maximum demand hypothesis. 

Secondly, many of the national projects now prepared are for large- 

scale units that will- produce basically for the external market.    Lastly, 

still more projects have been formulated in purely national terms, without 

regard to regional developments or the situation in the world market} these 

envisage medium- or even small-scale markets, to be supply by units whose 

coats will be uncompetitive abroad but which will produce surpluses once 

maximum hypothetical internal demand is satisfied. 

The probable demand of 13 countries for nitrogen fertilizers in 

1970 is estimated ^at ft minimum of 855,000 and a maximum of   1,175,000 tona 

of nitrogen a year.    In that year supply will reach 1,998,000 tons of 

nitrogen,   Chilean natural nitrates and less important recoveries will 

account for 180,000 tons, Peruvian guano and ammonium sulphate from coking 

another 36,000 tons, and synthesis of ammonia from different raw materials 
the remaining 89 per cent. 

It is-believed that total.supply will increase to 2,681,000 tons 

by 1975 as a result of Mexico's production aft»r 1970 and the project« 

that Argentina and Vene«uela have in view. 

The balances given in table III-ll are the differences between 

each country's projected total supply and ita demand ^according to the 
maxi mum hypothesis. 

2J/     Study on inputs prepared by the ECLA/FAO Joint Agriculture Division 
with assistance froa IDB, whose conclusions appear in KL uso de 
fertlllaantea en America Latina (B/ÖN. 12/760) •   

&     SM
« R uao de fcrtiliaantae en América Latina, op.oit- tabi« 16. 

/tabi« nWl 
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Cauntry 

Brasil 

OUI* 

OtlabU 

HulN 

TmnA« 

OtlMT 

Tabla III-ll 

UT» amXkt NI1MXSN BAUMS ¡/ 

(Thou—Uto «f tap».) 

IffO 

Prababl* 
•uppljr 
1JÍ8-70 

Balan ea 

Ä5 

I* 

1*0 

3*> 

m 
185 

U2» 

n 

57 

505 

11« 

at 

* 

a/ Bat taalatt»« MMU, OaaU UM, One*, Malti, 
•si TaMfa. Ta* «paly fleuras ara far 
atoar prlMf7 —>•••)« 

b/ A *tagl*# M« 
a/ Ararat« at aanaaa aaa anmwi mpaiini 
A/tMar,!! 

•103 

•K9 

*3 

-a 

«usé 

Frababla 
•upply 

2*0 

(15»») 

(WO) 

(300) 

820 

(185) 

••• 

••52 

USk 
• •• 

(U§1) 

1375 

Maxlaua 
daaond 

U7Í/ 

131 

85 >y 

15a 

720 

1(8 

38 

,    «Of/ 

usi 

Balan*« 

«173 

•3 

•JW 

•*• 

'   «100 

.58 

«571 

-177 

M« t*U* III-10. 

/Ttm rnioaal 
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The regional surpluses would, even on the maximum demand hypothèses, 

be as auch as 880,000 tons in 1970 and 973,000 tons in 1975.    Moreover, 

some of the countries considered have planned projects which have not been 

included in the calculations and would, therefore, make the surpluses 
still greater. 

If demand   does not conform to the maximum hypotheses, the surpluses 

might be as high as 1,145,000 tons in 1970 and 1,528,000 tons in 1975.-22/ 

Bctra-regional export prospects connot be estimated a priori. 

because they depend on the situation in the world market in the next 

decade, transport costs, f.o.b. production costs, variables in the different 

Latin American countries and the evolution of external market prices. 

The main features of the world nitrogen market in 1964-1965 were 

•xtreme mobility of supply, continuous growth of demand (12 per cent) and 

rapid expansion of production capacity through the establishmsnt of new 
large-scale units, 

2.    Phosphoros fert.qf««~ 

It appears that under current project« overall supply of phosphorus 

f ertilisero will about balance maximum demand by 1970,   though there will 

be deficits and surpluses in individual countries.   There will again be 
an overall deficit by 1975, 

Because of the small sise of the domestic markets, the plants so 

fa: installed have all been of aaall capacity.   A few recent projects 

•nvisage Urger uaits, but not on the scale normal for export production 
in other regions. 

Sinoe moat of the latin American countries are short of or completely 

iwldng In phosphorus source.,   Peru's phosphate rock deposits have 
beeome important for the whole region. 

S/      Existing plants in Aruba and Curaçao, will supply, in addition, 
an estimated minimum of 400,000 tons of nitrogen a year.   As 
those islands have praetieally no consumption, this output will 
2 ÍSLffS^11?"* ?? ?"* *• G•***1 *»rioa for a production 
of about 160,000 tone of nitrogen a year. 

/TheBCLA/FAO 
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The ECLA/FAO report estimates the minimum 1970 demand of the 13 countries 
/ 24/ 

referred to at 614,000 ton» a year and the maximum at 869,000 tona =* 

(refer back to table HI-0.0).    Supply in terms of manufacturing capacity 

for raw materials of every origin - should then be 1,027,000 tons a year. 

This includes a small proportion of guano and dephosphorization slag 

(3 per cent), a -aajor proportion of triple superphosphate (55 per cent), 

superphosphate (30 per cent) and ammonium phosphate, bicalcic phosphate 

and complex fertilisers (12 per cent). 
Table III-12 shows the supply and demand balance for each of 8 countries. 

The deficit of 423,000 tons of P^ that appears for 1975 will only occur 

if consumption is as large as the projected maximum; on a minimum hypothesis 

the »ame projected capacity of the 8 countries would give a surplus of 

249,000 tons, 

3.   Potaaaium fertiliser» 

The potassium fertiliser sector, which i» relatively »nail, was treated 

very briefly in the BCLA/FA0 study.    Heither the chemical »ynthesising 

industry, of importance for nitrogen fertiliser», or the mineral raw material 

processing industry, of importance for phosphorus fertiliser», play more 

than an occasional part in potassium production, since mo»t of consumption 

is covered by products derived directly from extraction.   The regional balance 

appear» in table III-13. 
According to the demand projection», potassium will only represent 

15 to 16 p»r cent of regional consumption of nutrient elements in 1970, 

almost the same a» in 1964, and the total volume consumad in 13 oountrie» 

of the region will be negligible in comparison  with the normal outputs 

of the world surpplylng centres.   None of the Latin American oountrie» 

except Brasil, whose maximum 1975 demand is estimated at 267,000 tons of 

L0 and at 1970 demand at 127#000 tons, will consume as much as 100,000 ton* 

in 1975 or 60,000 tons in 1970. 

¡y    All tonnage» in terms of phosphoric anhydride. 

Table XXW2 
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Table IIÏ- 13 

LATIN AMERICA» POTASSIUM BALANCE 

(Thousands of tone of KJi) 

1964 
1970 2221 

Minimum Maximum   Minimum Maximum 

Demand (13 countries) 

Present and projected 
production (Chile, Peru) 

Balance i regional deficit 

165 

24 

••• 

262 

24 

238 

370 

25 

340 

339 

75*/ 
264 

699 

125^ 
574 

a/       Includes a production of 100,000 to 200,000 tone of potassium 
chloride at Secherà, Peru« 

The value of potassium fertiliser imports in 1964 **• 20.4 «Ulion 

dollars, or 23 psr cent of the total value of imported fertilisers. The 
average cost of the potash salts imported ^was 146 dollars per ton 

potassium content. The price paid to the producer (Canada 1963) i» from 
28 to 30 dollars per ton for potassium chloride (which contains 60 per cent 

potassium) and 44 dollars psr ton for potassium sulphate (which contains 

50 per cent). 

22/     This 
of 

r is influenced by the inclusion of the potassium content 
fertilisers, and their parlées are relativel/ high. 

/C 

•H •am 
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C,    TOE SCDIUM ALKALIS INDUSTRI 

The Latin American sodium alkalis induatrie8 have developed in 

difficult condition» that have been common to a number of basic chemical 

proceas industries in the region: high initial investments; lack of 

adjustment between production structure and a demand that does not tend 

to promote the balance between products (chlorine alkalis, traditional and 

recent uses) characteristic of a developed market; dependence on domestic 

natural resources often still exploited in a rudimentary fashion; transport 

costs often incompatible with product values and raw naterial costs; the 

availability of extremely low price foreign supplies produced at marginal 

cost by maximum utilization of large-scale capacity« 

This has given rise to a situation in which the region continues 

to satisfy nearly 50 per cent of its consumption with imports, has at the 

asme time unused production capacity and, despite this, suffers financially 

from having too small a market for chlorine, an essential input of caustic 

soda «/ production. 

If the region«s raw material sources and investments in the Industry 

are to be properly used and a degree of self-sufficiency compatible with 

its economic development plans is to be reached, the development of the 

sector in the different countries must be co-ordinated»   As a fi ret step, 

•ore must be known of the industry, its structure and its market trend* 

Kore exact information is also needed on the uses of its output in 

•ach national market, the costs and available reserves of its raw materials, 

the sums invested in the sector, etc. than is normally available in official 

or private statistics, particularly those of the countries where the industry 

is moot diversified (Argentina and Brasil). 

Without such information it is difficult to draw up realistic alternative 

programmes for the development of the industry on a regional scale» that 

might serve as bases for complementarity agreements between countries and 

a« a guide to entrepreneurs' development and expansion programme«« 

&/ the ten caustic soda is used for eodiu» hydroxide and the terns eodiua 
carbonate and soda sail indifferently for nnsmnrftlal sodium oarbonate. 

A • 
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1. General conditions .of .suprlv ar.d demgjid 

The sodium alkalis constitute .a well -'lofined group vrithin the major 

inorganic products, comprising sodium hydroxide or caustic soda, sodium 

carbonate or soda ash and sodium bicarbonate.    The first two, from their 

wide spread use in industry, provide an index of the stage of industrial 

development of a country, such as does sulphuric acid. 

Caustic soda was one of the first chauical products to be produced in 

Latin America, although until the forties output was not large. 

Caustic soda and soda ash are indispensable not only to traditional 

manufactures such as glass, soaps, pulp and paper and teiitiles, but to many 

chemical processes, petroleum refining, artificial fibres, etc. 

Regional consumption of sodium alkalis is already over 1 million tons 

a year and their production accounts for about 1 per cent of the total 

production value of tira chemicals sector. 
While in the industrialised countries their comsuiaption normally grows 

at a slow and stable pace, absolute consumption levels are still low enough 

in Latin America for the growth rate to be rapid.   The average annual rat« 

in 1959-1962 was 6.4 P«r cent.^Z/     Total apparent consumption in these 

years is shown in table III-14» 
Table III-H 

LATIN AMERICA: APPARENT CONSUMPTION OP SODIU» ALKALIS » 

^ThTsffflrtf Qf ****** 

Tsar Ton» 

195Ö 

1959 

I960 

1961 

1962 

1963 

1964^ 

73« 

851 
810 

930 

1002 

1090 

1100^ 

4/ Not including Bolivia, Cuba, Dosini*** topoWis or Paraguay, b#ctuM 

complete information is not available. 

b/ Preliminary estimate. 

22/ The rat« is 8.1 p«r cant for 1958-1963 owing to a largo toowaoi in 1959. 
/I97O demand 
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1970 demand is estimated at 1.5 million tons and 1975 demand at double 

I962 consumption.   The I964 consumption appears from preliminaiy figures 
to have been about 1.1 million tons. 

The situation of the two main products - sodium carbonate and caustic 

soda - and of chlorine was considered in a recent study, whose preliminary 

text was published iñ December 1966.    It examines Latin America's prospects 

of achieving self-sufficiency through the establishment of sodium carbonate 

plants in favourable locations; it also makes projections of the balance 

between electrolytic production and   probable chlorine daaand in order 

to assess the future marginal capacity available for increasing production 

of caustic soda by cheoical means* 

According to the conclusions of the study, as yet unrevised, the 

evolution of consumption wiU, be as shown, in tables III-15 and III-I6. 

Unless new projects are. carried out there will be a regional deficit 

in caustic soda of 436,000 tons in 1975.    However, much of this should be 

covered by electrolytic production in chlorine manufacturing plants, in 

view of anticipated expansion of demand for this latter substance,- even so 

there will remain some 150,000 to 160,000 tons to be covered by imports or 

conversion of sodium carbonate.   There will be a deficit of about 

520,000 tons in sodium carbonate, not including the additional, contingent 

demand for its use in caustic soda production. 

It is calculated in the study that the probable cost levels of 

regional-scale sodium carbonate plants would be low enough for it to be 

supplied at prices similar to those of the world market (roughly 55 to 60 

dollars a ton o.i.f.) and in any case wich lower than those which must at 

present be paid in several countries of the region* 

/Table EtW 
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Tabla IH-15 

UTW AhTRICAi PR0J2Cra) CGI^MmOH CT CAÖSTI0 SODA 

15«* WTO 

Gauntry 
Tons 

1975 

Argentin* 79 000 107 000 

Brasil 220 000 335 000 

Cantra! Awrla» 11000 17 500 

Ohlla 16300 30 000 

OalaabU 1+3 150 71000 

Eouador 2 <400 3 600 

MaxiM ilk 000 1J5 000 

Paru lU 500 a/ 23 000 

VaaMuaU 20 $00 3a »wo 

mu ULÄfi £¿¿82         i 

l/toils**« la 17*3« 

y i*v*iw. 

Annaal trovtb 
rata   ljéM-75 

Paraairtafa« 

136 000 5.2 

450 000 i.7 
25 600 8.0 

3é 000 6> 

103 000 84 
5500 7.8 

2*0 000 8.0 

33700 8.0 5/ 

»»7500 8.0 

\ IM MO 2J1 

un* AIOUOAI moAom 

Tabla III-l* 

ocMnvnai or »osmi OIMC*« t/ 

if* 

Jtiln1lrm 100 000 

frttl 7« 500 

Cwrtral A—ria« 1300 
gHl* v v*> 
Ooianbla 19 too 
Xauaéar 500 

MBiW W5 000 

Par« 15500 

TtMMWU Il tOO 

m* «a wo 

a/m« Including •attua act*« 

to «fatal ~1 « MM« 

1370 

199000 
185000 

t 100 
»JO© 
58 000 

850 
«9 000 
#»600 
Mo 000 

M75 nto  13*"*5 

raraanttf*s 

tf» 000 
1(0 000 

3 100 
flow 
89000 
1250 

tTfooo 
3(000 
A 000 

7JBLÄ8        LPJUÖ 

7¿ 
11* 
8a 

Ila* 
10.1 

8-7 
74 
84 

10.0 

1À 

ftp /Da 
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D.    THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRI 

•*•• The petrpcbomjcal industry in Latin America 

The present review of the problems and prospects of the 

petrochemical industry in Latin America is based on an SCIA 

report *='on its characteristics and the condition« necessary 

for its establishment« 

The industrialization processes that had been gathering 
momentum in several of the Latin American countries since the 
end of the Second World War and the existence of abundant natural 

resources (petroleum and natural gas) awakened from the fifties 

onwards rapidly growing interest in the region in the development 

of petrochemical industries» 
Until a few years ago most of the constantly increasing 

demand for intermediate organic chemical products for use in 

industry was satisfied by* imports or, for a few products, by 

domestic production from coal or other raw materials of vegetable 

origin«   In some of the countries this demand has now reched or 
is dose to levels at which their manufacture from petrochemical 

products is economically viable, at any rate where there is also 

an expanding petroleum industry capable of supplying the raw 

meteríais needed* 
The factors that have made investment in the industry attractive 

have been, in Venesuela, Mexico, Argentina and Colombia, large 

petroleum and natural gas reserves, and in Brasil the sise of the 
potential market«   Plants have been installed near the raw material 

sources in some cases and near the consuming markets in many others* 

The petrochemical industry - which is really a branch of the 

•Odern organic chemical products industry - primarily operates by 

synthesis«   On the basis of petrochemical products certain natural 

58/   Lf lirtwrtriâPfti (S/CN.12/7U). 

/products 
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product s can be replaced by cheaper synthetic materials, entirely 

new products with unknown properties can be developed, and natural 

and synthetic products can be combined (textile«, rubber, etc«)« 

Industrial installations in the branch usually involve 

relatively large invest aente which can only give a reasonable rate 
of return when production capacity is above a certain minimum 

appropiate to each case, but evenly matches the demand of the 

market to be supplied« 
The financial structure of the industry in Latin America 

to some extent reflects this cumpulaory imnobilisatlon of large 

capital resources in that in several countries it is controlled 

by state enterprises which engage mainly in the manufacture of 

basic raw material and a few essential producta«   In others 

partially or wholly foreign owned companies manufacture the 

whole range of products from the basic to final items«   The 
share of domestic private capital in Latin American enterprise» 

is still relatively email«   In addition, the loans nedded by 
domestic enterprises, whether private or public, are usually 

granted only under prior agreements to use foreign licenses 

and technical assistance«   This situation should change, 
however, if the plans announced by private domestic groups 

in different countries take effect, although nearly all 

demestio enterprises will continue to be associated with the 

great international petrochemical companies and dependant 

on the state petroleum enterprises of their own countries 

for their raw materials« 
An important characteristic of the petrochemical industry 

is its rapid technological development, which is due to the 
enormous effort put into scientific and technological research 
by the great international eompaniee«   Since cheeper manufacturing 

/processes or 
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processes or completely new products are continually being 

developed, petrochemical planta often become obsolete within 

a short period from their installation.   Latin America does not 

jet provide the conditions necessary for carrying out technological 

research at a level that would yield greater progress than that 

already achieved in the industry in the industriali««! countries, 

Moreover, clase collaboration in research between the industry 
and the technical universities has not yet been established. 

A further feature of the industry i« that it often uses 

different raw materials and different technological procedures 

to produce the same product.   A choice of processes can therefore 

be mide in terms of the costs of the available raw materials and 
the manufacturing costs involved in each. 

In view of the different alternatives offered by petroleum 
and its products such as natural gas as raw materials and of the 
different procos ses that can be used to suit different economic 

conditions and goals, the petrochemical industry may be regarded 

aa providing a complex variety of possibilities for development in 
countries who83 industrialisation is in its initial sta^s.   It 
ie perhaps for this reason that the national plarurm-; authorities 

and even the private sectors of each country have äioouotered 

»«Pious difficulties in establishing line, of development in this 
field that would be economically realistic. 

With regard to petrochemioal raw material supplies, it is of 
«* first insertarne to consider not only the overall raturai gas 
«utput and refining capacity of eaea country, but to» &i*e of the 

refinieries and the processes used In their units.   The fragmentation 

of refining feacaeii^ amone numerous small capa alt 7 establishment that 
can be observed in Argent Lia, Ertali and Colorir. wî.U tend to 

complicate or prevent the production of refining derivative* at the 

«oste and in the quantities suitable for petrochemical plants. 

/Tas petroleum 
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The patrol«» refining industry in Latin Inerica has hitherto taken 
the for» of large-scaled dt at illation units, relatively amali catalytie 

cracking unita, and, relative to the total capacity of each country, 

catalytic refonaation unita of very anali capacity. 
However, the changea that have occurred in the nature and ccnpoaltion 

of demand for petroleum producta (fuels and lubricante) during the» present 
decade and the current plans for raw refineries indicate that by 1970 the 
average sise of tha cracking and catalytic reformation units will hare 

increased in existing refineries and those under const ruction. 
The introduction of the exhaustiva cracking processes for producing 

the basic petrochemical raw materiale, which use llouid fractions of 

petroleum (propane, naphta and fuel oil) or even pétrole« itself, baa made 
the petrochemical industry less dependant on the refining industry and 

hence haa eliminated a locaticnal factor that previously gara a greet 
advantage to the oouatries or regions of countries **ere patroohaiical units 

could be sentine* with petroleum refineries. 

2. iTilfi4"" ftf *** 

The figuras available suggest that the industry is still in its 
incipient stages in Latin America, a fact which snst be attributed to the 

precarious basis on *iish its development took • lace in the Ima« decade. 
Among the factors that prevent it from dsvelopiii« In the dynamic fashion 

characteristic of it in the highly developed countries ars tha structure 

of tha domestic markets of some of tha oountriss of the region sud tha 
absence of soma of tha economic policy •eaauree that could inorarne* markets. 

Ae a result, there was a real deficit in supply in 1965» particularly 
of basic and intermediate products.   However, the margins unaatiefied wars 

not larca enough to Justify the installation of new planta producing 1er 

national markete.   Him SMTH. sons of tea enterprises tati operated 

/plants have 
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planta have expanded their capacities in order to lsprove their costs 

structures, and be «ble to coapete at the national or regional lercie 
(Argentina, Brazil, Colorala, Venesuela). 

The evolution of the gross ra3ue of production in 1963 «ad 196» fro« 

a base of 100 in 1962 is shown in table m-17.   It vas determined in 
accordance with the methodological principles established in the study 

referred to, «"The values were calculated in terns of international pricea. 

Table IH-17 

LATI« AÄRICA: ÏEQSW STOUJXXOM OP PETBOCHEMICAL PRODUCTION » 
CERTAIN COUNTRIES 

(1962« 100) 

Country 1963 m 

Argentins 
Brasil 

Colombia 

Mexico 

Tansmsli 

Total 

155.7 
114.6 

...i 
U9.0 

100.0 

lü.é 

30M6 

108.0 

...1 
216.5 
1*6.6 

2ÜJ 

production only began in 1963« 

Iren though the increase in output warn considerable over 60 per cant 
of capacity for srnnufactured products in six countries ^was Idle in 

1964-1965, as can be seen fro« the recent opening of operation« in plants 

in several countries (Argentina, Mexico, Colombia),   grsn eo, table IH-17 

a/   i* 4-w.i*« n^^^^ni^ m igejhrini liitilnn sBaSLt» 
&    Argentina, Brasil, Colombia, Headoo, Pera and V« 
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shows tremendous advances on ths part of Argentin*, and Mexico.    It 
only fitting to include Colombia, which is a producer, hut it was imposible 

to quantify its industry's evolution, since it only began production 
in 1963 (ammonia, carbon black, etc.).   The contraction of Hrasil'e output 

in 1964 was due to the phase through which its whole economy was then 

passing. 

T«bi« m-ie 

UTXM AMHIC*> SAJE Of l»IWa«Xa.I. MODUWS W T« OMBS T»WI » 
srax cawrtOBs* f o?«i aratxcui paouucrIOM 

{•SmsssULMiBB)^ 

i*a 1*3 W» 

CSunlaftl industry ft« ft nbolft 

r«t«ti|t tfwotl srovth 
«) P«tro«hadl«ftl laairtry 
b) ClMMlftftl industry ft« » «bol« 

17 75*.» 
2 3>» 000 

1*10 

9700*10 
2 600 000 

•10.0 
•33»* 

»57».fr 
990 000 

1.73 

«M.7 
3*»3 

y At iatftiBftUoaftl prie««. 

Petrochemical products* share in chemical production (see table 
above) was extremely low until 1964. It is iaportant to Temeaber, however, 

that the number of petrochemical products proper is very amali (see 
La industri, Pf trivial ÎI «p ^rJLca Latina).   In two countries (Mexico 

and Peru) their share was just over 3 P*r cent *» *&** y»** • 
Causes for the relatively alow growth of the industry are not hard 

to find.   The political and social instability of the region discourages 

foreign investors, even when government« sake special efforts to attract 
capital to the branch.   The bureaucratic delays in authorising projects 

for basic products have enormously increased the costs of their by producto 

by forcing these to be made from imported raw materials.   A nunber of plants 
have begun production but have not been able to achieve a full turnover because) 
of the small sise or slow growth of the markets for which they were planned« 

/Poorly planned 
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Poorly planned growth has resulted in the installation of plants for 

intermediata and final products and not for the basic product« used in 

then or in production bottlenecks - particularly where input transact ion» 
under contracts between private ard otate enterprises were involved -, 
because the capacities installed were too small. 

Despite this, petrocheadLcal production grew faster than any other 
in the sector.   And it would appear fro« inforaatlon on plants that 

began to produce after 196i> that its share in the sectorial total is now 
somewhat larger. 

The most importent consumer or petrochemical product« in the oountries 

referred to «as the plastics industry, which by 1964 had been develop-jd 
on a considerable scale, at first on the basis of imported raw aaterials, 

in anticipation of local petrochemical production of its basic inputs« 

The petrochemical based plastic materials in greatest  demand were 
polyethylene, polystyrene, polyvinyl chloride and polyesters. 

Ciie of the most dynamic of the industry* s market« has been chemical 

products for agriculture, particularly nitrogen fertilisers, whose manu- 

facture in some countries of the region (Mexico, Venesuela, Colombia) has 
begun to require enomous volumes of synthetic ammonium« 

Consumption of synthetic elastomers and carbon black and of synthetic 
products for the manufacture of synthetic fibres has been growing rapidly 
because of the uses of these products in substituting or supplementing 

natural equivalents traditionally produced in the region« 
The growth of the last major consuming sector, manufacture of 

synthetic detergente, has been limited by strong competition from soaps, 
whose production is highly developed in almost all the Latin American 
countries« 

3* lïlfltrlnr sTHtsttrtll 

Table IH-19 gives the details of the main petrochemioal plants in 
operation, expanding or projected in the region, aooording to the in fornati on 
available in March 1966. 2** 

21/ Taken fro» L» IIEW.^ March 1966, 

/Table in-19 
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It is interesting to note that most expansion« of installations 

and production reflect an effort to correct the mistake, widely made 

in the region, of installing small-scale plants»   This was particularly 

serious at the basic products level where economies of scale are vital 

for competitive production costs. 

The number of new projects, some for integrated complexes, announced 

officialy of unofficialy during the last five years is impressive.    3ome 

of these, moreover, were to be carried out in countries whose refining 

industries were incipient or whose natural gas and petroleum output» 

were negligible. 

Substitution of iaports of basic and intermediate petroohemical 

products has become urgent in view of their mounting toll on the countries* 

trade balances.   This induced the governments to make provisions in their 

industrial target plans for priority development of the industry.   But since 

definite principles for developing an industry of this complexity along 

rational lines were not always known, in some cases many of the projects and 

plans submitted, were not economically viable and in others economically 

unrealistic investments were authorized, which then had to be given 

excessive protection against international competition. 

From the installed capacity figures of table III-19 conclusions of 

some interest can be drawn.   The petrochemical products proper that will 

be matvifactured in 1970 are ethylene, propylene, butadiene, bucane, beasene 

toluene, the xylenes, ethylbenaene, carbon black, methanol, carbon suphide 

and amaonia.   The largest increases in capacity between 1965 and 1970 will 

be for ammonia (465 per cent) and ethylene (540 per cent), followed by 

methanol (187.3 per cent) and benzene (104.9 per oent)e   In I965 anaaonia 

capacity accounted for 36.3 per cent, toluene capacity for LV,6 per cent 

and benzene capacity for 8.8 per cent of the total of 1,290*8 thousand 

tons/year for all the products mentioned.   By 1970 ammonia capacity will 

have increased to 59.2 per cent, and ethylene capacity to 11.8 per cent 

of a total of 4,093.7 thousand tons/year; benzene capacity will have 
fallen to 5.7 per cent. 

To sum up, it would appear that the main aims in supply are on the 

one hand, to satisfy the fast growing demand for petrochemical products 

under the headings mentioned earlier in this section and, on the other, 

/to achieve 
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to achieve internationally (or at least regionally) competitive cost levels 

on the basis of the natural resources abundantly available (natura gas and 

petroleum) and modernization of the refining industries supplying the raw 

materials of the industry.    This latter trend is particularly obvious in the 

case of ammonia, for which there are several projects (in Mexico, Venezuela, 

Chile and Colombia) that involve the maximum capacity feasible under prssent 

technology and will produce mainly for the international market.    The extremely 

low price at which they can obtain natural gas (3.50 dollars per 1,000 cubic 

metres) will enable them to produce anhydrous ammonia at a cost of about 
20 dollars a ton.?& 

*••    Pro8pects for integrated development 

In the light of the above, the petrochemical industry would seem to have 

a bright future in the Latin American countries.   But, as has already been 

stressed, above, it is vital, for this as for other branches of the chemical 

industry, that regional considerations should begin to play a major part in 
national industrial development plans. 

The generally beneficial effects of regional integration would be 

particularly great in the basic chemical products sector, to which the 

petrochemical industry belongs.   Most of these products are liquid hydrooarbons 

which can now be transported over great distances in quantity and at competitive 

costs.    Hence, an increase in their trade within the region, which would enable 

industries dependent on them to be developed in widely different localities 
presents no difficulties. 

Integration would further result in an intra-regional demand large enough 

to enable large-scale industrial complexes to be installed and reach full 

production on a profitable basis.    This would provide a basis for truly 

coispetitive extra-regional exports.    It must be remembered that even when sub- 

rogions! demand levels that are close to the economic minimum can be achieved 

in national market groupings there is no real guarantee that the sub-regional 

industries developed will be competitive against the international producers,and 

they will anyway have to be given teeporary protection in their initial stages. 

Finally, the acknowledged lack of national capital (whether public or 

private) on the scale necessary for petrochemical projects would be partly 

solved by combining the resources of different countries of the region for 
those of most importance. 

%/     SM
' I» oferta de fertjliantts en América latina (B/CN.1V761). 

/Chapter UT 
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Chapter IV 

THE PULÌ' AND PAPER INDUSTRY 

In response to the United Kations concern to ensure an adequate world 

supply of pulp and paper, ECLA began its work on this subject in 1953, with 

the preparation of a document which explored the possibilities of developing 

tho pulp end papor industry in Latin écries.   This decunent wes submitted to 

the fifth session of ECLA, which recomnanded the convening of a irteeting 

of Latin American experts on the pulp and paper industry.    The meeting was 

held in Buenos Aires in October 1954 and recommended that a group of 

experts on the pulp and paper industry should be placed at the disposal of 

the Latin American countries« 

In accordance with this recommendation, the Pulp and Paper Advisory 

Group for Latin America was set up in 1955, under the Joint auspices of the 

Economic Commission for Latin America (EOLA), the Food and Agriculture 

Organisation (FAO) and the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations (BTAO). 

The purpose was to assist Governments and their development agencies in 

the preparation of general plans, preliminary surveys and feasibility studies 

reqtdred in tho dcvcOopaoit of tho industry within Latin ¿nerioa« 

Since its inception, the Advisory Group has prepared various country 

studies.^ On the basis of these studies, a general report on the present 

situation and future trends of demand, production and trade in the 

. Latin American pulp and paper industry was prepared in 1962 and revised 

and brought up to date in 1965 and 1966,^ 

In March 1966 a R*view Consultation on Pulp and Paper Development in 

Latin America was held in Santiago, Chile, simultaneously with the Latin 

Anericsn Syuposiun on Industrial Development,   The documents submitted at 

that neeting served as a basi« for the discussions and reoc^aondations 

y    |~ ftt|p trt ^qr-frvfBt|t %Jg%£ jurto» (Älit#d ***** P«*
1
*«**

1
«

1
» 
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on the subsequent activitiee of the Advisory Group, which have been 

particularly concerned with preparation» for the forthcoming Pulp and 

Paper Conference, as well aa with the usual advisory servises for the 

different Latin American countries.*' 

This chapter has been prepared on the basis of the information 

contained in the published studios and of the Advisory Group's knjwlud^o 

of th« pulp and paper industry, and is intended to provide a brief 

su nary of the najor problctis refecting tho industry's dwelrpnent, 

A.   APPARENT CONSUMPTION AND PROJECTIONS OF DEMAND 

1,   Past trends 

Apparent consumption of paper and paperboard in Latin America roe« 

from 1.4 million tons in 1950 to 2.5 million in I960 and 3.4 million in 

1965, which meant an increase of 70 per cent in per capita consumption, 

which rose from 9 kg in 1950 to 15 kg in 1965.    However, despite the 

advances made, this figure is only half the average world per capita 

consumption. 

Table IV-1 shows the past trends of production, imports and apparent 

consumption of paper and paperboard. 

The most striking feature of the development of the paper industry 

is the increasingly rapid rate of Import substitution in recent years. 

In 1950 only 56 per cent of demand of paper and paperboard was net by 

local production, but this proportion was increased to 63 per cent In 

I960 and to 70 per cent in 1965.   The newsprint situation is less 

encouraging, since local production accounted for only 30 per cent of 

apparent consumption In 1965. 

y      For list of documents, eee appendix III of the Report of the Review 
Consultation on Pulp and Paper la Latin Amerioa, which appears M 
annex I? of the ~~       -------- 

•*# Development (U 
February 19*7). 

/ternie IV-1 
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Tabi« Vhl 
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«/ Mat Lagarto, 

There ara a nuaber of adverse faetora reeponaible for tha unfavourable 

nwaprint situation in Latin America, including: 
(a) SwaidQjBMtio Marietta which prevent the introduction of the 

economies of seal« so important in newsprint production} 
(b) Tha high cost of electric energy in comparison with tha large 

centres of production; 
(e)   Tha shortage of raaaonably~price softwood and slowness in 

adopting new processes which would enabla other raw Materials to be uaed* 

(d) Tha fact that in most Latin Aaarican countries newsprint la 
except fien loport dutioa, or «object to vary low ohacges) 

(a) Tha fact that installed capacity la auah greater than world 

daatad, with tha reault that world prieea bara tea» «table ainoe 1957» 

despite tha increase in manufacturing costa» 
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These adverse factors are not expected to undergo any substancial 

changes in the next few years, and it is therefore unlikely that there 

will be any radical change in the production of newsprint in Latin America. 

The significance of the region's imports of paper and paperboard is 
demonstrated by the fact that in the last few years about ISO million 

dollars of foreign exchange have been spent every year to satisfy dsaand. 

As noted newsprint constitutes the bulk of the Imports; it accounted 

for 535,000 tons in 1965, or 51 per cent of testal paper and paperboard 

imports.   The rest is mainly made up of paper and board for packing 

bananas for export, and to a lesser extent of various types of special 

paper which demand is too small to justify local production,    Nevertheless, 
the natural growth of the markets and the possibility ef expanding them 

by means of regional integration should soon make it passible to replace 
imports by local production. 

The figures for production, imports and consumption of pulp - the 

raw material for the manufacture of paper and paperboard - are contained 
in table IV-2. 

A comparison of these figures with those for papar and paperboard 
production (see table IV-1) shews a strong difference between the growth 

of the finished product and,that of the pulp used M raw material in its 
manufacture.   In 1950, for example, Latin America produced 294,000 tons 

of pulp, or only 48 per cent of its requirements, but output was nearly 
three times larger in I960 and five times larger in 1965, accounting 

for 70 to 79 per cent of demand, respectively.   As table 17*1 showed, 

output of paper and paperboard in 1965 *M lese than three times larger 
than in 1950. . 

The different trends followed by the finished product and the fibrous 
raw materials is one of the outstanding features of the industry* s 

development In the lest few years sad points to a progressive integration, 
in the senes that Latin America is less ehi less dependent on supplies 
of paper pulp from outside the region« 

Table IV-2 
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Tabi« 17-2 

unii «mxGAt APPAHWT COWOHPTICH OP PULP, 1950, i960 um 1965 

(Thousand« of Un») 

1950 1*0 1965 

laports   Apparativ   _. . _^t     Aporta    Apparati*     ftliUtlMAfiMl     I"P*t«    Appara«* 
Produatlan ^^ Praduatl*»       .  „„ Praduation ,      ,...    .. 

w 
Ohcaiool «Ad 

aaal-ohaalaal 
wood-pulp 

Ohaalaal and 
aael*alMBlaal 
pulp of athtr 
fibroi 

Totsi 

15 lt»2 ttj t>* 

> un      &      «*n 
39« 3W 

l»5 

2t7 

717 

185 

3* 

686 

39« 

26 422 

358 1(W 

398 

211        âl        M        Äl        UÜ2.        USSS        À        UÉi 

Iwwi Pulp Md Papar Adrisary draus, «o <ttw »tala ef afflala! staftUtlaa. 

•/ Hat lutarla. 

When the production trends of the different pulps are considered 

separately, it can be seen that the production of groundwood increased 

more slowly.   This was the result of the difficult situation of newsprint, 

a type of paper which requires a large proportion of groundwood in its 

manufacture (85 par cent groundwood and 15 per cent chemical pulp)» 

In contrast, chemical and semi-chemical pulps show the largest increases 

in the whole sector.   To achieve this increase - and in view of the shortage 

of eonif erous pulpwood - the region has to use an increasingly large 

proportion of non-traditional fibre   resources, snob as the hardwoods 

(eucalyptus, the salicaoeae and tropical woods) and vegetable wastes, 

particularly sugar-cane bagasse«   The pulp produced from these resources 

is the short-fibre variety, which has to be mixed in varying proportion« 

with long-fibre (softwood) pulp to give it the special characteristics 

needed for the various types of paper« 
/fror these 
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Por these reasons, Latin America must continue to depend on imports 
to satisfy part of its demand.    Imports amount to about 385,000 tons a 
year, cost aproximately 65 million dollars, and more than 90 per cent 
consists of long-fibre chemical pulp. 

2.   Analysis by countries 

Table IV-3 contains the figures for production, imports and consumption 
of paper and paperboard, by countries.   The bulk of production is concentrated 

in a small number of countries 1 in 1965 Argentina, Brazil and Mexico together 
produced 71 per cent of the total. 

The countries which show the most rapid growth and which at least 

doubled their output between 1950 and I960 are Chile, Colombia, Ouba, Mexico, 

Peru and Venezuela.   Of these the most outstanding are Chile, which was 

the only net exporter of paper and board, and Mexico, which was the largest 
producer of this group in 1950.    The increase in output is less striking 

in the other countries, because in noat of them the industry was still 

in its early stages in ¡1950.   Subsequently, with the establishment of 

one or two fairly large new plants, they considerably increased their low 
initial production. 

Development was less rapid in Argentina, Brasil and Uruguay,   This 
is not surprising in the case of Argentina and Brasil, since they were 

already the main producers in the region in 1950; nevertheresa, 95 p»r cent 

of their domestic consumption of paper and board, except for newsprint, is 
•upplied by local production.   Their imports are restricted to certain 
special papers for which there is not enough local demand to justify 
production« 

TI» situation in Uruguay warrants closer analysis, because Uruguay 
shows the smallest increase in production between 1950 and 1965, despite 

the fact that ita installed capacity was sufficient to meet greater demand. 
This was mainly because the Government of Uruguay established a mor« realistic 

exchange rat« at the end of 1959, which brought about a large increase in 

the prices of imported paper products and thus strongly affected the paper 

industry.   Sine« most paper mills in Uruguay are not integrated and hat« 
to Import their basic raw material « pulp - the prioe of paper shot up and 
consumption declined considerably.* 

y     See mtk,   
1 ta ftmtw Çftycn.ia/697), J<ay i%$. 
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Despite the increase in newsprint production, no nei.' countries joined 
the ranks of the traditional producers except Cuba, which began production 

in 1959 but which, for technical and economic reasons, from 1962 onwards 

switched production in its newsprint mill over to other typea of printing and 

writing paper, leaving Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico as the sole newsprint 
producers in the region.   Chile is the only country which fully satisfies 

local demand and even exports part of its production.   Brazil increased 

it» output considerably when the largest mill in Latin America went into 

full operation at the end of 1962, and was able to make a correspondingly 
large reduction in its imports of newsprint. 

The remaining producer countries continue to   be largely dependent on 
imports to meet their requirements. 

Of the other type« of paper, consumption of paper used in the 
manufacture of corrugated-board boxes, has increased strikingly in the 
last three years, particularly in Ecuador and Central America, and Inporte 

•re now required to satisfy total demand. 

The present practice of packing bananas for export is the reason for 

this sharp rise in consumption and the impact is such that the countries 

in question, which, except for Guatemala, have practically no paper 

industry, are studying the possibility of developing a large pulp and paper 

industry exclusively for the manufacture of this type of paper. 

The figures for production, imports and consumption of pulp, by 

countries, are contained in table IV-4, 

The most significant facts shown in the table are the situation in 

Chile, which began to export pulp, whereas previously it had been an importer, 

by making use of its plantations of non-indigenous fast-growing conifers 

(FAOHLJCB4U*JA)| tt* Increase in output in Brasil, which, from being the 
region's largest importer of pulp, achieved a positive traie balance; and 
the start of production in Cuba and fencanóla, using sugar-cane bagasse 

as the raw material. 

The foreign trade situation in countries which formerly depended on 

imports to meet the bulk of their demand ehanged radically between 1990 

and 1965, as in the case of Chile, mentioned above, and Brasil and Jfcxioo. 

« 

/Table 1*4 
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In Braail in 1965 exporte of pulp (46,000 tone) for the first tin» 

exceeded imports (6,000 tone). However, this situation is unlikely to 

continue, since domestic demand was abnormally low in that year, and this 

forced pulp producers to seek foreign markets. Future prospects indicate 

that Brasil will hav* to continue to import pulp, although in snail amounts, 

until the new planto go into operation and the expansions now being 

undertaken are completed, 

Mexico, whose pulp production was small, has rapidly increased its 

output to the point that it now meets 90 per cent of domestic demand. 

The remaining producer countries have not been able to increase 

production to the same extent, mainly because of the shortage of softwoods, 

and are still largely dependent on imports to satisfy demand. Argentina 

provides an interesting examples it has not exploited to the full its 

plentiful short-fibre resources, particularly the salicáceas plantations 

in the River Plate delta very near Buenos Aires, the main centre of 

consumption, which would enable it to slow down its growing imports of 

long-fibre pulpwood. 

The use of pulp is becoming more widespread throughout the region 

and is no longer confined to the countries with large markets. Thus, in 

1950 Argentina, Brasil and Mexico consumed 84 per cent of the region1 s 

pulp, but only 67 per cent in 1965. However, there are still nine Latin 

American countries which do not produce pulp and hardly use this raw material* 

3. Projections 9t ftfJHfl 

Preliminary prelections of demand indicate that the region will 

consume 4.9 million tons of paper and paperboard in 1970 and 7 «illion 

in 1975, which represento a doubling of Consumption between I960 and 1970 

•nd * 43 per cent increase in the subsequent five-year period. 

Theee figurée reveal the sise of the projected increase and will 

mean a doubling of per capita consumption from 12 kg in I960 to 24 kg in 1975. 

Thie increase in demand is based on the hypothesis that there is a 

fairly close relationship between the groth of the gross domestic product 

and the increase in paper and board consumption. The projected annual 

lncreaee is very high (8.1 per cent) and exceeds the highest annaul rate 

recordad for any fiv*~y«ar period (6.7 per cent between 1955 and I960). 

/The region's 
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The region's plans for meeting this greater demand are dealt with 

in this study according to different criteria, depending on whether the 

projection relates to 1970 or to 1975. In the first case, a list was 

made of the projects envisaged by the Latin American countries for increasing 

capacity, and once the most featibls projects had besn selected they were 

added to the capacity figures for 1964. This gave the probable capacity 

for 1970 and probable production of both pulp and paper for that year was 

calculated on the basis of different utilisation coefficients established 

in accordance with the past experience of each country. Probable exports 

or imports, as the case maybe, ware calculated by comparing these figures 

with projected demand. 

For 1975 a different approach wat adopted, since entrepreneurs plans 

to expand capacity are usually made on an ad hoc rather than on such a 

long-term basis. Consequently, the situation in 1975 was projected on the 

hypothesis that production trends between 1970 and 1975 would be such that 

the absolute level of net imports in 1975 would be the same as in 1970. 

Table IV-5 contains projections of production, imports and apparent 

consumption of paper and paperboard for 1970 and 1975. 

A comparison of these production figures with previous figures reveals 

the size of the effort required in Latin America to attain these targete. 

Nevertheless, the targets can be considered feasible, with the probable 

exception of newsprint, whose output would have to double between 1970 and 197S 

In foreign trade, Latin America should be increasingly less dependent 

on imports, with the result that in 1975 imports should represent only 

18 per cent of consumption as against 30 per cent in 1965. 

Newsprint imports would continue to account for the bulk of thl» 

percentage, because of the special conditions described earlier in this 

study. 

The projections of production, imports and apparent eonWBption of 

pulp are contained in table 17-6. 

/tibie Ifc-5 
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The figures contained in table IV-6 reveal the emphasis placed on 

integration of the industry.   The share of foreign markets in the region's 

supply of pulp will be insignificant in 1975 - 1«»» than 5 par cent - in 

comparison with 21 per cent in 19¿5. 

To achieve this degree of integration, production of pulp would haw 

to increase in a much higher proportion than that of papar and board*    Thus, 

it is hoped that for the period 1963-1975 the annual growth rate of 

production will be 9.3 par cent for paper and 11.2 per cent for pulp. 

Despite the sise of this inorease it is believed feasible in the light of 

the precedent created in 1950-1960 when the annual growth rate of pulp 

production was 10.6 per cent. 

It was assumed that in 1970 and 1975 the proportion of both long-^f ibre 

pulp and waste paper used in the total fibre furnish would continue to 

decline in accordance with past trends t from 33 par cent in I960 to 32 psr 

cent in 1970 and to 27 psr cent in 1975 for long-fibre pulp, and from 35 P»r 

cent in I960 to 29 par cent in 1975 for waste paper« 

This decline would be offset by the substantial increase in the 

proportion of short-fibre pulp (mainly from hardwood and bagasse), which 

from 17 par cent in I960 would amount to 27 par cent in 1970 and 33 p«r cent 

in 1975. 
The increase in pulp production will have a considerable effect on 

the region* s vegetable resources, and it is estimated that there will be 

no shortage of short-fibre resources. 

On the other hand, the softwoods situation is more uncertain, sines 

the main producers - Brasil, Chile and Mexico - say not have sufficient 

resources to meet the high demand for coniferous pulpwood.   Brasil obtains 

wood from the araucaria forest, which have been intensively exploited in 

the last few years.   Mexico has large reserves of softwoods In the north 

of the country, but they are in areas difficult to exploit and far frasi 

the main centres of consumption.   Chile has plentiful resources from its 

forest plantations, which have enabled it to develop a prosperous and 

fast-growing pulp and paper industry, but there is no assurance that these 

plantations can supply enough raw material to expand the industry beyond 

what is envisaged in the plans under consideration for the period sp to 

1970, uniese UM plan to iiwre«a« the plantations is put into effect« 

AU 
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B.    OPERATING CONDITIONS IN EXISTING BÌDUSTRIES 

A comparison of the production figures with installed capacity reveals 

the surprising fact that in a region which still depends to a large extent 

on imports production of paper and paperboard is scarcely 71 per cen* °' 

capacity and that of pulp only 68 per cent. 

It seems, moreover, somewhat paradoxical that this industry should 

be considering expansion projects whan it could substantially increase 

production, and eren satisfy total demand for both pulp and paper - except 

for newsprint - by fuller utilisation of installed capacity.   However, 

the real situation is quite different; in the first place, the installed 

capacity is theoretical and is calculated in terne of round-the-clock work, 

whereas there are many snail mills in Latin Aasrioa which because of special 

conditions - which will be analysed below - cannot work twenty-four hours 

* day.   Siailarly, present labour legislation in «any oountries nuces it 
uneconomical in practice to work on Sunday« and feaa-i-day«, and to this 

nuBt be added the widespread tendency for industrialists to exaggerate the 

capacity of their plants. 

Under-utilisation of capacity is another reason why the prises of 

paper and paperboard are so high in Latin Aasrioa.   Thus, the countries 
which showed the greatest differences in domestic prices (Chile and Uruguay) 

in a survey carried out in 1962 and again in 1965 (••• table IV-9 below) 
are also at opposite ends of tht seal« in utilisation of capacity, whioh 

i» 95 and 50 p«r cent, respectively. 
Progress in expanding existing plants and building new ones is slow 

In Latin Aasrica in comparison with th« sor« advanced countries.    It is 

quit« ooanon for five to six years to elapse between the study of a project 

«ad tht entry into operation of th« plant, whereas in other countries it 

takes no «ore than two to two and a half years.   This can be attributed 

to tht indécis J/renees of entrepreneur«, the lack of a clear government 

policy on industrial development planning and the chronic shortage of 
capital, although in this sector eeonoadcally sound projects have been 

able to secure external financing either frca international or private 
beaks or agencies. 

Anus, the 
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Thus, the projected additions to the industry's capacity (an increase 

of 75 per cent for paper and of 170 per cent for pulp) considered feasible 

for the period 1958-1965 in the study entitled Pulp and Paner Prospects 

in Latin America. Mon. cifr». had a3 .-(-.ady been completed in 1964 and, in 

the case of pulp, had even exceeded the original projections. 

Pulp and paper nulls in Latin America can be devided, according to 

their sise, into tree categoriesi 

(a) Very spall aille »1th an annual capacity of lose than 1.500 tons« 
In general, these mills, either have obsolete equipment (e.g., manual 

barking of logs in the mill, paper machines with wooden suction rolls, etc.) 

or their production is intermittent.   In southern Brasil, for example, there 

are 140 groundwood plants which in 1963 bad a capacity of 124,000 tons but 

only produced 78,000 tons.    In this category there are a large number of 

«mil mills producing low-quality wrapping paper or paperboard. 
(b) Hsdlum-siaed mills with an annual capacity of 10.000 to 30.000 %W** 

There are fewer mills in this category and, with certain exceptions, their 

production is more flexible.   Although most of them concentrate on a single 

product as their main line of production, they occasionally manufacture 

other types of paper in response to changes in the market«   Some of these 
mills are integrated and in most cases due attention is paid to maintenance, 

although equipment is generally obsolete. 

(c) A pirn•!.! imall group of Itrr fillf» —* «* lfhieh *»• m 

annual capacitar of 230.000 tone-    In this particular case there are four 

lines of production, the largest having an annual capacity of 140,000 tona« 

all the mills in this category ara integrated and are equipped with the 
most modern machinery in Latin America (continuous digeetere and high spssd 

paper machinée of modern design). 
The construction of Urge integrated mills is a fairly recent phenomenon, 

stimulated by the increase in demand for certain standard products, such as 
packing material.   The papar industry was started up in Latin Aserica with 

no provision for the local manufacture of pulp.    In other words, it was . 
initially an industry for processing Imported pulp and local waste paper, 

mainly because short-fibre raw materials were not considered suitable at the 

time and it was cheaper to import pulp and convert it into paper (particularly 
printing« writing and packing paper) than to inport the paper itself» 

/Hills were 
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Mills were built near the centres of consumption and, because demand 

was low, were small in sise.    Protected by customs duties on imported 

psper but not on the imp«?rted raw material, some of these enterprises 

expanded and bought additional eq\\ir*»nt, which was sometimes rather, 

outdated.    At the seme tiac,    they began to produce special artioles, 

which were profitable because of the high prices and protective customs 
tariffs, despite the fact that the volume of production continued to be 

mil.    In addition, new mills were built, also small in sise, to meet the 

marginal demand for these articles, particularly wrapping paper and 

papsrboard, which the existing mills did not produce in sufficient quantity. 

This tendency still persists in some countries, such a« Brasil, 
where more than fifty mills with an annual capacity of between 1,500 and 

3,500 tone went into operation in the period 1960-JL9Ó5.   The situation in   . 

the Brasilien pulp and paper industry is illustrated in table IV-7« 

The industry in Mexico (one of the three main paper producers in 

Latin America) has developed out of a similar pattern of many small units. 
In the last few years the domestic market has favoured a large increase 

in average capacity.   Table I?-8 illustrates that the Mexican industry 
is at a more advanced stage of development. 

3h the remaining producer countries, except for Argentina, the industry 

ia well developed from the standpoint of mill sise.   Yenesuela and Colombia 

have milla whose production is intended solely for the domestic market. 

Chile ie an exception, because its industry not only aatisfies local 

demand for most types of paper but also exports large quantities of pulp 

and newsprint.   Its pulp mills have modern equipment and are able to take 

advantage of economies of neale.    They enjoy the special advantage of 
being supplied by Urge pine plantations with low-cost wood a« raw material 

for mass production of products which are in short supply in the region. 

/Table If-7 
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In general, it can be asserted tlv.t. the Latin American mills whioh 

are considered small or medium-soale and vïàch are now encountering ©oononic 
difficulties have not satisfied one or more of the basic conditions 
necessary for success.    There are: 

1. Suitable local raw material; 

2. A local market which guarantees low distribution costs; 

3« Low capital requirement*! 

4* Cheap energy; 

5# Cheap housing for workers; 

6. Low-coet sewage disposal; 
7. A high-quality product. 

However, it can be assumed that the large number of small adii« 
merely represent an intermediate stage in the development of the region. 

A number of such mills will always be necessary, and those which encounter 
insuperable difficulties can either change their production schedules, 
moderniEe or merge with their larger competitors. 

This fragmentation of the markets, with the consequent lack of 
specialiaation, means that there is no possibility of introducing 

economies of scale, which are much more important in pulp and paper than 

in most other industries.   Thus, of the non-integrated chemical-pulp mille 
in Latin America, only four have a daily capacity of more than 200 tone, 

which is considered to be the smallest economic size, and two have a capacity 

of between 100 and 200 tons, out of a total of sixteen plants in operation. 
Of the twenty^f ive to thirty integrated mills in Latin America producing 

kraft pulp and paper, with a minimum economic daily capacity of 100 to 
200 tons, only three have a capacity of more than 100 tons.   The minimum 

daily capacity for integrated semi-chemical pulp mills is considered tò 

be between 100 and 150 tons, but not one of the five existing plant« has 
a capacity of more than 100 tons. 

Only one out of a total of five plants in the region meets the 

requirements for newsprint, yet the minimum daily capacity considered 
économie for one production line is only about 300 tone, 

/C.   PRICES 
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C. PRxY.Z  A*.D K.OBÏ. .I'ii OF 1,1, INDUSTRI 

The Latin American pulp and paper induatiy does not take advantage, 

except to a very limited extent, of possible economies of s'sale. However, 

even the economic sises mentioned above might well prove too amali to meet 

the growing needs of the domestic market in each country, and in particular 

the demand of an integrated regional market« 

The effects of this situation are clear from a comparison of 

domestic prices with prices of similar imported articles or prices in other 

Latin American countries where production is more efficient. Table IV-9 

contains the figures for certain types of paper and paperboard in the main 

producer and consumer countries, gathered for a study carried out by the 

Advisory Group in December 1962 and again in 1965« 

However, because of the difficulties of comparing prices for very 

different types of paper, and the great variations in exchange rates, the 

results obtained in this inquiries cannot be definitive. Thus, the data 

presented here are merely intended to suggest an order of magnitude that 

will give an approximate idea of the present situation in the countries 

under consideration. 

In analysing the reasons for the great variation in prices between 

the main producer countries, mention should be made of special situation« 

which have nothing to do with the degree of efficiency in the industry. 

Uruguay, for example, has the highest prices in Latin America in both 

periods, not only because of the low utilization coefficient, but also 

because of the over-valuation of the Uruguayan peso in recent years» 

At the other extreme is Colombia, where the rate of exchange was 

raised but the Government did not authorise an automatic adjustment of 

I domestic prices for paper. 

I Chile and Brasil have the lowest prices in the region, largely as 

^ a result of the low cost of raw materials in both countries. This has 

enabled them to develop a prosperous industry which practically satisfies 

total domestic demand for paper products - except for newsprint - and, in 

Chile leaves a considerable margin for export. 

/Table IV-9 
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The great disparity between pr^cM i? not entirely a matter of 

economies of scale;  it is also connected -*;th the poor internal organisation 

of the mills, particularly small and medium-aise mills.    The failure to 

grant authority to the technical staff is one aspect of that poor 

organisation.    Most of the mills were established and are run by people 

with little knowledge of the manufacture of pulp and paper who came from 

sectors of the economy in which general and speeiallted technical knowledge 

is less important than business ability, with the result that they take 

decisions on purely technical matter« on the basis of business principles 

or intuition.    Such a practice is diametrically opposed to that followed 

in countries with a well-established and ocsjpetitiTe paper industry and in 

the large-scale industry in Latin America itself. 

The sane attitude is reflected in the lack of suitable vocational 

and professional training in Latin America for all levels of technicians 

in the pulp and paper industry.    It is the responeibility of the leaden 

of the industry to take the initiative in establishing the necessary 

university and vocational training facilities.    If this is left entirely 

to Governments, not only will it take much longer but the industry will loee 

the opportunity of shaping trainig faciliti es to suit their special metía. 

Moreover, the industry is apparently not taking full advantage of the 

fellowships and training opportunities now offered by countries outside 
Latin America. 

The lack of university-trained technical personnel is also reflected 

in the fact that a recently qualified university graduate can secure an 

important post in a mill and soon riae to a high administrative position, 

with the result that he it neither fully conversant with the production 

prooea« nor fully conpetent to perform his administrative fuctiont.   The 

situation is completely different in Morth America and the Scandinavian 

oountrie«, where a university graduate amy begin at the bottom and work 

hie way up gradually to a higher level either in production or administration. 

Moreover, the eelariee for technical personnel in Latin âeerica tend 

to be too low to keep foremen and tour bosses for very long.   When their 

base salary ia devalued as a result of inflation and they receive no 

compensatory increase, these mm tend to look for other jot» and the 

/industry losee 
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industry loses their benefit of exper^enrs.   The low level of salaries 

also militates against the efforts of the industry to recruit competent 

technical personnel from outside Latin America. 

All this shows that the management of small and mediun-siee paper 

mills has not improved commensurately with the progress of the industry 

as a whole.*    Industrialists running this type of mill   are likely to 

find it more difficult to adapt to the new competitive conditions created 

by regional integration and, in many cases, they will be unable to introduce 

the necessary changes without technical assistance fron the Common Market 
organs. 

For several other reasons (the impossibility of obtaining machinery 

in the country, import restrictions, high interest rates on loans sod financing 

with bank guarantees), Latin African plants cannot replace their equipment 

rapidly, as North American plants ean, and in many cases recently acquired 

equipment is obsolete in comparison with that of truly modern plants. 

This is because decisions are taken on a business rather than a technical 

basis, for reasons already explained, and prices, rather than quality or 

productive efficiency, is the overriding factor in the purchase of equipment. 

Before initiating a new project, competent assistance should be 

•ought   in solving the engineering problems.   In other regions this 

assistance can often be obtained from existing plants, which are generally 

open to those seeking advise; in Latin America, however, plant personnel 

tend to regard their information as secret, despite the fact that real 

secrets in the pulp and paper industry are rare. 

Moreover, many local manufactures of machinery are unable to offer 

their clients the kind of engineering assistance provided in countries 

where the machinery industry is established on a wider base.   Even where 

the mills »re able to pay for such services, there are only a few firms 

of consultant engineers in Latin America working in this field.    However, 

in many cases, it is surprising how local manufacturers, or tha etaff of 

the mills« own repair shop«, find ingenious solution« for complicated 
technical problems. 

/Despite the 
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Despite the efficiency of the slops attached to certain mills,  in 

general equipment maintenance is unsatisfactory,  as is reflected in the 

results of a study on Argentine paper mills in 1963:   in mills representing 

20 per cert of total installed capacity operating conditions were regarded 

as unsatisfactory, in 4Q per cent conditions were more or less acceptable 

and the rest (31 per cent) were operating efficiently.    Special importance 

was attached in this study to the overall operation, than to the individual 

features of the component elements.-' 

Moreover, in many cases manufacturers of equipment have been slow 

in designing machinery specially adapted to the needs of the Latin American 

industry.    One example of this is the need for a modern system for the 

recovery of chemical products in small mills producing Kraft or soda pulp. 

This need became evident about 1950 and several foreign manufacturera were 

informed, but only now is it becoming to find such systems, either locally 

produced or imported, for mills with a minimum daily capacity of 20 tons«. 

The reasons for this delay be sought in the situation existing in the rest 

of the world, where in the last decade the larger Kraft mills expanded 

their daily capacity from 400 to 1,000 tone, with the result that 

manufacturers of recovery boilers, in particular, were not interested in 

designing small-site units. 

The differences which need to be overcome in the operation of the 

industry are illustrated by the fact that it is common to find Latin 

American mills in which 11 to 12 man-hours are needed to produce one toil 

of pulp, as aginst the Ö.5 needed in Scandinavian mills of the same age 

and approximately 3 man-hour» in modern mills. 

The general aim of the industry in planning new plants mutt be to 

apply modern methods so that technology will be used to full advantage 

to make production more efficient. 

In addition to the problema listed above, the industry encounter« 

dlffieul      s   of a technical nature In attemping to use local natural 

resource     o meet the demand for paper producta«    There is a wide gap 

between what is technically possible and actual practice in producing 

paper from existing regional resources. 

y      See National Development Council (CQHAEB). 
oeluloea. Internal Document Mo, 4?» lwk>a 
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Softwoods (long-fibre) aro avails only in very few Latin American 

countries, and this mean« that short-litre resources must increasingly 

be used to satisfy growing regional demand,  in view of the large reserves 

of hardwoods and agricultural waste (mainly bagasse). 

World attention is increasingly being paid to the need for more 

detailed research on short-fibre materials in the manufacture of pulp and 

papar.    Notable experimental work has been done in Brasil, Colombia, 

Mexico and Vene«uela on the us« of mixed tropical hardwoods, and has been 

successful even on an industrial scale mainly m Brasil and Colombia. 

There is still much .oom for more advanced research and, despite the fact 

that the use of mixed hardwoods is an economic rather than a technical 

problem, the discovery of more efficient processes will undoubtedly help 

to make fuller use of tropical resources in the manufacture of paper. 

It is no exaggeration to say that present techniques for using 

bagasse as a raw material are obsolete and relatively expensive.    One 

striking exception is Mexico, where valuable experimental work is being 

done and where are mills using modern processing techniques. 

Another technological problem of some importance to Latin Anerica 

is the use of hardwood in the manufacture of high-yield, i.e. groundwood 

pulpe, particularly for the manufacture of newsprint and printing paper. 

Except for Argentina, where salicáceas are used in manufacturing newsprint, 

little is known in Latin America about this subject.    The use of eucalyptus 

for producing disc greundwood could open up interesting possibilities, 

which would fundamentally influence the development of a large part of the 
Latin American industry. 

There are several technological research institutes in Latin America 

etyding the problems of the pulp and paper industry.^/   Some have done 

•«»•lient work on the manufacture of pulp but, as often occurs in other 

regione, in general no research has been done on certain aspects of paper 

manufacture, since these present greater difficultiee.    For the most part, 

research on paper tends to be concentrated on property studies and 
quality control, 

/The problem 
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Ths problem of eo-ordinating the research done by the different 

countries is a difficult one and will be of great importance in the fut ture, 

but for the tin being it is preferable that the technological étudies 

should be carried out by existing institutes, which should be expanded 

and given greater resources so that they can »set national needs« 

As a first step towards regional integration, research activities 

should beco» acre specialised, with one regard for the particular conditions 

of the different countries.   The main field of research that could be) 

undertaken by each country are roughly as follows t 

(a)   Argentina: refining, use of short-fibres (mainly for mechanical 

pulps), sheet forming and printing problème; 

(fc)   Cnil»i lixiviation and grinding of pulps, manufacture of 

newsprint and paper for containers; 

(c) Colombia and Vene tue la t use of short-fibres (bagasse and 

tropical hardwoods), printing and packaging problems; 

(d) Brasil and Mexico: ths différant stages of lixiviation, with 

emphasis on the production of dissolving pulp and the manufacture of 

printing and packaging papers. 

Finally, although it is not a technological problem,   the lack of 

training facilities in Latin America must be emphasised.   The one exception 

is Mexico, where a number of training programmes for mill personnel have 

been successfully launched.   There is almost a virgin field for developing 

training activities and very promising recolta oould be obtained with a 

little more effort. 

D.    TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMIES OP SCALE 

There is a close relationship between a mill1 s production cost« 

and its installed capacity.   As the sise of ths mill increases, labour 

requirements, administrative costs and general expenditure do not increase 

oommensurately, in other words, unit costs are lower.   Investment doma 

not increase in proportion to the sis« of the mill either, with ths result 

that investment par unit of production and capital charges are lower« 

/rMs affect 
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This effect is not indefinite;   t>.ere ?omes a moment when economies 

of scale becomes insignificant and tend to disappear.    In the case of 

pulp and paper,  this limit is a daily production of about 500 tons 

(or double in the iiase of paperboard) M 

Table IV-10 shows the differences in investment and production costs 

for paper in relation to different capacities.    Economies of scale vary 

manufacturing processes as well as with finished products, with most 

concentrated in the manufacture of paper  (mainly because of the investment 

cost of paper machines), particularly where there is mass production 

(newsprint, wrapping paper and linerboard). 

Economies of scale are less significant - although still considerable 

in pulp production and depend on the sise of the pulp manufacturing units 

and bleaching and recovery faculties.    Economies of scale in pulp 

production are shown in table IV-11. 

The data used to illustrate these economies of scale are strictly 

for purposes of comparison and do not relate to actual conditions in any 

particular country.   Naturally, the mtniaun economic mill aime varies 

according to actual local conditions: the oost of the raw material, labour 

costs, tariff protection, transport costs,  taxes, the cost of electric 

•nergy, etc., with the result that the validity of the concepts of minimum 

and optimum sises is relative and varies from one country to another and 

•ven from one region to another within the same country. 

In Latin America mill siae tends to remain below what is considerad 

to be the minimura economic sise in the nor« industrialised countries 

and very far from the optimum sise.    There is, for example, only one 

pulp mill, situated in Chile, with an optimum daily capacity of 500 tons; 

all the rest have much lower capacities and at present there ara no 

axpanaion plans that would enable them to approach that figura, «xoept 

for Celulosa Chihuahua in Mexico, 

y    Por further details see KU, 
"""    * "       " (V« 
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Thus, there are a lai¿e number of small and medium-size mille in Latin 

America which have more than one production line and procese a great 

variety of products, with a consequent increase in production costs« 

For certain types of special paper, even the *tiole Latin American market 

would not be sufficient to absorb the production of an optimum-size mill. 

In order to satisfy growing demand in recent years, medium-size 

units have frequently been established, without regard for the savings 

that would result from expanding mills already ir operation and utilising 

existing facilities.    However, a number of countries, conscious of the 

advantages, have expanded existing pulp and paper mills with a view 

to reducing production costs. 

Table IV-12 shows the variations in mill size and the predominance 

of small mills in the Latin American pulp and paper industry. 

As can be seen, mill sizes are far below what is considered the 

minimum economic size for world market conditions.    Thus, out of a total 

of 235 pulp mills, only 7 have a daily capacity of more than 200 tone, 

and out of a total of 295 paper mills, only 25 have a daily capacity of 

more than 100 tons, the minimum economic size for certain types of special 

paper, which is aggravated by the fact that most of these 25 milla reached this 

capacity by successive additions of small machines and are forced, as a 

result, to employ an unduly large staff.   The types of paper principally 

consumed (newsprint, paper for bags, and corrugated board) require minimum 

economic daily capacities of more than 200 tons. 

The foregoing has shown how the smeline ss of national markets has 

in moat eases been one of the factors preventing the Latin American 

countries from benefiting from the economies of larger-scale production. 

In planning the industry's future development, particular emphasis should 

be laid on the introduction of economies of scale by creating the necessary 

conditions, expanding existing mills and recommending that future 

installations should take full advantage of these économie« in order to 

make better use of limited capital resources. 

In addition, as many milla as possible should be integrated, since 

an integrated mill is obviously more economic than a non-integrated mill 

of the same aiie.   For this reason particular support should be given to 

projects for providing non-integrated mills with means of producing the 

raw material (pulp), as a first step towards reducing costs. 
Aable 17-12 
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Tabi. IT-ií 
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The creation of a common markst for pulp and paper would facilitate 
the' applications of measures for introducing economies of scale, by 

opening up national frontiere to regional oonpetition.   A further advantage 
would be that the production of certain types of special paper and board 

oould be concentrated in countries with the best manufacturing conditions. 

These benefits would reduce investments and production oosts and 
would enable the producer countries to enter the export market, which up 

to now has been closed to them, by reducing prices without loss of profita 
to the advantage of both producers and importers. 

E.   ALTERNATIVE GROWTH POSSIBILITIES 

Projections of future consumption of pulp and paper in latin America 
indicate that there will be a siaabie increase in the various categories, a 
ehowa in table XV-43, 

ft*Ul*43 
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The theoretical calculation of the economies of seals that could be 

obtained by building production units of economic alee to nest increased 

demand is very revealing.    It is estimated that in Latin America these 

units should have a daily capacity of about 200 tons except in the case 

on newsprint, for which the minimum economic capacity is higher.   This 

sise would be sufficient to supply most doneatio markets and would yield 

fair return on capital and eliminate the need for high protectionist tariffs. 

It is estimated that the production costs of an efficient mill of that 

sis« manufacturing printing and wrapping paper would in most cases enable 
prices to be internationally competitive and still yield a reasonable, if 

not high profit»   Moreover, such production units would allow firms 

considerable flexibility within a wide range of products.   This seems to 

be the best solution for the problem of paper consumption in Latin Aasrica, 

/sinos the 
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since the more drastic solution of concentrating production in a smaller 

number of large mills (with a daily capacity of 500 tons or more) and 

opening markets to international competition is not feasible at the 

moment« 

In the regional study,^ a careful analysis was made of the balance 

of supply and demand for pulp products on the assumption that all the 

projects for expanding capacity considered feasible for the period 

I965-I97O would be completed and that the demand projections contained in 

the study would be fulfilled. A different approach was adopted for 1975. 

It was almost impossible to predict how much the industry's capacity 

might expand over so long a period. Consequently it was decided to 

estimate production for 1975 on the arbitrary assumption that it would be 

sufficient to maintain the same absolute level of imports as in 1970. 

Table IV-I4 shows how much capacity would have to be increased 

between 1970 and 1975 for the purpose of the above assumption. These data 

serve as a basis for calculating the saving that would result from 

applying economies of scale. 

The installation of new capacity to meet the expected increase in 

demand for the period 1970-1975, if the relationship between demand and 

production is to remain at the 1970 level, is analysed on the basis of 

two hypotheses: 

(a) The installation of mills with a capacity equal to the present 

average capacity in the region, and 

(b) The construction of a smaller number of mills of an economic 

site (daily capacity of 200 tons). 

Solution (b) is based on many simplified theoretical calculationa. 

There are specific cases in which small mills are built because of technioal 

or market problems, and others in which small plants in certain localitiss 

are protected by transport charges - and this happens frequently in 

Latin America - against competition from plants of more economic sise. 

2/  B. Dfcpsl v celuloaa en Amerloa Latlnat situaoK! 
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An analysis of tht figures contained in the Ubi«, despite the 

illustrative nature of the calculations, indicates the benefits to be 

obtained fro» the correct aplication of such measures.    On the basis of 

the assumptions mentioned above, there would be a hypothetical saving of 

82$ «illion dollars on investment and a reduction of about 250 million 

in production costs in the period 1970-1975.    Particularly striking is 

the fact that the saving on investment to cover the capacity deficit for 

paper is much larger than for pulp, although the deficit in the paper 

industry is only slightly larger than in the pulp industry.    The saving 

on investment in the paper industry is almost three times as much as in 

the pulp industry, because the economies of scale are much greater in the 

smnufacture of paper and because existing pulp mills have a larger average 

capacity than paper mills. 

In view of the fact that one of the problems limiting the industry's 

development in Latin America is the shortage of capital, the need to 

move towards true integration in the industrial field is increasingly urgent« 

2.   fclber#44ftH9« ^ trade 

Mew that the advantages of adopting a regional approach to the 

future development of the pulp end paper industry have been illustrated, 

a brief account should be given of some of the most important aspects 

of this regional co-ordination. 

Integration of the markets should be the main instrument for achieving 

a graduel change in the industry's present situation, with its insufficient 

socles of production, inefficiency of operation, high costs and priese, 

high tariffs and other formi of protection.   However, in applying this 

instrument account should be taten of the very different circumstances 

la the two most dissimilar pulp and paper manufacturing groups, nemslyi 

(a) Mass-produced standard products, such a newsprint, Kraft 

«rasping paper, chemical pulp (mainly long^fibre), which are most susceptible 

to concedes of scales ¡ and 

(b) Products of more limitad production, nainly groundwood, printing 

ant writing paper, certain t-ypee of board and spécial papar, which ara 

generally less amenable to économies oí scale and In respect of which it 

la a great advantage for mills to be oloee to the centrée of consumption. 

/Moreover «• ans 
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Moreover - and this is perhaps the most important f ctor in ensuring 

that integration ie tailored to fit each type of production - the 

geographical distribution of long-fibre resources in the ragion conditions 

the possibilities of regional specialisation more than the availability 

of short-fibre resources. 

There is, therefore, a well-defined pattern of regional specialization 

in long-fibre products, in which Chile, and to a lesser extent Central 

America and Mexico, are in the best position to meet regional demand. 

Table IV-16 summarises the customs duties and similar taxes levied 

on pulp import» in the main importing countries of the region, and for 

purpose of comparison, the prevailing tariffs in Fiance and the 
United Kingdom. 

Most of the ALALC countries have already lowered their tariffs 

on pulp imports, in several cases considerably.   These reductions have 

led to a substantial expansion of the pulp and paper industry in Chile 

sad are the main Incentive behind projects for building new pulp mills 

in that country« 

However, tariff reductions for paper and board have been ¿auch 

smaller than for pulp, and have been moré or less limited to the types 

of paper not produeed   in the countries granting the concession or not 

produced is sufficient quantity to satisfy domestic deuand (newsprint). 

The situation is different with regard to products for which 

short-fibre resources are used.    The fact that most of the countries have 

a plentiful supply of short-fibre resources and ,hat operating conditions 

and existing prices vary widely makes it extremely difficult to arrange 

for certain countries to specialise in these products. 

The tariff reductions agreed to in AULC, together with others 

that should be easy to secure» such a redactions in tariffs on special 

paper, produced by a vary small group of countries (mainly Argentina, 

Brasil, Chile ana Mexico) which the remaining countries import from outaide 

the region, will enable imports fremi outside Latin America to be replaced 

by regional production.   The assumption oontinuea to be that there will 

be a great Inereaee in intra-regional trade in the next few years and an 

im tit« operating conditions of alila producing for export« 

A*ble X*4¿ 
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There are a large number of obstacles to such an Increase in trade. 

However, a first step towards wider regional integration could be the 

reduction of all existing customs duties to a pre-de te mined level. 

This presents enormous difficulties because prices vary so much from 

country to country, as was shown in table IV-6.    Before introducing such 

a measure, domestic prices in Latin America for the different typ^s of 

paper and board would have to be carefully studied.    If such a study 

confirmed the great disparity between prices found in the surveys carried 

out by the Advisory Group, some mechanism for the gradual reduction of 

customs duties should be established, with Conger periods and smaller 

reductions for countries with the highest prices.    That would give industries 

which were established with the assistance of extremely high tariff 

protection time to modernize their plants and improve operating conditions. 

The gradual reduction of all customs duties would introduce a 

permanent factor of competition that would tend to have a moderating 

influence on sharp price rises. 

There are fewer practical obstacles to integration in the countries 

of the Central American Common Market«    The non-existence of a real pulp 

and paper industry in any of the five countries and the smell sise of 

the national markets open up great possibilities for true integration« 

There are at present several projects for establishing mills that would 

satisfy the Central American market.   They have been abetted by the 

unrestricted internal trade in these products between the countries of 

the Common Market (except for trade in certain types of paper between 

Nicaragua and the remaining countries) and the common external tariff« 

that are to be applied to countries outside the Market at the end of 1970« 

3.   CoMPttition in world markets 

At first eight it would seem contradictory that a region with a 

large pulp and paper deficit and an unsatisfactory industrial structure 

should consider selling its products on the world markets.   However, 

there are, a number of indications that certain products of the pals and 

paper industry could complete successfully in a free market without 

special protection. 

/Studies carried 
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Studies carried out by FAO and the United Nations regional 

cornassions ^ indicate that the main producer and consumer regions of 

Western Europo and Japan will bo facod with serious shortG£0 of pulpwcod 

in the not too distant future. 
There are certain intermediate products, such as pulr>, in which 

the value of the raw material - wood or vegetable waste - is a veiy 

important factor in mills of economic siae.    Since pulpwood is of little 

value in relation to its weight, world production of pulp is concentrated 

in localities close to the source of the raw material (forests and 

plantations) and there is a thriving world trade in this nroduct. 

Centain Latin American countries are in a very favourable position 

in comparison with other regions of the world.   This is particularly true 

of Chile, where the rapid growth of non-indigenous pine plantations gives 

an annual yield per hectare five to ten times greater than in the cold 

temperate «ones of the Northern Hemisphere, with the result that the price 

of softwood is exceptionally favourable in that country. 

A study prepared by PAO in 1963,^ comparing prospeots in four 

regions of the world for exporting Kraft pulp to the European market, 

describes the favourable condition« in Chile at the present time for 

eoapeting in that market.   Th« study estimated capital and manufacturing 

costs and profits for mills producing exclusively for the export market 

on the basis of information then available.   The calevüAtions were bated 

not on selected locations or projects for building specific mills, but 

on regions with suitable sites and the costs of similar mills built at 

that time and in the experience. 
Notwithstanding the hypothetical nature of the study and the 

simplifications introduced in the calculations, the estimâtes are sufficiently 

reliable for purposes of compering potential saviags. 

Table I?-17 compares cost» and profits in Kraft pulp mills of the 

tame site (daily capacity of 300 tons) in four regions, producing 

exclusively for European market. 

PI4D and paner prospect» in Western Europi (Munich,1963)í FAO, 
pacts for expending forest products exports from developing 
ferül (1964). 

PAO, Geographic co»|«r\ffCf of V» economics of pulp production» 
1963 (mimeographed). 

/Tab!« IV-17 
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oom AW au» mann » BUTT NU MOU 

UKL&UaU> 

faMOTl* 
•111 y •••» m IBV*«*MM 

toll«« pw «ai (Milni) 

MriiMMt «f miwi Ul.e Í6.5 IM 

IwiH—rt mil «T OMII 101.5 70Ji If.1 

0*wt tf T—iiylla •> tar* MM «S.» iM 

JM St.* Ä* 

j^ «Urtili Ir «Mnnwi fr«14* Ml lili liiiin t*m Um prlM «f «» pal» « * fcrww pa* 
(••l«f. ••%•»*•).   «MM pram* « UnrtHM »• «OMIM« « «M tart* *f «• mttmmm 

It will ba notad that tha «111 aituatad in Chila, daapita tha highar 

transport ooata raaulting froa tha gratta* diatanea f roa Europa, would 

hará ona of tha hlghaat prof ita-in*aataant ratioa, aolaly baoauaa of tha 

lowar coat of wood,   Tha inf luanes of tha ooat of wood on tha diraot 

•anufacturing ooata of unblaaohad Kraft pulp aaargaa elaarly * roa a 

ooapariaon of tha ahara by wood in diraot aanufaoturing ooata in Finland 

and Chilo, which ara at oppoaita anda of tha aoala aa ragarda wood priosa. 

In Finland tha ooat of wood rapraaanted 75 par oant of diraot oanufaaturiaf, 

ooata, wharaaa in Chila it waa only 46 par aast« 
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Although Burope is expected more easily to satisfy its short-fibre 

pulp requirements by better utilisation of existing mills in the region» 
it might be possible to introduce into the European market certain 

Latin ¿nericati homogeneous short-fibre pulps» such as eucalytue and 

bagasse«  for which conditions in Brasil and Mexico are very favourable« 

Prospects for exporting products with a greater value added» such 

aa a different types of paper» to the more industrialized centres are 

less encouraging» in view of the fact that the cost of the raw material 
la not aa important aa in the manufacture of pulp.   Consequently» the 

adverse factors in Latin America (high capital costs» low productivity 

and high coat of electric energy) ***** greater impact« 
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